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FOREWORD

For over fifty years the architectural landscape of the University of Texas at Austin has been
dominated by the work ofPaul Philippe Cret. From the Tower to the Texas Memorial Museum,
the physical appearance of this campus bears Cret's unmistakable imprint. In his fifteen years
as consulting architect he completely altered — in a way no single architect had before or has
since — the design ofbuildings, landscaping, and comprehensive planning for this institution.
Dr. William J. Battle's quest for "a really first class architect" was achieved.
By the time Cret began his comprehensive plan for the Austin campus in 1930, his national
reputation had long been known. Such major architectural monuments as his Pan American
Union, Detroit Institute of Arts, and Folger Shakespeare Library — to name only a few — were
already in place. Cret's legacy for Texas is equally significant and will remain so for future
generations of students. Now, in 1983, as the University of Texas at Austin celebrates its
Centennial, Cret's vision continues to serve as an inspiration to all of us here in our continuing
pursuit of excellence.
The Archer M. Huntington Art Gallery, a unit of the College of fine Arts, is pleased to
present this exhibition. It would not have been possible without the cooperation ofthe lenders,
above all H2L2 Architects/Planners in Philadelphia, the successor to Cret's firm. The catalogue,
primarily authored by Carol McMichael, will stand as the definitive work about Cret at Texas.
The staff of the Huntington Art Gallery applaud her diligence, sound scholarship, and good
judgment. We also wish to thank Dr. Thomas Reese, professor of art history, who has advised
and worked closely with Ms. McMichael in the preparation of the catalogue. To have had
the catalogue and exhibition result from work for a master's degree by Ms. McMichael reinforces
the value of the Gallery as an educational and research institution for the University of Texas
at Austin.
The beginning remarks by Blake Alexander, professor of architecture at the University,
play a significant role in introducing Cret to the reader. Professor Alexander has long been
involved with this project and its place in the history of architecture in Texas, a subject about
which he has written widely during his twenty-seven years on the Austin campus.
The Art Gallery presents this exhibition in honor of the Centennial, with the express hope
that it will stand as a measure of excellence for the future.

ERIC McCREADY
Director
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of this exhibition, therefore, has been the preservation of significant works of art.
The search for drawings for other American universities, which I wanted to borrow to suggest
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understanding of group planning in America.
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on the Austin campus. Designs for the library, the keystone ofCret's plan at the center of the
campus, are shown first. The followingseries ofdrawings moves the viewer over the campus
from the Architecture Building on the West Mall southeast to the Men's Dormitory Group,
northeast to the Museum, west to the Home Economics Building, and finally returns to the
Union and Auditorium buildings on the West Mall. In few ofthese drawings are the structures
seen exactly as they were built. Instead, an effort has been made to include presentation drawings
in order to emphasize the variety of solutions that Cret proposed. Comparative drawings of
other buildings by Cret, members ofhis firm, and other architects provide a historical context
for the Texas drawings. The majority ofdrawings in this section were generously lent by Cret's
successor firm H2L2 Architects/Planners of Philadelphia (formerly Harbeson, Hough,
Livingston, and Larson). Partners Paul C. Harbeson and William J. H. Hough, Jr. must
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1. Frederick E. Ruffini, Old Main Building, from the southwest (BTHC)

2. Smithmeyer and Pelz, Healy Building, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. {American
Architect and Building News, March 27, 1880, plate 222)

INTRODUCTION
Drury Blakeley Alexander

From the very first those who have been responsible for the physical setting as well as the
academic quality of the University have been concerned that Texas should have a "University
of the First Class." The constitutions of the Mexican state of Coahuila-Texas, the Republic
of Texas, and the state of Texas all called for the establishment of an institution of higher
learning. The idea that Texas should have a university was consistently included in each
plan and program by the founders of the state. When the city of Austin was laid out as the
capital of the state in 1839, a site was reserved for a college. This site, north ofthe city proper,
was labeled "College Hill" on the earliest maps. It has been described as being "higher than
the city proper and commanding a beautiful view in all directions." In the center of this fortyacre plot was a hill covered with live oaks and mesquite and adorned with bluebonnets each
spring. It was so beautiful that President Mirabeau Lamar bought land just north of the
forty acres intending to build his home there.
In 1882, less than fifty years before Paul Cret was appointed to the position of consulting
architect, the initial building for the University was begun on this site. This construction
was the west wing of the Old Main Building designed by Frederick E. Ruffini, the first of
many architects to contribute to the building of the campus. Although no building of his
remains, his influence must be acknowledged due to the effect on all subsequent campus plans
of the site he chose for the Main Building. In placing his Main Building on the highest point
in the forty acres, the tower on the central north-south axis and nearly at the crossing of
the east-west axis, he established the relationship between the Capitol and the Main Building,
which was enlarged upon by Cret with the Tower we know today.
Ruffini's High Victorian Gothic style for the first building on the campus was very much
in vogue for college buildings throughout the country, and his design compares very well
with most ofthe main buildings erected in the seventies and eighties of the last century. True
to the style, Old Main (fig. 1) had a central tower topped by a steep pyramidal roof and a
symmetrical facade with east and west wings stretching out from the tower, each terminated
by a projecting pavilion. These end pavilions, in turn, had smaller towers that marked the
side entrances and echoed the large central tower over the main, south entrance. The archetype
of these High Victorian main buildings was the imposing Healy Building of Georgetown
University (fig. 2) built in 1879 by Smithmeyer and Pelz. This grand example of the style
still rises from its campus site above the Potomac and dominates the Georgetown skyline.
The similarities between Healy Building and the University of Texas's Old Main indicate
that Ruffini was familiar with the Georgetown building and that it inspired his design.
This first building on the campus was named Main Building from the beginning, and,
because of the limited funding of the University, it was built in three stages, with the west
wing completed first in 1882. The builder-contractor was Abner Cook, noted locally as the

builder of Austin's finest antebellum Greek Revival houses. The central section of Old Main,
including the tower, was built in 1889. By this time Ruffini had died, and the architect for
this section was Burt McDonald, who followed Ruffini's design fairly closely, modifying the
tower slightly by adding stepped buttresses and more steeply pointed Gothic arches. The
result was a stronger Gothic character in the central block and tower (fig. 3) than Ruffini
had shown in his perspective. The building was completed in 1899 with the building of the
east wing. The architect for this third portion was James L. O'Conner, who repeated Ruffini's
exterior exactly so that the necessary symmetry was preserved. The building, as finally
completed, stood only some thirty-odd years before it was demolished for the new Main
Building, hardly time for the ivy, said to have been brought from Westminster Abbey, to get
a good hold on the building and soften some of its Victorian spikiness. By 1899, the year
Old Main was completed, High Victorian Gothic was no longer fashionable, and architectural
taste had turned to other sources, primarily Renaissance in origin, for inspiration.
Between Ruffini's Old Main Building and Cass Gilbert's library (now Battle Hall), there
were no outstanding architectural designs produced for the campus. In 1890, Brackenridge
Hall, better known as B Hall, was built as a dormitory for men. It was a very plain structure
with little to boast of architecturally; however, during its years of hard use, it became one
of the most beloved of campus buildings. Hundreds of men who lived there as students looked
upon this ordinary, buff brick structure as their university home and retained an attachment
to it that gave it a special place in the memories of generations of graduates. In 1900 B Hall
was enlarged and stylistically updated. To its simple bay-windowed exterior were added four
low square towers, balconies, and some Italianate details in the eaves and cornices (fig. 4).
It is tempting to speculate on the influence of these towers as the genesis of the feature that
later became almost a symbol of university architecture.
The low square tower, capped by a pyramidal roof and used to punctuate the most important
corner of a building or the rooflines of a quadrant of buildings, became one of the most
prevalent features of the campus buildings of the first half of the twentieth century. Cret
incorporated such towers into "new" Brackenridge (1932), Roberts (1936) and Prather (1937)
men's dormitories, and the Texas Union (1933) and Architecture (1933, now Goldsmith)
buildings to create an entrance to the campus at the Guadalupe Street end of the West Mall
(fig. 5).
Besides B Hall after its 1900 remodeling, another building that may have been influential
as a prototype for later towered buildings was the University Methodist Church (1907), designed
by the St. Louis architect Frederick M. Mann. (For the campus, Mann designed the second
power plant of 1910, fig. 6.) The University Methodist Church (fig. 7), still standing
immediately adjacent to the University at the corner ofGuadalupe and Twenty-fourth streets,
has a handsome Italianate tower rising above strongly articulated masonry walls and a redtiled roof. In addition, it should be noted that at about this time Cram, Goodhue, and Ferguson
were designing buildings for Rice Institute in Houston that featured towers of a very similar
character (fig. 8). The Rice Institute buildings are, in form, very much like Cret's later towered
buildings.
Of all the architects who contributed to the growth of the campus prior to Paul Cret, only
one can be ranked as an architect ofnational importance: Cass Gilbert (1859-1934),the designer
of the 1910 Library (now Battle Hall). Born in Zanesville, Ohio, and reared in St. Paul,
Minnesota, Gilbert worked for architects in St. Paul before going to M.I.T. After a year

3. Frederick E. Ruffini, Old Main Building, central block
and tower from the south as constructed by Burt
McDonald (ATCC, neg. no. CO 6258)
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James

L. O'Conner, B. Hall, after remodeling, from the west (BTHC)

5. Paul P. Cret, Union Building, from the southwest (ATCC, neg. no. CO 6813)

6. Frederick M. Mann, Power House, south elevation (ADC)

7. Frederick M. Mann, University Methodist Church, Austin, from the south (ATCC neg.
no. CO 1331)

8. Cram, Goodhue, and Ferguson, South Hall and Commons, William M. Rice Institute,
Houston, perspective rendering (Fox, The General Plan of the William M. Rice Institute, p. 29)

of formal education at M.1.T. , he went to France and, although he did not study at the Ecole
des Beaux- Arts, he became imbued with the Renaissance Revival and Classic Revival Styles
that prevailed at the Ecole during the late nineteenth century. After traveling in England,
France, and Italy for two years he returned to the United States to work for the leading firm
of the day, McKim, Mead, and White. As assistant to Stanford White, Gilbert could have
found no better mentor as far as gaining further insight into the refinements of the BeauxArts approach to design. After two years with this firm, Gilbert left New York to form a
partnership with James Knox Taylor. His new firm won several important competitions,
including the Minnesota State Capitol and the U.S. Customs House in New York City. As
a result of the Customs House commission, Gilbert returned to New York and opened his
office there where he remained in practice until his death. Except for the Woolworth Tower
in the Gothic Revival style, his great monuments are imposing civic buildings in the classicizing
Beaux-Arts style: the U.S. Supreme Court Building in Washington, the Minnesota State
Capitol, the St. Louis Art Museum, and the Detroit Public Library.
By 1900 it was evident that the library facilities in Old Main were totally inadequate and
that only a new building could provide the facilities necessary for the most important resource
of a university. By 1900 or soon thereafter both faculty and administration were also discussing
the need for a plan for the future development of the campus and for the services of a skilled
architect to establish an appropriate architectural expression for the University. Important
friends of the University were making inquiries on its behalf: in a letter to Col. Edward M.
House, dated June 22, 1909, Gilbert responds to an inquiry from House by setting forth
his ideas regarding campus planning and architecture. House, it will be remembered, later
became a very influential member of Woodrow Wilson's administration. His own house in
Austin, until its demolition, bore witness to House's sensitivity in architectural matters. He
had built in 1891 one of the few great shingle-style houses in Texas, and to design it he had
brought Frank Freeman from New York. Colonel House's advice had, no doubt, been sought
by his brother-in-law, University President Sidney E. Mezes. In another piece of correspondence to President Mezes, Gilbert refers to a letter from the Honorable A. S. Burleson,
M.C., who had written Gilbert regarding a master plan for the University. With such
experienced and politically influential friends of the University taking an active role on its
behalf, it is not surprising that by November 1909 President Mezes recommended the designing
of a new "general plan" for the University and the appointment of an architect. He further
recommended that the position of university architect be established and that the "best equipped
architect, or firm of architects in the country that can be secured be appointed to the position."
By the end of 1909 Gilbert evidently had submitted a preliminary design for the Library,
for on January 10, 1910, the Regents' Building Committee recommended appointing him as
the architect of the University of Texas and accepting his preliminary design for the Library.
Gilbert was to receive a fee of 8 percent of the building's cost of $210,000. No time was lost
in getting underway, for the cornerstone was laid that same year, 1910. As the university
architect, Cass Gilbert designed two buildings and proposed several master plans for the future
development of the campus. Subsequently, Cret found Gilbert's buildings worthy ofpreserving
but considered his master plan lacking in an understanding of topographical problems.
Gilbert's library (fig. 9) brought a new level of architectural sophistication to the campus.
It firmly established the Spanish-Mediterranean style and gave the campus a high-style, BeauxArts example of such beauty that it continues to be acknowledged the favorite of all who

9. Cass Gilbert, Library, now Battle Hall, perspective rendering (BTHC)

10. Merchants' Exchange, Saragossa (Camon Aznar, Arquitectura Plateresca, fig. 541)

view architecture as an art. It can be labeled a Renaissance Revival building, inspired by
McKim, Mead, and White's Boston Public Library, which, in turn, was influenced by
Labrouste's Bibliothéque Ste.-Geneviéve in Paris. In the form of a Renaissance palazzo with
a widely overhanging hipped roof, the building is dominated by a rank of arched windows
at the piano nobile, or main floor on the second level. This is supported at the first level by
a rather plain podium, broken only by a richly framed central entrance and simple, unobtrusive
windows. The building combines grace, dignity, and warmth, suiting its place and usage
as happily as any building can. The materials are a cream limestone from central Texas,
rich applications of terra cotta in the surrounds of the arched windows, and elaborately carved
brackets and panels in the eaves, all capped by a widely overhanging tile roof. Finely detailed
wrought-iron lanterns and balconies complete the exterior. Inside, a barrel-vaulted corridor
leads to the stair hall, a great U-shaped well with the finest wrought-iron detail on the campus
in the curving stair rail and balustrade. These stairs lead to a domed rotunda with a leadedglass skylight-dome. The rotunda, in turn, opens into the great reading room, which stretches
across the full length of the building and is lighted by the bold arched windows on the east
front and at each end. The interior is further enriched by an open-timber roof of king-post
trusses touched with color. Further enhancement is provided by the carved wood grills that
close the arched entrances into the room. These are reminiscent of rejas, the wrought-iron
grills that close chapels in Spanish cathedrals. In an interview published in the Daily Texan,
September 9, 1926, Dr. William J. Battle, professor of classics and chairman of the Faculty
Building Committee, who had just returned from Europe and Africa, where he spent a good
part of the summer touring Spain, Tunis, Algiers, and France, is quoted to the effect that
he was particularly interested in the city of Saragossa in northeast Spain, in which is located
a Merchants' Exchange, "the model of the University Library Building." He continues, "Cass
Gilbert, designer of the building, got his ideas of big windows and broad eaves from the
Exchange. However, this type of architecture is uncommon in Spain, this being the only
section in which it is found." It is very likely that Battle had discussed the sources of the
Library with Cass Gilbert and that from that conversation he was led to make a special visit
to Saragossa and to seek out the Exchange. If one looks at the upper half of the building
(fig. 10) it can be acknowledged that there is a similarity sufficient to accept the point of origin
of the windows and rooflines and bracketed cornice of the Library. In spite of similar details,
notably the carved cornice, Gilbert's library makes more obviousreferences to Italian prototypes
than to the Saragossa Exchange. Without attempting to divine the exact proportion of Spanish,
Italian, or French (bearing in mind Labrouste's Bibliothéque Ste.-Geneviéve) influence in
Gilbert's library, we can admire the successful accomplishment of a composition that blends
so skillfully the practical and the aesthetic from numerous sources, a skill that was basic to
the training at the Ecole des Beaux- Arts.
Gilbert's other building on the campus is Sutton Hall (fig. 11), named for William Seneca
Sutton, who was the first dean of the School ofEducation and later president of the University.
Sutton Hall introduced the pattern of a smooth stone ashlar for the first floor and darkerhued brick for the upper stories. In addition, Sutton Hall is treated with much colorful terra
cotta ornament. It continues the stylistic character of Battle Hall in that it is in what might
be called an Italo-Spanish Renaissance Palazzo style. It is a long rectangular building capped
with a boldly overhanging hipped roof of dark-red tile. On April 25, 1916, Regent Will Hogg
moved that "all new buildings of a permanent character at the Main University shall be placed

11. Cass Gilbert, Education Building, now Sutton Hall, from the northeast (ATCC neg.
no. CO 6204)

12. Cass Gilbert, campus development plan (ADC)

and built in such material, color, style and proportions as will harmonize with and carry
out the general plans submitted by the University Architect in the year 1910." The university
architect at that time was Cass Gilbert.
Although there were earlier attempts to establish a master plan, the first seriously considered,
as indicated by Will Hogg's motion, was Gilbert's (fig. 12). Until this time, the buildings
that existed on the campus — Old Main, B Hall, Chemical Laboratory, Law, Engineering,
and Woman's buildings — had been located without any apparent consideration for the overall
development of the campus. Gilbert, with a plan in mind, had placed the Library to the
southwest of and facing the open space in front of Old Main, thereby creating the beginning
of a forecourt for Old Main or for its successor, which Gilbert expected to design. This would
become in Cret's plan the great south terrace, which fronts the Main Building and terminates
the South Mall.
Gilbert retained the Main Building site as the center of the campus plan and envisioned
a new Main Building to replace Ruffini's outdated and inadequate original. Leading out from
Gilbert's domed Main Building were four axial malls or walks, North, South, East, and West.
These divided the forty-acre site into four quadrants, each of which was formed by arranging
buildings around a central court. By clever manipulation Gilbert was able to incorporate
the six older buildings, except Old Main, into his scheme. He connected the buildings of
each quadrant with colonnades, somewhat reminiscent of those at Jefferson's University of
Virginia. Gilbert's plan, although interesting enough on paper, failed, as Cret pointed out,
to consider the difficulty oflong colonnades placed on steeply sloping sites. Cret also criticized
the width of the malls, which resulted in their lack of visual unity. Whether these problems
were recognized by the University or not, Gilbert's plan was not carried any further than
the Library and Sutton Hall, and in 1922 the regents decided not to renew Gilbert's contract.
From 1918 to 1931, between the last of Gilbert's work and the beginning of Cret's, there were
ten buildings constructed and two more master plans submitted. The buildings, mostly
classroom buildings, were designed by Dallas architect Herbert M. Greene and, later, the
firm of Greene, La Roche, and Dahl. The two plans (1923 and 1926) were created by James
M. White of the University of Illinois. The buildings, while not up to the standard set by
Cass Gilbert, are of a high level of design and continue in the Italo-Spanish Renaissance
style established by the Library and Sutton Hall. The best of these buildings are Garrison,
Biology, Littlefield Dormitory, Gregory Gymnasium, Chemistry, and Waggener. The master
plan submitted by James M. White (fig. 26) was an uninspired filling up of spaces with
buildings arranged in a series of pairs intended to create axial order. It would, in fact, have
resulted in the fragmentation of the campus into many unrelated clusters of buildings with
a campanile in the center. The library, the largest building in the plan, was relocated to the
south axis, where it effectively blocked the South Mall and the approach to the campus from
the city. Fortunately, this plan was not given consideration, probably due to the fact that
Dr. Battle, chairman of the Faculty Building Committee, found it unacceptable. By 1926,
the Faculty Building Committee, due in large part to the leadership of Dr. Battle, had become
an influential voice in the architectural decision-making process. Both President Mezes and
the Board of Regents relied on the committee's opinion considerably. As a result, Dr. Battle
played an important role in the selection of Paul Cret as the consulting architect for the
University. This decision, as we shall see, proved to be one of the most propitious ever made
by the regents in terms of the planning and development of the campus.

CHAPTER

ONE

THE UNIVERSITY PLANS FOR GROWTH:
THE TEXAS CAMPUS, 1882-1930

IN

OF

MARCH1930 THEBOARD
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS HIRED PAUL PHILIPPE CRET
(1876-1945) OF PHILADELPHIA AS CONSULTING ARCHITECT, INITIATING A
period of architectural development that resulted in a distinctive and impressive campus.
Cret served as consultant until his death in 1945, and during his fifteen-year tenure the campus
of the University of Texas took what he described as an "important place in my life." 1 The
comprehensive development plan that he completed in 1933 (cat. no. 28) guided what would
become his most significant achievements: the creation of a formal entrance around Littlefield
Memorial Fountain, the construction ofnineteen buildings, and the landscaping ofthe campus
with terraces, retaining walls, and inner-campus drives. When Cret began work on the Texas
campus, fourteen buildings, which had been constructed over a period of forty-eight years
by various architects and following several different development plans, were in place. Cret
transformed the Texas campus, however, with a plan that established a strong image and
a coherent unity and with buildings that gave it a new stylistic identity.
As one ofthe most extensive collegiate ensembles ever built in America under the direction
of a single architect, Cret's work at the University of Texas has more than local historical
significance. The Texas campus is ofparticular importance to the study of American university
and group planning in the early twentieth century. In addition, as the largest group ofbuildings
executed by Cret, it is of fundamental significance in the oeuvre of this French-born architect —
one of the most acclaimed architects practicing in America in the early decades ofthe century,
but one who has received meager scholarly attention. 2
1 . Cret to Calhoun, January 15, 1940, Box 5, Cret Papers,
VPL.
2. On Cret, see Elizabeth Grossman, "Paul Philippe Cret:
Rationalism and Imagery in American Architecture," Ph.D
dissertation, Brown University, 1980; John Harbeson, "Paul
Cret and Architectural Competitions," Journal of the Society

25 (1966): 305-306; Theo B. White,
Paul Philippe Cret, Architect and Teacher; David Van Zanten,
"Paul Philippe Cret and Beaux-Arts Architecture in
Philadelphia," photocopy, text of a talk given at Philadelphia
Museum of Art, April 4, 1976, Cret Papers, VPL.

ofArchitectural Historians

The moment for Cret's achievement was opportune, because in 1931 the state legislature
first granted the university access to enough money to undertake a concentrated building
program. Initially engaged to design only a development plan, Cret worked on the plan in
1930 and 1931 without assurance that the funds to implement it would be forthcoming. Since
the state legislature had prohibited the use of general tax revenues for construction of the
University's buildings, they could only be financed by the revenue from grazing leases on
land set aside as an endowment for the University. Oil discovered on this land in 1923 would
eventually produce significant income, but in 1929 available construction funds were still only
$800,000 each year, enough for one or two new buildings. In April 1931, however, the
legislature created the Permanent University Fund, against which the University could borrow,
and authorized the University to pledge its income to secure loans. Almost immediately
thereafter, in June 1931, the Board of Regents decided to borrow $4 million for ten new
buildings, the largest group ever commissioned for the campus at one time. At the same
meeting, fearing that the new legislature, which was to convene in 1932, might rescind the
loan agreement, the regents awarded the contract for the design of these buildings to Cret. 3
Thus began the second period of Cret's work on the Austin campus. Between 1931 and
1933 he designed and built the Library (fig. 13), Physics (fig. 14), Home Economics (fig. 15),
Architecture (fig. 16), Engineering, and Geology buildings, as well as a practice school, a
men's dormitory, and a student union group, which was actually two buildings: the Union
(fig. 17) and the Auditorium (fig. 18). He also landscaped the campus grounds and designed
the site for the Littlefield Memorial Fountain (fig. 19), a bronze sculptural group previously
commissioned. By the end of 1933 the seeds ofCret's thought were firmly established, forming
the basis of the present-day campus.
These productive four years did not end Cret's activity at the University of Texas. He
designed and built nine more buildings during the third period of his tenure as consulting
architect, although they generally lacked the importance ofthe early buildings. Five were lowbudget dormitories: Roberts (1936), Andrews (1936), Prather (1937), Carothers (1937), and
Hill Hall (1939); three were academic buildings constructed after Cret was severely
incapacitated by surgery for cancer in late 1939: Music (1942), Chemical Engineering (1942),
and Petroleum Engineering (1942); and one was a monument, the Texas Memorial Museum
(1937, fig. 20). Perhaps only the last compared in significance with the earlier group. Cret
died on September 8, 1945, at the age of69, but he had left a definitive mark on the University
of Texas campus and on American architecture.
When Cret arrived in Austin, the campus possessed a good deal of its present character,
and it would be inappropriate to interpret his development plan as an imposition of order
on a chaotic campus. His "Report Accompanying the General Plan of Development," which
he presented to the regents in 1933 upon completion of the design of the first ten buildings,
reveals that he had carefully studied the site, the fourteen extant buildings, and four previous
development plans. It also makes clear, explicitly or implicitly, his specific attitudes toward
them. Because Cret's accommodation to the pre-existing reality was a vital part of his design
3. On the building program of the University of Texas, see
William James Battle and H.Y. Benedict, "The Construction Program of the University of Texas, 1925-1935," American
School and University [n.d.], p. 55, BTHC; Battle [?], "Development of the University of Texas Campus," [n.d.], file 2K244,

Battle Papers, BTHC. On Cret's contracts with the Board
of Regents, see BR, Volume H: March 7-8, 1930, April
24-25, June 13, 1931; Vol. I: March 21, 1932, June 1, 1933;
See also Cret to Battle, March 31, 1934, May 1, 1939, file
2K245, Battle Papers, BTHC.

13. Paul P. Cret, Library, now Main Building, from the southeast (H2L2)

14. Paul P. Cret, Physics, now Painter Hall, from the southwest (H2L2)

15. Paul P. Cret, Home Economics, now Mary Gearing Hall, from the southeast (BTHC)

16. Paul P. Cret, Architecture, now Goldsmith Hall, from the northeast (ADC)

17. Paul P. Cret, Union, from the southwest (BTHC)

18. Paul P. Cret, Auditorium, now Hogg, from the southeast (ATCC, neg. no. CO 6812)

process, any study of his contributions must review the organic development of the campus
and assess his choices in regard to what should be retained.
A forty-acre tract for the University of Texas campus had been set aside in Austin by the
legislature in 1839. The city grew around it, and by 1900 it was bounded by Guadalupe Street
to the west, Lampasas Street (now Speedway) to the east, Twenty-first Street to the south,
and Twenty-fourth Street to the north. The town's governmental and commercial district
lay to the south, and its residential areas had developed to the west and north, but land
remained available for many years for the University's expansion on the east. The tract, covered
with native grasses and wildflowers in the warm seasons, was dotted with mesquite, sycamore,
and live oak trees. The terrain rose from Guadalupe Street on the west and from Waller
Creek on the east to a hill roughly in the center of the forty-acre tract. This prominent rise
was the site that Austin architect Frederick E. Ruffini chose for the first monumental structure
on the campus, Old Main Building (1882-1899, destroyed 1934, figs. 3, 21; cat. nos. 1,2).4
His High Victorian Gothic building looked south to the Detroit architect Elijah Myers's granite,
cast-iron domed State Capitol (1882-1888). A real boulevard between the two most visible
structures of Austin's skyline was not constructed because they were sited in differently oriented
street grids, but these buildings, established almost simultaneously as the symbols of Austin,
answered one another majestically across the intervening space.
Of Ruffini's Main Building, Cret's "Report" noted simply that it was a building of little
architectural merit. Cret's taste was firmly in line with that of the authors of countless articles
in American architectural journals during the first three decades of the twentieth century
that lamented the existence of such Victorian buildings. Not only its outmoded style but also
its prominent site made its demolition predictable. Cret needed to free the center of the campus
for his own monumental building, because it was to be the keystone ofhis development plan.
Indeed, all but the first of the development plans subsequent to Old Main Building's
construction implied its demolition.
Four buildings erected after Ruffini's Main Building brought a variety of eclectic styles
to the Texas campus. Austinite James L. O'Conner's Brackenridge Hall (1890-1900, destroyed
1952, fig. 4), which stood immediately east of Old Main Building, was originally a simple
brick men's dormitory. O'Conner's building was remodeled the year after the completion
of Main's eastern wing with the addition of a lushly decorated superstructure, so that the
two adjacent, picturesque buildings complemented one another. Ruffini's Main Building and
the remodeling of Brackenridge Hall must have made evident to the University the need
for a formal development plan, and San Antonio architects Charles A. Coughlin and Atlee
B. Ayres designed the first scheme in 1903 (cat. no. 3) when they planned the third significant
structure on the campus, the Woman's Building (1903, destroyed 1959).5 Coughlin and Ayres's
plan was an old-fashioned and traditional "college-yard" scheme, which Cret probably did not
see. Certainly he did not comment on it. Designsfor Coughlin and Ayres's Engineering Building
(1904, now the Student Services Building) and Ayres's Law Building (1908, renamed Pearce
4. For a chronology ofbuildings on the Texas campus, see
Roxanne Kuter Williamson, "A History of the Campus and
the Buildings of the University of Texas with Emphasis on
the Sources for the Architectural Styles," 1965, bound
typescript, Fine Arts Library, The University of Texas at
Austin. On Ruffini, see idem, Austin, Texas: An American Ar-

chitectural History, and consult the Ruffini Manuscript Collection, Texas State Archives, Austin.
5. For the drawings of Ayres's firm, consult the Architectural Drawings Collection, Architecture and Planning
Library, General Libraries, The University of Texas at
Austin.

19. Littlefield Memorial Fountain, sculpture by Pompeo Coppini, site by Paul P. Cret, from
the south (H2L2)

20. Paul P. Cret, Texas Memorial Museum, from the west (BTHC)

Hall 1953, destroyed 1972, cat. no. 4) followed, representing a shift in taste away from the
Victorian idiom, which most early-twentieth-century architects considered spontaneous, willful,
and too eclectic. These new buildings, however, did not represent any clear stylistic alternative
for the Texas campus. Perhaps reflecting the vitality of American architectural invention at
the turn of the century, each building was unique in style: the Woman's Building was NeoRomanesque, the Engineering Building was neoclassical, and the Law Building was NeoPalladian. Cret would have demolished all of Coughlin's and Ayers's buildings, although he
admitted the possibility of retaining the Law Building. He did not mention its style, but its
gentle classicism probably made it more compatible with the style he would evolve for the
campus.
Dissatisfied with Coughlin and Ayers's development plan, President David Houston and
Regent George Brackenridge began late in 1907 to search for another architect. They chose
Frederick M. Mann, the head of the Department of Architecture at Washington University
in St. Louis. Mann had made his reputation as a planner through his efforts to implement
Cope and Stewardson's winning scheme for Washington University's invitational campusplan competition held in 1899.6 In 1909 the Texas regents invited Mann to prepare an ideal
development scheme for the university and to design a new power plant (1910, destroyed
1977). Mann's medievalizing quadrangular plan (cat. no. 5) had no influence on the subsequent
development of the campus, but his Power House (fig. 6; cat no. 6) brought to the campus
an Italian Romanesque style that responded to his clients' request for a "truly southern style."
It provided a stylistic vocabulary and utilized construction materials adopted by the two
architects who succeeded Mann at Texas. Cret, however, rejected both Mann's stylistic idiom
and his development plan. Since Cret criticized Cass Gilbert's later plan with porticos that
connected buildings but disregarded the exigencies of the sloping site, Mann's long ranges
of connected buildings must have struck him as inappropriate.
In 1909 President Sidney Mezes, who had replaced David Houston in 1908, sought additional
advice from architect Cass Gilbert even as Mann labored to adjust the details of his designs.
Gilbert had been unsuccessful in the competition for a comprehensive plan for Washington
University in 1899 but had achieved national respect with his winning competition entry for
the design of the University of Minnesota in 1908 (figs. 22, 23; cat. nos. 11, 12). Gilbert's
association with the University ofTexas had begun informally through correspondence with
Mezes's brother-in-law, Texas gubernatorial advisor Edward M. House, but shortly after
Mezes visited Gilbert's office in New York in October 1909 the regents commissioned Gilbert
to design a library (1911, now Battle Hall, figs. 9, 24).7 Gilbert's library brought to the
6. For some correspondence concerning the building program of the University of Texas, see University of Texas
President's Office Records, BTHC; in these on Mann, see
files 4R19, "General Correspondence 1907-1909," and VFISD,
"University Building Program." For biographical information on Mann and for his papers, consult the University Archives, University Libraries, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. For Mann's drawings, consult the Northwest Architectural Archives, University Libraries, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, and his successor firm in Minneapolis,
McEnary, Krafft, Birch & Kilgore. On the Washington
University campus-plan competition, see Buford Pickens and

Margaretta J. Darnall, Washington University in St. Louis: Its
Design and Architecture.
7. For Gilbert's correspondence with the University and
with Colonel House, see University of Texas President's Office
Records, file VFISD, "University Building Program," BTHC.
On Gilbert, see Robert Allen Jones, "Cass Gilbert,
Midwestern Architect in New York," Ph.D. dissertation, Case
Western Reserve, 1976; William' Towner Morgan, "The
Politics of Business in the Career of an American Architect,
Cass Gilbert (1878-1905)," Ph.D. dissertation, University of
Minnesota, 1972. For Gilbert's drawings for the University
of Texas, consult the New-York Historical Society, New York,
New York.

21. Frederick E. Ruffini, Old Main Building, from the southeast (ATCC neg. no. PICA 07929)

22. Cass Gilbert, campus plan, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis (LC)
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25. Cass Gilbert, bird's-eye view, University of Texas, Austin (BTHC)

campus a sophisticatedly elegant Italian Renaissance style, which Gilbert also used in a second,
less monumental building, the Education Building (1918, now Sutton Hall, fig. 11). Cret later
incorporated both of Gilbert's buildings into his development plan, grouping his buildings
around them and allowing them to generate the plan, elevations, and proportions of his campus.
He noted in his "Report" that "the shape [of the central plaza] was governed by the old Library,"
and "our first concern was to ensure this building a setting worthy of its merit." For Cret,
Gilbert's buildings were the finest on the campus and were the most regionally appropriate.
Since the "Southern character of Gilbert's buildings conflicted with the Gothic of the earlier
structure [Rufnni's Main Building]," the latter was now stylistically inappropriate. 8
Gilbert's library was his most obvious contribution to the Texas campus, but a series of
development plans that he prepared for Texas also profoundly influenced Cret. Gilbert
undertook these plans (figs. 12, 25; cat. nos. 17, 18, 19) at his own expense, hoping "to make
the planning of the University of Texas one of the greatest works of my life, if not in fact
the greatest single enterprise." 9 He did not have the opportunity to do so, however, because
the regents failed to solve the problem of funding a comprehensive building program during
the twelve years from 1910 to 1922 when he was university architect. Not only did Gilbert
fail to realize his dream, but — dismissed by the regents in 1922 —he was also unable to recover
his expenditure on the project. Nevertheless, many of the hallmarks of his development plans
survived in Cret's plan, which adopted Gilbert's system of perpendicular axes with a focus
upon a central monumental building. Cret praised Gilbert's "principle of the plaza in front
of the Main Building and the south mall approach," and he incorporated and elaborated
Gilbert's East and West malls. But Cret was not uncritical in his admiration. He disliked
the proportions of Gilbert's plaza and malls, which he felt were too wide in relationship to
their lengths "to be of any architectural value," and he believed that Gilbert had placed the
buildings too far apart, so that "an enormous amount of grading or retaining walls was needed

the various elements." 10
Not only the above-mentioned legislative action, financial developments, and changing
patronage of regents and presidents, but also the creation of a new institutional committee
were to serve as catalysts in the shaping of the University of Texas campus. In 1919 the Board
of Regents created the Faculty Building Committee "to consider the whole future building
program of the University." At first the committee served only in an advisory capacity, but
in 1924, two years after Gilbert's dismissal, the regents gave the committee power to act as
their liaison with the university architect. Because the committee handled all details and
submitted to the regents only thoroughly developed plans and elevations it became a primary
force in the University's architectural development, meeting often, sometimes weekly, even
through the summer months. 11
The increasing strength and vitality of the Faculty Building Committee during the 1920s
and 1930s were due largely to its chairman, William James Battle (1870-1955), who had joined
the committee in 1920 and served as its chairman from 1922 to 1948. Battle was a classicist,
to connect

8. Paul Philippe Cret, "Report Accompanying the General
Plan of Development," 1933, pp. 21, 11, bound typescript,
file 2K248, Battle Papers, BTHC.
9. Gilbert to Vinson, May 13, 1922, file VFISD, President's
Office Records, BTHC.
10. Cret, "Report," pp. 9-10.

11. "Report of the Special Building Committee," January
29, 1919, file 2K249; "Faculty Building Committee's Functions," May 25, 1923, file 2K244; "System Recommended
for Preparing Plans for New Buildings," March 15, 1924, file
2K244, Battle Papers, BTHC.

educated at the University of North Carolina and Harvard. In 1893 he took a faculty position
in Austin, teaching Greek and Roman literature, history, and art. He rose quickly at the
University to full professor, dean of the College of Arts, dean of the faculty, and finally to
acting president in 1914. But he resigned as acting president in 1916 to take a position at the
University of Cincinnati after he had become embroiled in a bitter controversy between the
University and the legislature that crippled the University from 1915 to 1917. Battle returned
to Austin in 1920 and brought his administrative acumen to the Faculty Building Committee.
His patient attention to detail and efficiency gained prestige and new authority for the
committee. Clearly, during the 1920s and 19305, the person who had the strongest idea of
what the campus should be was Battle. 12
As the regents began to redefine the responsibilities of different administrative groups to
deal with the increasing complexity of university development, new institutional relationships
were formed among those responsible for the design, construction, and maintenance of the
campus. In 1922 the regents awarded a ten-year contract to Herbert M. Greene of Dallas,
who replaced Gilbert as university architect; in 1923 they hired James M. White, a faculty
member ofthe University ofIllinois, as consulting architect; and in 1924 they appointed Robert
Leon White, of the faculty of the Department of Architecture in the College of Engineering,
as supervising architect. 13 Ideally, James White was to provide a general development plan,
Greene was to design buildings in accordance with the plan, and Robert White was to supervise
the construction ofGreene's buildings on campus. In reality, however, Robert White's influence
was probably the greatest, largely because of Battle's low opinion ofJames White and Greene.
James White, he said, was "not eminent as a designer though well-equipped in construction." 14
Of Greene he wrote, "Our present architects have not shown artistic or creative ability of
high order and we are in danger of filling our campus with buildings lacking in distinction
and beauty, however well constructed and convenient they may be." 15
Battle's opposition to James White's development schemes of1923 and 1926 prevented their
general implementation. White's first campus development plan (fig. 26) struggled to forge
a new order among the asymmetrically disposed extant buildings by placing new buildings
around an open center, which would balance the masses of the older buildings. 16 White
proposed to demolish Ruffini's Main Building and to replace it with a central campanile set
in an open square at the intersection of perpendicular axes, but Battle favored a new library
on the site of Ruffini's Main Building and persuaded the regents to modify White's scheme.
The second plan by White, 1926 (cat. no. 22) added a new library at the southern edge of
the square to placate the head of the Faculty Building Committee, but Battle rejected it as
well. James White did make a major contribution to the future development of the campus
in his functional division of the site. According to his plan of 1923, new areas outside the
original forty-acre tract were developed for men, women, and their respective athletic programs,
and a new area for the sciences was laid out in the northeast corner of the forty acres. Cret
12. See William James Battle, Biographical File, BTHC.
Battle's papers in the Manuscript Collection, BTHC, make
possible the reconstruction of the University's building program during the years he served on the Faculty Building
Committee (1920-1948); included are memos, letters, committee minutes, plans, and photographs.
13. See Battle [?], "Development of the University of Texas
Campus."

14. Battle to Randall, January 2, 1930, file 2K244, Battle
Papers, BTHC.
15. Ibid., February 4, 1930.
16. White collaborated on the 1923 plan with Greene; see
White to Greene, March 3, 1923, file 2K248, Battle Papers,
BTHC.
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27. Charles Z. Klauder (with Frank Miles Day), Liberal Arts Building, University of Colorado,
Boulder (Arch. For. 44 [June 1926]: plate 97)

28. Charles A. Platt (with James M. White), McKinley Memorial Hospital,
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29. Myron Hunt (with Elmer Grey), bird's-eye view, Throop Polytechnic Institute (now
California Institute of Technology), Pasadena (Amer. Arch. June 22, 1910: 242)

accepted White's designation of these areas, forging a more coherent symbolic image of the
campus over White's functional division.
More important to Cret than James White's ideal development plan were the "recently
built departments" designed by University Architect Herbert M. Greene and, later, by his
Dallas firm ofGreene, La Roche, and Dahl. 17 Greene built ten buildings on the Texas campus
between 1923 and 1931, but not all were placed according to James White's plans, perhaps
because of Battle's criticisms. Stylistically, the buildings fall into two groups. The first group,
which followed the style set by Gilbert's Education Building and evoked the imagery of
sixteenth-century Italian Renaissance palaces and villas, included Biology (1925, now Biological
Laboratory, cat. no. 23), Garrison (1926), Chemistry (1931, now Welch), Waggener (1931),
and Littlefield Women's Dormitory (1927). The second group followed the style set by Mann's
Power House and favored basilical plans and brick construction with Lombard relieving arches
and corbel tables that were archaeological adaptations of Italian Romanesque architecture.
It includes the Men's Gymnasium (1930, now Gregory, cat. no. 24) — a free variation of Sant'
Ambrogio in Milan — and the Women's Gymnasium (1931, now Anna Hiss). All of Greene's
buildings were later incorporated into Cret's scheme. Indeed, he made the two gymnasiums
the focal points for surrounding groups in his own scheme, although he modified both.
Mann, Gilbert, and Greene had embraced southern "Italianate" idioms that were considered
more regionally appropriate to Texas than those established by Ruffini, O'Conner, and Ayres,
but Supervising Architect Robert Leon White proposed a third option. He argued for the
adoption of a style even more native to Texas: a Spanish Colonial Revival style based on
the eighteenth-century Spanish colonial architecture of the American southwest and its
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century antecedents in Mexico and Latin America. Because Battle
shared his interest in the Spanish architectural heritage ofTexas, White was to have influential
support on the Faculty Building Committee. White, who was born in Cooper, Texas, in 1898,
graduated from the University of Texas Department of Architecture in 1921 and worked as
an architect in San Antonio between 1921 and 1923. In San Antonio, he began research on
a thesis on the eighteenth-century Spanish mission San José de Miguel de Aguayo and returned
to Austin in 1923 to take a position in the Department of Architecture. The very next year
he was appointed supervising architect, which made him an ex officio member of the Faculty
Building Committee. 18 Together White and Battle were responsible for the shift in the early
1930s from the Italian Romanesque and Renaissance styles to those of the Spanish Renaissance,
raising questions of stylistic appropriateness that would have an important impact on the
designs of Cret.
Between 1929 and 1931 the Board of Regents, the president, the Faculty Building Committee,
and the new hierarchy of consulting, university, and supervising architects found themselves
with the financial means at their disposal to plan a campus "fitting to the greatest state in
the union," and all had to consider the larger issue of what the nature of that environment
and the style of those buildings were to be. The architectural horizon was expanding in the
19305, but it divided generally into two categories: "modern" and "historical." The former
consisted of the work of architects who rejected design based on historical precedent, while
the latter included the work of architects trained in the academic, classicizing Beaux-Arts
17. Some drawings for Texas are preserved at the successor
fim's office, Dahl, Braden, Chapman, Inc., Dallas, Texas.
18. See Robert Leon White, Biographical File and

Manuscript Collection, BTHC. For his drawings, consult
Department of Technical Services, Physical Plant, The
University of Texas at Austin, and ADC.

tradition and of more eclectic designers whose sources might include almost any historical
style. As might be expected, the historicists dominated the field of campus design, probably
because university education was steeped in tradition and based upon the value of a knowledge
of history. Educators consciously sought to incorporate those values and traditions in
architectural environments through the associational qualities of style.
But what historic style would the University of Texas choose for its campus? The Regents'
Building Committee, headed by Edward Randall, was equivocal on the question of style and
recommended either "colonial colleges or the Spanish mission type modified." 19 The Faculty
Building Committee, headed by Battle, wanted an architect "familiar with the Spanish
architecture and the climatic conditions of the southwest." 20 Both Randall and Battle agreed
to employ an architect with a national reputation, one who, Battle insisted, should be "a really
first class architect — an expert in campus planning and more than that a creator of noble
buildings and so a judge of what constitutes a noble building." 21
Battle and Randall settled on Charles Z. Klauder of Philadelphia, to whom they offered
the position of consultant. Klauder, who wanted to design buildings rather than to advise
University Architect Greene about their design, refused the appointment. An acknowledged
authority in the field of university architecture, Klauder was the co-author of CollegeArchitecture
in America (1929), which Battle had sent to Randall in early 1930.22 Although many of Klauder's
best known collegiate works, like those at the University of Pittsburgh and at Princeton, were
Neo-Gothic, he had designed the campus at Boulder, Colorado (1919), in an idiom responsive
to the American West. 23 His buildings at Boulder (fig. 27) were faced with texturally warm
rubble masonry. Located on a high rugged site ringed by tall peaks, they echoed the surfaces
of the mountains themselves. While these buildings were not specifically Spanish in derivation,
they were based on southern European vernacular prototypes. Klauder's University ofColorado
group surely pleased Battle.
Unsuccessful with Klauder, Battle and Randall narrowed the list to two architects, but
they could not reach an agreement on either of them. Randall preferred Charles A. Platt
of New York, while Battle championed Myron Hunt of Los Angeles.24 Platt had designed
a group of buildings for the University of Illinois at Urbana (1924) in a Neo-Georgian style
(fig. 28) based on American colonial buildings like those at William and Mary College in
Williamsburg (1695). But Battle felt that this style was inappropriate to Texas and favored
a Spanish style. He complained to Randall that Platt had made a speciality of the colonial
style: "It is a mistake to engage as our consulting architect a man so bound by the features
of one style."25 But Battle's rejection of Platt might also have been due, in part, to Platt's
association at Urbana with James White, whose development plans for Texas Battle had
disliked. Platt's Illinois campus plan was a Latin cross configuration with buildings flanking

19. Cret, notes from a conference with Judge Batts, April
25, 1931, Cret Papers, VPL.
20. Battle to Randall, February 1, 1930, file 2K244, Battle
Papers, BTHC.
21. Ibid., January 16, 1930.
.
22. Ibid., January 2, 1930
23. Klauder, (1872-1938) deserves further study, but most
of his drawings are unlocated. Only some early drawings from
his associations with Wilson Eyre and Frank Miles Day sur-
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24. See Battle to Randall, January 2, 16, February 1, 1930;
Randall to Battle December 31, 1929, January 31, 1930, file
2K244, Battle Papers, BTHC.
25. Ibid., February 1, 1930.

cross-axial greens. 26 Building groups were like rectilinear "insulae," isolated in the grid and
inert in space, with little variety and spatial play. It was a much less graceful plan than Klauder's
for Colorado, which provided the illusion of variety without sacrificing symmetry. Thus, it
is probable that Battle rejected not only Plait's Neo-Georgian collegiate style but also his
planning aesthetic.
On the other hand, Myron Hunt, whom Battle supported, had designed university groups
like Throop Polytechnic Institute (now California Institute of Technology) at Pasadena (1910)
and Pomona College (1914) in a Spanish Colonial Revival idiom.27 The central building at
California Institute of Technology is an early but typical example of his style (fig. 29). The
exterior is white stucco and the roof is red tile. A curving baroque gable surmounts an entrance
defined by three arches decorated with Churrigueresque ornament, and closely spaced windows
on the upper floors are reminiscent of Moorish adarve galleries. The low, blocky masses suggest
the architecture of Latin America, which is threatened by frequent earthquakes. Battle's
admiration for Hunt and Klauder and his criticism of Platt strongly suggest that he favored
a rather free interpretation of historical prototypes, an aesthetic position that would enhance
his collaboration with Cret.
It is likely that examples ofSpanish Colonial Revival buildings in the Austin area influenced
Battle's taste and provided him with some indirect clues in his search for an architect. In
the immediate area, Atlee B. Ayres of San Antonio was the best known practitioner of the
"Spanish" style during the 1920s and the author of a book on provincial Mexican architecture
(1926), but his own work was largely residential and not monumentally noble as Battle
required. 28 The Spanish Colonial Revival University Baptist Church in Austin (1921) by Albert
Kelsey of Philadelphia, who had been Cret's associate in the design of the Pan American
Union Building (Washington, D.C., 1907-1910), might have provided a link between Cret
and Battle.
Sited just outside the campus's western boundary on Guadalupe Street, the University
Baptist Church was under construction while Robert Leon White, an avid student of Spanish
colonial architecture, was enrolled in the Department of Architecture, and it was White who
suggested Paul Cret to the building committees in February 1930, ending the stalemate between
Battle and Randall. 29 Cret came to Austin at the invitation ofthe Board of Regents in March
and signed a contract with them. This contract ushered in a new period of growth, the first
successful development plan, and a new stylistic direction for the Austin campus.
26. For Platt's ink-on-linen drawings for buildings at the
University of Illinois, consult the Avery Architectural and
Fine Arts Library, Columbia University, New York, New
York. On White's and Platt's plans for the University of Illinois
campus, see Leon D. Tilton, The Illinois Campus Plan.
27. On Hunt at Pomona College, see E. Wilson Lyon, The

History

of Pomona

College, 1887-1969.

28. See note 5 above. Atlee B. Ayres, Mexican Architecture.
29. See "Consultants, 1929-30," file 2K244, Battle Papers,
BTHC; White to Cret, February 18, 1930, Box 4-8070,
H2L2; Randall to Batts, telegram, February 21, 1930:
"... friends in Philadelphia think Cret best man in the country for our purpose," Batts Papers, BTHC.

CHAPTER

TWO

PAUL PHILIPPE CRET:
BETWEEN BEAUX-ARTS AND MODERNISM

PAUL CRET WAS FIFTY-FOUR IN 1930.
WORKS LIKE THE PAN AMERICAN UNION IN WASHINGTON, D.C. (1907-1917),
THE INDIANAPOLIS PUBLIC LIBRARY (1917), AND THE DETROIT INSTITUTE
of Arts (1920-1927) had established him as one of the most influential figures in American
architecture. He had received gold medals from the Philadelphia Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects in 1921 for the Indianapolis Public Library and from the Architectural
League of New York in 1928 for the Detroit Institute of Arts, and at the close of the decade
these acclaimed works and the Pan American Union were among eighteen buildings chosen
for publication in Edward Hoak and Willis Church's respected Masterpieces of Architecture in
the United States (1930). l
The choice ofC ret, however, was far from inevitable. None ofCret's buildings was "Spanish"
in style — although the courtyard of the Pan American Union was inspired by Latin American
colonial architecture. Cret did not satisfy Battle's requirement that the consultant be an architect
"familiar with the Spanish architecture and the climatic conditions ofthe southwest." He was,
however, a "creator of noble buildings." Cret's public buildings were all firmly within the
grand classical tradition. Indeed, the Indianapolis Public Library had been called the "best
classic building in America." 2
Cret's reputation was not that of a specialist in campus architecture. Although he had worked
as a consultant to several universities and had proposed development plans for Wisconsin
(1911-1914), Brown (1925), and Pennsylvania (1925), he did not have the reputation of Cass
Gilbert, Ralph Adams Cram, Myron Hunt, Henry Hornbostel, or Charles Klauder. 3 The
Texas commission, however, gave him a major opportunity to complete one of the most
comprehensive and complex designs of his long and prestigious career.
1 . Warren Hoak and Edward Church, eds. , Masterpieces of
American Architecture.
2. John Burchard and Albert Bush-Brown, The Architecture
of America, a Social and Cultural History, p. 313.

3. On the University of Wisconsin plan, see J.F.A. Pyre,
Wisconsin. Cret designed the plan in association with W.P.
Laird, the first dean of the School of Architecture at the
University of Pennsylvania, and a photograph of the plan

Cret was born in Lyon in 1876. He studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts there, and after
1896 at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, the most prestigious architectural school at that
time in the world. At the Ecole, in 1901, he received the Rougevin Prize and the Grand Medal
of Emulation. Both recognized his skill as a draughtsman. In 1903 he was invited to teach
design at the University of Pennsylvania, where he remained until his retirement in 1937.4
In accepting the position in America he followed the example of the first French patron to
teach architecture in an American university, Eugene Letang, who had taken a position at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1872.5 The Beaux-Arts Institute of Design
(8.A.1.D.) in New York, founded in 1916, and its annual national architectural competitions
emulating those of the Parisian Ecole provided institutional support to French patrons like
Letang and Cret and helped to forge the American style known as "Beaux- Arts." 6
The term "Beaux-Arts" is traditionally used as a stylistic designation to describe American
buildings designed between 1880 and 1930 by architects who studied at the Paris Ecole or
at least followed the design principles taught there. In general, Beaux-Arts buildings are
characterized by axially and symmetrically disposed particulate plans and by historicist
elevations derived from a careful study of the architectural monuments of antiquity and the
Renaissance. Because monumental public buildings were the most frequent subjects of the
design competitions of the Paris Ecole and the American 8.A.1.D., "Beaux-Arts" is most
frequently associated with grand public buildings of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.

Unfortunately, as often occurs with monolithic style designations, the school often subsumes
the individuality of specific practitioners trained according to its principles. Such is the case
in traditional assessments of the architecture of Paul Cret; to classify Cret's public buildings
as "Beaux- Arts" denies the uniqueness of their style. A careful look at his architecture and
his writings reveals that he embraced some of the tenets of the modernist or International
style that were antithetical to the formalist and historicist principles of the Beaux-Arts. As
a teacher and practitioner during a complex era of transition from Beaux-Arts historicism
to modernist functionalism, Cret synthesized old and new aesthetics and was an important
intermediary between generations. His work was a bridge, especially for younger colleagues
in Philadelphia like George Howe (1886-1955), whose Philadelphia Saving Fund Society
(1929-1932) was America's first International style building. 7 Cret's personal stylistic synthesis
(1914) is in the library of H2L2. A photograph of Cret's plan
of development for Brown University (1922) is also in the
H2L2 library. On Cret's work for the University of Pennsylvania, see White, Paul Philippe Cret, p. 43, and H2L2 files
(1913-1937). For some of Cret's drawings for buildings at
Pennsylvania, consult AA, see also Box 5, Cret Papers, VPL.
Cret also served as a consultant to Yale (1920), the University of Cincinnati (1909), the Municipal University of Omaha
(1937), and the State University of Pennsylvania (1938), but
in no case was his office involved in planning, design, and
construction to the extent that it was at Texas.
4. On Cret's education and awards, see White, Paul Philippe
Cret, pp. 17, 21, 41. On the system of the ateliers and for a
history of the Atelier Pascal, of which Cret was a member,
see Richard Chafee, "The Teaching of Architecture at the
Ecole des Beaux- Arts," in The Architecture ofthe Ecole des BeauxArts, ed. Arthur Drexler. See also Joseph Esherick, "Architectural Education in the Thirties and Seventies: A Personal

View," in The Architect: Chapters in the History of the Profession,
ed. Spiro Kostof, pp. 238-279, who credits W.P. Laird with
bringing Cret to the University of Pennsylvania from the
Ecole.
5. Burchard and Bush-Brown, The Architecture of America,
p. 309. See also Caroline Shillaber, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1861-1961: A Hundred Year Chronicle.
6. On the establishment of the American 8.A.1.D., see
Richard Oliver, ed., The Making ofan Architect 1881-1981: Columbia University in the City of New York. On the influence of
the Ecole on American architectural education, see Joan
Draper, "The Ecole and the Architectural Profession in the
United States, John Galen Howard," in The Architect, ed.
Kostof.
7. On Howe and Cret, see Robert Stern, George Howe:
Toward an American Architecture. On Howe and "Beaux-Arts
rationalism," see William Jordy, The Impact ofEuropean Modernim in the Mid- Twentieth Century, p. 162.

also had a fundamental impact on students like his most famous pupil, Louis I. Kahn
(1901-1974), whose buildings with strong Beaux-Arts roots would play a similar role for
architects in the period following1960.8 Unlike his younger friends and students, Cret never
totally abandoned Beaux-Arts principles, but he did embrace many modernist values, creating
an architecture rich in dichotomies.
These dichotomies in Cret's architecture illustrate oppositions between traditional BeauxArts and modern purist concepts: (a) symmetrical, compartmentalized plans vs. asymmetrical,
open plans; (b) mass-dominant buildings vs. volume-dominant buildings; (c) particulate masses
vs. unified masses; and (d) ornamented surfaces vs. unornamented surfaces. Cret's architecture
achieved a particularly intricate and complex stylistic synthesis that was, above all, dynamic,
changing in response to the tastes of clients and the general purposes and specific programs
of buildings but also guided by his own shifting stylistic preferences. Cret composed some
buildings of particulate masses, in which contrasted units clearly expressed their floor plans,
and other buildings of unified masses, in which fenestration patterns alone signified interior
dispositions. He dressed some buildings with drafted masonry, so that textured surfaces
emphasized exterior mass and implied that the walls were load-bearing, and other buildings
with smooth masonry, the stark surfaces of which emphasized interior volume and suggested
that the walls were nonstructural. He decorated some buildings with ornament and abandoned
it on others. Nevertheless, during Cret's career his buildings looked more and more "modern"
because he came to favor boxlike masses, planar surfaces, and flat ornamentation. But Cret
was more reluctant to abandon two Beaux-Arts doctrines. First, he insisted on the expression
of a building's "character" through its associations with traditional models and functional types.
Second, he believed that axial, symmetrical, and particulate Beaux-Arts plans were proper
for institutional buildings with a public purpose. But even Cret's predominantly Beaux-Arts
theories of character and plan were tempered by his modernist sensibilities.
In articles written for various architectural periodicals, Cret described the principles that
he believed should guide design.9 The communication of"character" was primary, for there
was a "special character proper for each kind of building. . . . The interior and the exterior
should express firmly, clearly, without embarrassment, the purpose of a building . . . [and
the] rhythm of the whole [should be] an expression of its inherent purpose." 10 By identifying
"rhythm" as the carrier of the meaning of a building, Cret indicated that interior arrangements
of volumes, exterior movements of masses, and patterns of fenestration should work together
as message units. Even when Cret slowed the rhythms of the exterior masses to achieve a
purer architecture of unified masses, he used fenestration patterns as signs to communicate
character. His theory of character was therefore highly abstract, avoiding picturesque
archaeological reproduction of period styles and historicist associations through ornament.
His ideas and practice were influenced by the writings of his patron at the Ecole des Beaux-

8. On Kahn, see Vincent Scully, Louis I. Kahn.
9. On Cret's educational philosophy, see "Architects Read
and Write," American Institute of Architects Journal 3 (1945):
161-163; "The Ecole des Beaux-Arts and Architectural Education,"Journal of theSociety ofArchitectural Historians 1 (1941): 3-15;
"The Ecole des Beaux-Arts: What Its Architectural Teaching
Means," Architectural Record 23 (1908): 367-371; "Training of
the Designer," American Architect and Building News, April 1909,

p. 116, four installments. On Cret's stylistic aesthetic, see "A
Hillside House," Architectural Record 48 (1920): 82-106; "Ten
Years of Modernism," Architectural Forum 59 (1933): 91-94;
"The Classic versus the Modernist" (1934) and "Public
Buildings of the Future" (1930), Cret Papers, VPL.
10. Cret, "Public Buildings of the Future," p. 3.

Arts, Julien Guadet, who wrote little about the particulars of "style" but much about the
generalities of "character." 11
Just as Cret never abandoned the desire to express a building's "character," he did not
sacrifice what he saw as the positive values in Beaux-Arts theories of planning. Therefore,
an explanation of Beaux-Arts planning principles is essential for an understanding of Cret's
architecture and contributions at the University of Texas. 12 He strove to conjoin the legacy
of the past and the promise of the future. The result was frequently a tension between inside
and out, especially since the interior arrangements of Cret's buildings remained consistently
more traditional than the exterior compositions. Such a compromise indicates the dilemma
of an architect caught between academic tradition, to which Cret was deeply committed,
and purist tabula rasa modernism that sought to invent everything anew.
As did all Beaux-Arts architects, Cret began with an analysis ofthe character ofthe building,
which in turn determined the parti, which, Cret wrote, "means party, just as in politics there
is a Republican, a Democratic Party. . . . Selecting a parti for a problem is like taking an
attitude toward a solution on the hope that a building developed on the lines indicated by
it will give the best solution of the problem." 13 The parti was a kind of conceptual outline
for the building that first established the ideal hierarchy of interior spaces and then their
disposition. It was not, as it might appear, merely a two-dimensional plan. The parti established
the point, or the dominant element, of the building, and the marche, or route, through the
building to the point. Thus, the parti guided the entire composition from plan to section and,
finally, to elevation. It was the fundamentally hierarchical and sequential nature of BeauxArts plans that Cret found so desirable for public architecture, for it led the user through
the building.
Cret also understood the dangers of the Ecole's emphasis on the plan: ". . . the Ecole,
hypnotized by the search for the 'parti' (that is what characterized a building), soon began
to lavish every effort in the plans. By the end of the nineteenth century, the students went
ever further, and almost lost interest in all questions of architectural forms. . . . The plan
became a decorative composition, usually over-complicated, and a 'beau plan' was a pleasing
picture in itself, instead of a necessary diagram for achieving a good organic arrangement
of rooms, with opportunity for well-designed fagades and good interior treatment." 14 In reaction
to what he took as constructive modernist criticism of Beaux-Arts "paper architecture," Cret
"
counseled his students "to adopt the modernist's view that [a building] is a "machine ä habiter. 15
More than once his statements about planning echoed the modernist rhetoric of Le Corbusier
and the architects of the Bauhaus: "It is safe to say that an ill-planned building can never
be beautiful, while one that is well-planned . . . cannot fail to afford a certain aesthetic
gratification. One has the feeling of a fundamental logic, of an efficient engine." 16 While Cret
never adopted the universal space grid made possible by steel and concrete construction
techniques and favored by the modernists, he did adopt open, flowing plans for some of his
1 1 . On Cret's debt to Guadet, see Cret, "The Ecole des Beaux
Arts: What Its Architectural Teaching Means," p. 371. On
Guadet, see Reyner Banham, Theory and Design in the first
Machine Age, pp. 14-22.
12. On Beaux-Arts theory and design, see David Van
Zanten, "Architectural Composition at the Ecole des BeauxArts from Charles Percier to Charles Gamier," and Richard
Chafee, "The Teaching ofArchitecture at the Ecole des BeauxArts," in The Architecture of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, ed. Drex-

ler; Donald Drew Egbert, The Beaux-Arts Tradition in French
Architecture; Robin Middleton, ed., The Beaux-Arts and
Nineteenth-Century French Architecture.
13. David Van Zanten, "Paul Philippe Cret and Beaux-Arts
Architecture in Philadelphia," p. 2.
14. Stern,
George Howe, p. 22.
.
15. Ibid
16. Cret, "Public Buildings of the Future," p. 4.

30. Paul P. Cret, Folger Shakespeare Library, East Capitol Street facade, Washington, D.C.
(Trustees of Amherst College, The Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington, plate 1)

31. Paul P. Cret, Folger Shakespeare Library, main-floor plan, Washington, D.C. (Trustees of
Amherst College, The Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington, plate 5)

"private" residential buildings. Perhaps more important, he reinvigorated Beaux- Arts planning
principles by stressing the modernists' emphasis on rational functionalism.
Even as Cret's buildings remained traditional in conception and plan, they became more
"modern" in appearance. In 1933, he himself coined a term to describe their new "style," or
"look." It was "New Classicism," and he defined its attributes thus: (a) "volumetric design,"
(b) "restrained and less picturesque compositions," and (c) "empty surfaces." 17 These "modern"
qualities were intended to correspond to the three design principles proposed by Henry-Russell
Hitchcock and Philip Johnson in their polemical The International Style of1932: (a) "architecture
as volume," (b) "regularity," and (c) "the avoidance of applied decoration." 18 Hence, Cret's
"New Classicism" might be more accurately described as "Modern Classicism," for it clearly
depended upon the partial application of all three of these modernist precepts.
But what were his works that embodied these modernist sensibilities? In retrospect, it might
be observed that the Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington, D.C. (1929-1932, figs. 30,31),
represented their most perfect expression. It was one of his most important and "modern"
buildings, whose unified mass bounded by smooth continuous surfaces emphasized volume
and restrained, or "regular," composition and whose ornament was integral rather than applied
as sculptural decoration. But the tenets of the "New Classicism" that led to an architecture
of unified mass never totally supplanted Beaux-Arts planning principles in Cret's work. A
brief analysis of six buildings illustrates the complexity of treating the development of his
architecture, for in his career there are repeated shifts from compositions of particulate masses
to others of unified masses and compromises between both modes. They recur like dialectical
alternations.
The Pan American Union in Washington, D.C. (1907-1910, figs. 32,33), Cret's first public
building, utilized particulate masses, which emphasized contrapuntal rhythms and which were
embellished with rusticated masonry and richly modeled ornament. It stands as an example
of what might be defined as Cret's "Old Classicism." The particulate masses of the Pan
American Union signified the dual character of the building, which served both public and
private functions. Two masses interpenetrate at right angles: the central mass pushes forward
toward the visitor and invites him or her through three broad arches into a vestibule and
an open courtyard, to the library on the ground floor, or to the assembly hall on the second
floor. On the other hand, the lower secondary mass, which interpenetrates the frontal pylons,
contains private offices. Its closed form and the scale of its apertures contrast strongly with
the more public scale and open form of the center.
As early as 1917, however, Cret began to explore the effects offlat and geometrically abstract
surfaces in his Indianapolis Public Library (fig. 34), where windowless pylons bracket a massive
row of fluted Doric columns, which in turn support an entablature and frieze of delicately
carved roundels and swags. A bold projecting cornice encircles the whole building and binds
it together, while the colossal colonnade masks the two floors behind to create a unified public
fagade and the heavy proportions of the pylons unify and contain the mass.
In 1926, Cret moved still closer to the concept of unified mass in the Hartford County
Building (fig. 35). He used a colonnade of flat, square piers and a binding cornice so that
the effect was to unify the frontal elevation and the mass as a whole, even though the stepped
17. Cret, "Ten Years of Modernism," p. 94.

18. Henry-Russell Hitchcock and Philip Johnson, The International Style, p. v.

32. Paul P. Cret, Pan American Union Building Washington, D.C. (Hoak and Church, Masterpieces
of American Architecture, p. 128)

33. Paul P. Cret, Pan American Union Building, groundfloor plan, Washington, D.C. (Hoak and Church,
Masterpieces of American Architecture, p. 131)

34. Paul P. Cret, Indianapolis Public Library, Indianapolis, Indiana (Arch. For. 29 [September
1918]: plate 33)

35. Paul P. Cret, Hartford County Building, Hartford, Connecticut (Arch. For. 51 [November

1929]: plate 98)

36. Paul P. Cret, Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit, Michigan {The Arch. 9 [December 1927]
307)

37. Paul P. Cret,
plate 49)
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Herron Art Institute, Indianapolis, Indiana (White, Paul Philippe Cret,

recession behind the piers, which identified two floors, disturbed the frontal unity. (Cret would
later correct this defect in the Folger, where he presented the colonnade and the mass as
a continuous surface.) If Cret's emulation of the effects of unified masses clearly owed much
to modernists like Le Corbusier, Behrens, Mies van der Rohe, and Gropius, it also owed
much to the older revolutionary tradition of Ledoux, Boullée, and Schinkel, as a comparison
ofSchinkel's Altes Museum in Berlin (1824-1828) and Cret's Indianapolis Public Library makes
evident.
Curiously though, Cret returned to the more conservative facade masses ofthe Pan American
Union in the Detroit Institute of Arts, completed in 1927 (fig. 36; cat. no. 61). The central
lobby and hall break forward, leaving behind the wings that contain the galleries. The side
elevation is especially revealing of the building's purpose. Each of its five masses corresponds
to a different function: entrance hall, main hall, galleries, garden, and auditorium. Still, a
continuous cornice that runs around the entire building binds the masses into a unified whole,
achieving some compromise between the particulate and unified canons ever present in the
evolution of Cret's architecture.
By 1928, Cret seemed to favor flatter and more abstract surfaces in his John Herron Art
Institute in Indianapolis (fig. 37). Its brick structure is minimally ornamented with a narrow
frieze under the cornice and patterned brickwork flanking the doors. Fenestration patterns
and massing alone define the nature of interior spaces: the first floor has small, widely spaced
windows and the second floor has broad, closely spaced windows that allow light into the
studios. Two vertical stairway masses project in height and plan at either end. The Herron
Art Institute is modern, but it is closer to Peter Behrens's heavy, classical AEG Turbine Building
in Berlin (1908) or Walter Gropius and Adolf Meyer's Fagus Factory in Alfeld (1911-1913)
than to Gropius and Meyer's airy, glass-clad Bauhaus buildings in Dessau (1926).
In the Federal Reserve Board Building in Washington, D.C., of1935 (fig. 38), one ofCret's
most outstanding late works, particulate massing is used in a subdued and subtle way. The
command point, the board room, is contained in the central tall narrow mass that rises above
and through the series of less important bureaucratic office spaces, which spread outward
from it in long wings.
In 1930, when Cret's association with the University of Texas began, the Folger Shakespeare
Library in Washington, D.C. (1929-1932), one of his most esteemed buildings, was under
construction. Its exterior demonstrates more clearly than any other work the modernist
tendencies of his "New Classicism." The unified mass bounded by smooth, continuous surfaces
emphasizes volume, yet, in opposition to Hitchcock and Johnson, an integral relationship
is maintained between mass and volume. The weight and solidity of the building are never
denied. Ornament too is integral, rather than applied as sculptural decoration.
The imagery ofthe Folger (fig. 30) was that of the beautiful box, an immaculate container
for precious manuscripts and books. Cret articulated its bare and pristine surfaces of finely
cut white marble with three horizontal linear divisions, each varied in contour but restrained
so as not to mar the unity of the whole. In a process quite distinct from traditional tectonic
modes of post-and-lintel expression, Cret did not build a base, raise his load-bearing piers,
and then crown them with a weighty horizontal mass. Instead, he treated the whole as a
solid mass from which apertures were cut out and removed. Thus, Cret emphasized the center
without disrupting the mass by cutting long windows from the mass; the windows were
separated by finely fluted pilasters (without capitals) that were stepped back slightly behind

38. Paul P. Cret, Federal Reserve Board Building, Washington, D.C. (Amer. Architect and Arch.
151 [December 1937]: 31)

the surface and thrown into relief by the clefted shadows of the adjacent voids. In the
self-contained sculptural panels are set like metopes on the base and between
The
calm and stately drama of the facade derives, then, from the measured
the pilasters.
distribution of the voids in a solid mass.
The Folger demonstrates the ambiguities of New Classicism, for the Beaux-Arts qualities
of its plan (fig.3l) are still clearly perceptible. The program required a small theater, a library
and reading room, an exhibition gallery, and administrative offices, all of which are clearly
defined in Cret's U-shaped plan. Cret's parti determined the functional divisions ofthe building.
On the ground floor, the exhibition gallery in front and the reading room in the rear form
the center, while two perpendicular wings, one containing the theater and the other the
administrative offices, bracket the center. Two equally dominant doors in the main facade
express the dual functions of the building without emphasizing one over another: one opens
to the foyer of the theater, the other to an entrance hall for the office wing. The direct marche
through the left door to the theater assures its accessibility to the public, and that through
the right door leads to the offices. But the marche maintained the seclusion of the reading
room: it could be entered only through the exhibition gallery, and the visitor had to turn
to reach the gallery and turn again to enter the reading room through one of the two
symmetrically placed doors in the back wall of the gallery. Thus, the gallery was both the
point and an element of the marche to the reading room. But, as we have seen, the particulate
quality of the parti was not revealed by movements of exterior masses, so that the impression
of a volume bounded by a sealed surface might predominate. With the development of a
unified mass, Cret compromised the exterior expression of internal volumes, but he left clues
to his arrangement. The tall, imposing apertures between the file of fluted pilasters in the
center of the main facade identified the exhibition gallery and the secluded reading room
behind it. On the lateral facade a shorter row of pilasters mirrored that of the front. Panels
between the pilasters revealed two floors in that wing, although at a glance the dispositions
ofdoors and windows on the main and lateral street facades seem almost identical. The Folger's
street facades clearly impart qualities of regularity and generalization, which relate the building
to modernist aesthetics while they subtly express Cret's more traditional planning approach.
Had Cret's Texas clients not rejected in 1931 the "modern" idiom he proposed for the library
(cat. nos. 52, 53, 54), he undoubtedly would have refined and elaborated upon the style he
was developing at that time in his designs for the buildings at the University. He was able
to do so in only one building, the Texas Memorial Museum (1937, cat. no. 91), the exterior
of which is a variation on that of the Folger.
entrance facade,
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THE CRET LIBRARY:
NATIONAL PRESTIGE AND
THE GRAND TRADITION

THE LIBRARY OF THE UNIVERSITY
CENTRAL,
OF TEXAS (1931-1937), CRET'S
MONUMENTAL BUILDING, WAS THE
PRODUCT OF COMPROMISE AND COLLABORATION AMONG CRET, BATTLE,
and the Board of Regents. Drawings and documents relating to its evolution reveal that all
made contributions to its design, even though their roles were unequal. The library was first
of all Cret's building; he studied it more thoroughly than any other building on the campus,
as the drawings for it in this exhibition indicate. They elucidate Cret's attitudes about character,
plan, and style, discussed in the previous chapter, and they chronicle the working methods
of his office. Most important, they demonstrate Cret's willingness to accommodate his own
desires and tastes to those of his clients. His ability to compromise was crucial in order to
win commissions for the Texas development plan and for the buildings that gave it form.
Just as drawings for the library describe Cret — the architect — various other documents
portray Battle and the regents, who were his patrons. Although their tastes and their roles
in the library's design emerge less clearly than Cret's, they did make fundamental decisions
about the library's form and function and, therefore, its symbolism. The patrons, however,
did not always hold the same opinions or act together. On the one hand, Battle dedicated
himself to defining the specific nature of the building as the University of Texas Library.
Its image was to be that ofone of the loci of the accumulated wisdom of mankind. The regents,
on the other hand, saw the building as the symbol of the University of Texas. Although it
was Cret who effected the synthesis of his own design predilections and his clients' program
requirements and image demands, the library must also be understood in terms of the
interactions between the architect and his patrons.
Before studying the library in detail through drawings for it, we should ask what the building
meant to those responsible for its design. It was not inevitable that a new monumental building

should be constructed at the center of the campus, nor that it should be designated a library.
Battle's role in those decisions was crucial, although he could not have convinced the regents
single-handedly.
For Battle, as early as 1926, a new library was "an indispensable element in the working
out of the plan." Preoccupied with "the character of the central building on top of the hill," 1
Battle wanted a new building to replace Ruffini's Main Building, and he wanted it to be
a library. In fact, it was probably arguments about how to provide a larger library that
prevented the creation of a comprehensive development plan in the 1920s during James M.
White's tenure as consulting architect, for as early as 1920 it was apparent that the University's
collectionswould soon exceed the 250,000-volumecapacity ofCass Gilbert's library. In response
to this growth, White's first development plan of 1923 (fig. 26) proposed an enlargement of
Gilbert's library to the west that would increase its stack capacity to two or three million
volumes, but Battle opposed this addition and persuaded the regents to ask White to provide
an alternative solution.2 His second plan, of1926 (cat. no. 22), proposed a new library south
of the site of Ruffini's Main Building. Again he clearly ignored Battle's wishes.
In Cret, Battle found an essential ally. Just six weeks after Cret was appointed consultant
in March 1930, he delivered a "Report on the Library" to the regents. In it he urged that
a new library occupy the central position on the campus, replacing Ruffini's Main Building.
The regents accepted his recommendations, resolving a decade of controversy and paving
the way for Cret's development plan. For Cret, the new library was to be, in Beaux-Arts
terminology, the point of his scheme, the culmination of the marche established in his
development plan. Thus, when money became available in April 1931 for the construction
of new buildings, the library was the first building he designed for the regents. He surely
realized that, if his drawings for the most monumental of the new buildings pleased the regents,
commissions for other buildings would follow, allowing him to implement his plan. Indeed,
after Cret presented designs for the library in May 1931, the regents resolved in June to borrow
$4 million for its construction and for nine other buildings as well.3 Later, Cret described
the character he wished to give his library: it was to receive "an architectural treatment which
designates it as the repository of human knowledge."4 Yet, it was to transcend that specific
character to become "the image carried in our memory when we think of the place," 5 like
the principal square of a city or the court of honor of a world's fair. Cret wanted the library,
the keystone of his plan, to become "the heart of the University."
While Cret's eloquent descriptions of his proposed library were surely influential, his practical
solutions for problems attendant to its construction undoubtedly convinced the regents to
build a new library at the center of the campus. Cret had to address two issues raised by
his proposal for a new library. First, the monumental library he envisioned could not be
so expensive that its construction precluded the construction of other buildings that Battle
and the regents deemed necessary. Second, the intended demolition of Ruffini's Main Building
incurred objections from some members of the university community.6 In response to his
clients' concerns, Cret's ingenious solution proposed three distinct stages of construction for
1. Battle to Dahl, October 13, 1926, May 17, 1927, file
2K248, Battle Papers, BTHC.
2. Minutes of the Faculty Building Committee, October
28-29, 1924, file 2K249, Battle Papers, BTHC.
3. BR, Vol. H: April 24-25, 1931.

4. Cret, "Report on the Library," Appendix No. 1, p. 2,
included in "Report Accompanying the General Plan of
Development."
5. Cret, "Report," p. 18.

6. BR, Vol. H: May 30, 1930. See also Battle to Cret, April

the library and postponed the complete destruction ofOld Main Building to an unspecified date.
Each stage in the construction ofthe library was to be undertaken as money became available.
Hence, the first unit would be built behind Old Main, requiring only the demolition of the
northern auditorium wing. This new nucleus would provide stack space for some 1.2 million
volumes and the reading rooms and work spaces required to make the library function. Cret
argued that the presence of the nucleus would convince the new library's opponents of its
ultimate value and would prepare them for the construction of the second part, which would
then necessitate the destruction ofOld Main. The second unit, the new library's fagade, would
contain more reading rooms, while a third unit would contain more stack space and would
be built to the north of the nucleus. The completion of the third unit would bring the total
capacity of the new library to 4 million volumes.7 Although Cret's strategy guided the library
through the first stage of its construction, the regents made a decision during the second stage
of its evolution that was to have dire consequences, and Cret never regained control to rescue
the building completely.
Late in 1930, Battle had written to Cret that the new library was still a dream, but by
the spring of 1931 the creation of the Permanent University Fund made possible the construction
of the nucleus. Then, in 1933, as that unit neared completion, a loan from the Public Works
Administration and a grant from the federal government made possible the immediate
construction of the fagade (1934-1937).8 But at that crucial point, the regents changed the
program of the unit to include both library and administrative functions.9 As the University
rapidly expanded, the books and bureaucracies competed for space, and the functional parti
of a Beaux-Arts plan was not flexible enough to accommodate such a radical change in program,
compromising the intelligibility of the concept. Cret's third unit was never constructed probably
because of the ambivalent identity caused by the compromised program. By the early 1970s
the library core of the building was hopelessly too small, and the university community had
come to think of the library as an appendage to the administrative offices of the second unit,
which had become the "administrative" facade, rather than as the symbolic core that gave
meaning to the building and the campus as a whole. A new main library was designed elsewhere
as a service building, and the administration won the final battle for the key position at the
point of Cret's scheme.
This essay identifies the building as the library throughout because only as such can its
rationale and program be understood, even though from the moment of its rededication it
has been generally called "Main Building." Cret planned it to function and to reflect its original
purpose as the University of Texas Library. He declined to redesign it when asked to house
the University's administration within it, perhaps because he hoped that one day its function
as a library would be restored. 10
Cret's library (fig.13) for the University of Texas followed a tradition that Cret, Battle,
and the Board of Regents understood — that of the monumental library. In the United States
22, 1930; Cret to Battle, April 29, 1930; Battle to Cret, May
31, 1930, 2K245, Battle Papers, BTHC.
7. Cret, "Report," Appendix No. 1.
8. "Federal Building Loan," Alcalde 2 (January 1934): 75.
9. Ibid. See also Jester to Cret, December 21, 1933, fil
2K245, Battle Papers, BTHC.
10. On the function of the "Main Building," see William
e
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the tradition of the monumental civic library was older than that of the university library,
although the construction of the Widener Library at Harvard (1915), which housed the fifthlargest collection in the world, initiated a new series of monumental campus libraries. 11
The prototypes for Cret's library are plentiful. They are to be found among other American
library buildings, both public or private, for as Charles Klauder pointed out in College Architecture
in America (1929), the successful public libraries established a precedent upon which the designer
of the university library could draw. 12 McKim, Mead, and White's Boston Public Library
(1895) established the free public library as a major American civic monument. 13 Following
its example, important public libraries were built in many of America's largest cities. The
Library of Congress was built in 1897 and was followed by civic libraries in New York in
1911, Detroit in 1921, Los Angeles in 1926, and Philadelphia in 1927.
The Boston Public Library, which introduced the monumental civic library as an urban
building type, was still imperfect in the functionality ofits plan. Its fatal flaw was the courtyard
that opened through the center of the building and made communication between the parts
of the library difficult for the staff. Nor was its plan without confusion for patrons. The climax,
or point, of its scheme was the reading room on the second floor, but most borrowers needed
to go first to the delivery room, which was at the end of the upper hall and not clearly identified
by the marche. These troublesome features were quickly improved upon by other architects.
At Harvard's Widener Library (1915), Horace Trumbauer modified Boston's courtyard
scheme by erecting a bridge across it that connected the front and back of the building. In
the Detroit Public Library (1921, fig. 39), Cass Gilbert introduced a crucial change in planning
by placing the delivery room at the center of the building and making it, not the reading
room, the point of the scheme. Gilbert articulated the marche to the delivery room with an
interior stair that rose directly to it from the entrance hall. In the Philadelphia Public Library
(1927), Horace Trumbauer rejected his old Widener scheme and adopted this new central
stair scheme, even if his delivery room did not open directly off the stair hall. In the University
of Texas Library, Cret repeated Gilbert's solution, the delivery room as point, continuing
the crucial dialogue across time between Cret and his predecessor at Texas in Austin.
If Gilbert's Detroit Public Library inspired the plan ofCret's Texas library, another public
library influenced its massing. For the Los Angeles Public Library (1926), Bertram Goodhue
chose particulate masses dominated by a central tower, a composition that contrasted sharply
with the closed Beaux- Arts blocks of those libraries described above. The similarities between
Goodhue's library and Cret's are more formal than functional. Goodhue's much shorter tower
rose above a rotunda, while Cret's taller tower contained book stacks and offices. In elevating
the stacks to the status of a tower, Cret separated his Texas library further from the BeauxArts tradition, which removed book stacks to the rear, where necessary adjustments in the
fenestration pattern due to the shorter stack floors were less visible.
Cret perhaps followed the advice of Klauder's College Architecture in America, which urged
architects to express the stacks vertically to signal them as a potentially monumental element:
". . . for these cannot be minimized or obscured, but rather should be frankly revealed
11. On civic libraries, see George H. Edgell, "Ecclesiastic
and Monumental Architecture," in The American Architecture
of To-day, pp. 156-186. On university libraries see idem,
"Domestic and Academic Architecture," in ibid. pp. 263-269;
Talbot Hamlin, ed., Forms and Functions of Twentieth Century
Architecture, vol. 3.

12. Charles Z. Klauder and Herbert C. Wise, College Architecture in America and Its Part in the Development of the Campus, p. 70.
13. On the Boston Public Library, see William H. Jordy,
Progressive and Academic Ideals at the Turn of the Twentieth Century, pp. 314-375.

39. Cass Gilbert, Detroit Public Library, second-floor plan, Detroit, Michigan (Hoak and
Church, Masterpieces of American Architecture, p. 85)

40. Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue, Nebraska
State Capitol, Lincoln, Nebraska (Kidney,
The Architecture of Choice, fig. 101)

and made the most of in the design. There are advantages in increasing the stack vertically
rather than horizontally, and this will have the effect in time of architecturally treating the
stack as a tower dominating the building." 14 Klauder did not illustrate a book stack tower
solution in his chapter on university libraries, but an important one was in the planning stages
at Yale University, namely Sterling Library, conceived by Bertram Goodhue and completed
by James Gamble Rogers. Its massive Gothicizing stack tower rose above the cathedral-like
nave of the main reading room. Klauder himself created a veritable collegiate skyscraper,
The Cathedral of Learning at the University of Pittsburgh (1928). While the shorter Gothic
library towers like the one at Yale, and even Cret's early proposals for a tower at Texas, were
related to medieval donjons, or castle keeps, Klauder's Pittsburgh tower was closely linked
to the image of the contemporary American commercial skyscraper in both its stepped-back
form and its Gothicizing detail. Ultimately, however, the simple "modern" shaft of the Texas
tower, which is articulated by dominant verticals superimposed over horizontal plates that
define the floor divisions, is closer to Raymond Hood and John Mead Howell's Daily News
Building (New York, 1930) than to Gothicizing skyscrapers like Cass Gilbert's Woolworth
Building (New York, 1911) or Hood and Howell's Chicago Tribune Tower (1922).
Cret's tower for the Texas library was related to another major development in American
architecture: the design of the state capitol. The dome was a standard feature of American
capitol buildings in the nineteenth century, but Bertram Goodhue's influential, prizewinning
state capitol in Lincoln, Nebraska (1919-1932, fig. 40), established a new tradition of monumental towers for capitols. Cret, who had entered the Nebraska competition and had
maintained an active correspondence with Goodhue, probably knew the building well.
Cret's new library for Texas ingeniously combined a number of building types, creating
a new and original image but one that was not radically isolated from identifiable prototypes.
The parti and resulting plan of the building depended upon Cass Gilbert's Detroit Public
Library, the particulate massing derived from Betram Goodhue's innovative Los Angeles
Public Library, and the dominant tower responded not only to Charles Klauder's
recommendations about university libraries and his University of Pittsburgh skyscraper but
also to Goodhue's Nebraska State Capitol. But the building might have evolved very differently
had Cret adopted the heroic stance of an architect unwilling to compromise his design aesthetic
to the needs and tastes of his clients. As built, the library reflects both Cret's ideas and those
of his patrons because he allowed them to comment upon the architectural concepts and
prototypes that he employed.
The drawings selected for this exhibition make it possible, for the first time, to reconstruct
in detail the evolution of Cret's library. Four series of drawings will be studied to reveal not
only Cret's design processes and aesthetic choices but also his accommodation to the desires
of his Texas clients. The earliest drawings of May 21, 1931, were developed immediately prior
to Cret's appointment to design the University's new buildings in June 1931. Another series,
of August 21, 1931, shows the final design for the first unit, or nucleus, of the library and
developmental studies for the projected second unit, or facade. A third series, of August 23,
1933, shows renewed studies for this second facade and the tower addition. And a fourth
group, of1937, drawn after the facade opened, documents the building as it was completed.
The floor plans of May 21, 1931 (cat. nos. 45-48), illustrate Cret's tripartite proposal for
14. Klauder and Wise, College Architecture in America, p. 74.

the construction of the library over an unspecified period of time. The composition is geometric
and straightforward. The nucleus was a1 I I and the facade was a 1 I, so that they might
be joined along their horizontal bases. The third stack unit planned to the north was a I I I .
The open spaces between the arms of the first I I 1 were light wells, which eventually were
to be completed on the north by the third 11 I —shaped stack addition. The second I
I
— shaped facade unit closed the north side of a great open square, which was defined on
the west side by Gilbert's library. Cret allowed the latter to establish the scale and tone of
his own facade. Hence, the facade and Gilbert's library shaped and gave form to the central
public space of the campus, while the nuclear core was dedicated to functional space.
Cret's May 21, 1931, parti for the library emphasized the two principal rooms of the second
floor: the delivery room in the nucleus and the main reading room in the facade. On the
first and second floors, the nucleus housed staff offices, book stacks, reading rooms, and a
delivery room, so that it could function as a self-contained library. But the conceptual clarity
ofCret's scheme would not become fully evident until the completion of the facade, in which
on the second floor the main reading room was to be connected to the grand reading rooms
in the west and east wings of the nucleus, designated respectively as the senior and graduate
reading rooms. These three reading rooms would then create an uninterrupted corridor of
movement around the delivery room and the service core of the building. The facade also
housed the grand staircase and provided three major entrances to the library: a principal
one through the loggia on the central terrace and two auxiliary entrances through doors on
the lateral terraces. The marche of the parti began in these entrances and carried the visitor
to the lobby, up the grand staircase, and to the second floor. Emerging from either of the
two ramps of the staircase, the visitor turned right or left to gain access to either the delivery
room or the main reading room. Hence, the marche through the building had a double point,
and the University of Texas Library was identified as a place to receive books as well as to
use them.
Cret's parti for the library generated two sets of floor plans and four sets of elevations, which
he presented to the regents in May 1931 to initiate a dialogue with his patrons. At that point,
however, the regents were less concerned with the plan of the building than with its elevations,
and, indeed, the differences between the plans were slight in comparison to the radical
differences among the four elevations that Cret offered. Schemes A and D (cat. nos. 50-54)
corresponded to one set of floor plans, and schemes B and C (cat. nos. 55-58) to another.
The important difference between them was that the first group had more particulate spaces
and the second more unified spaces. In all, however, Cret favored particulate over radically
unified partis because they succinctly signaled the distinct functions of the parts and facilitated
his concept of a construction program that would take place in three separate stages. Schemes
A, B, and C were similar in massing. Three masses dominated the main facade: the central
block, twin flanking pavilions, and a short central tower. Five masses then marked the lateral
elevations: the fagade pavilion, the recessed flank of the latter, the reading room ofthe nucleus,
a low stack addition in the third unit, and a stubby stack tower. These projecting and receding
masses were staggered in plan and in height to signal functional changes in the interior and
to bring movement into the masses. The differences among schemes A, B, and C were not
in the parti but in the tower proportions, rooflines, heights of the masses, fenestration patterns,
and sculptural decoration. In all, however, the rusticated base gave unity to the distinct parts.
Elevation D was radically different. In it, Cret suppressed the tower and compensated for

its loss by raising the height of the third stack unit. As a result, the building was much more
symmetrical from both the front and the side. A screen of colossal pilasters like that he had
used in the Hartford County Building (fig. 35) masked the recessed windows of the central
bay in the main facade and provided a much more unified front. Elevation D clearly reflected
Cret's growing preference for more unified masses and may well have been the scheme he
preferred. Not only was it the closest to his highly successful Folger Shakespeare Library
(fig. 30) then under construction but, as the last drawing in the series, it also occupied the
most dramatic presentation position.
Cret presented the first series of library drawings to the Regents' Building Committee on
May 25, 1931. They favored the particulate massing of the first three schemes and left it to
Cret to work out the details. 15 Battle might have been more inclined to accept the fourth
scheme, but we make such an assumption on slim foundations, mainly the fact that Battle
later wrote Cret of his appreciation for the Folger, which he said made him forget one of
—
Cret's buildings that had disappointed the futuristic Hall of Science at the Chicago
Century of Progress Exposition in 1933 (destroyed). 16 But even if Battle had supported Cret's
"New Classicism" as the style best suited to the Texas campus, his would have been a minority
opinion. As Cret noted in his "Report Accompanying the General Plan of Development"
(1933): "Due consideration was given to the possibility of a 'modern treatment' of the new
buildings. There was a disinclination among the faculty and the Board to accept this
fundamental departure from the style of existing permanent buildings, and this argument
was thought to outweigh the advantages which might have accrued from modern forms." 17
Cret accepted the regents' preferences and on August 21, 1931, presented definitive eastern
and southern elevations (cat. nos. 65-67) that represented a synthesis of schemes A and B.
The southern elevation was one that respected the style, proportions, and materials not only
of Gilbert's library and Education Building but also of Greene, La Roche, and Dahl's buildings
of the 1920s (fig. 9). These elevations were those that would guide the concept of the building
until 1934, when the construction of the second unit became a reality and designs for a library
tower of thirty floors created dramatic contrasts between Gilbert's and Cret's libraries.
The history of the thirty-story tower began in 1931 when Cret presented the regents with
a choice of two tower heights. In August they approved a drawing for the tower that was
almost three times higher than those in the drawings of May 1931. 18 Among the latter, which
varied in height and width, scheme A's tower with eleven stories was the tallest and slenderest,
and all except scheme D, which had no tower, were capped by attics to arrest the vertical
movement. Cret seems to have preferred the more integrated, horizontal masses of an
earthbound monument, while his Texas clients favored the dramatic vertically of a tall tower.
Perhaps they responded to Klauder's recommendations for book stack towers in his College
Architecture in America, which Battle had sent to Regent Edward Randall in 1930. But they
must also have realized that a tower would provide an emphatic counterpoint to the dome
of the Texas State Capitol, which previously had dominated Austin's skyline. In the wake
of stormy battles between the legislature and the University before 1920, a central tower may
15. See terms of Cret's contract, BR, Vol. H: April 24-25,
1931.
8, 1933, Box 4-8070, H2L2.
16. Battle to Cret, September
.
17. Cret, "Report," p. 37
18. BR, Vol. H: August 29, 1931. Letters indicate that both
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have been seen as a symbol of the University's independence from and equality with the
legislature.
In any case, once decided upon, the tower became the guiding motif in the composition
of the facade unit. The development ofCret's drawings from the Gilbert-like scheme of August
1931 to the final design of 1934 (cat. no. 72) demonstrates Cret's reworking of the composition
to deal with the effects — indeed, to counterbalance — the vertical thrust of the tower. In the
process, Cret did not alter in any significant way the flanking flat-roofed pavilions, which
projected forward and defined the plaza, but he did transform the four-storied central mass
to create two horizontal tiers. Most notably, he made changes in the third-floor level by
extending the third-floor wall across and over the pavilions to form a balustraded platform
on which he placed a recessed attic block that stepped up to the tower. But he did not physically
link the fagade unit and the tower. Instead, he allowed the tower to rise behind the facade's
masses like a kingpin anchoring their centrifugal, or outwardly projecting forces (fig. 13).
The final composition was not without its dissonances and difficulties, but it clearly expressed
the library tower's hegemony over the building, the campus, and Austin as a whole.
Just as the new tower made it necessary to adjust and rearrange the masses of the fagade,
so too the surface articulation of its shaft and the form of its summit engendered additional
changes in the fagade. In the drawings ofMay 1931, Cret's short, stubby towers were articulated
by regularly spaced, deeply cut, unbroken vertical recesses (cat. nos. 50, 56, 57) like those
that had become standard in the stack elevations of contemporary libraries, such as Cass
Gilbert's Detroit Public Library (1921) or Cret's own Indianapolis Public Library (1917). In
the drawings of August 1931 (cat. no. 66), however, Cret proposed a new set of windows
flanked by bold pilasters on the front fagade that rose unbroken through the center of the
south fagade to the attic, dramatically emphasizing the tower's height. It was completed by
a fenestrated two-step attic that supported a block with trabeated temple fronts to each side.
Giant finials topped off the tower like the prongs of a crown. In the final drawings of 1934
(cat. no. 74), Cret totally flattened the walls that flanked the central rows of vertical windows
to create a smooth surface that rose between the more plastic base and top. In the window
zone, double projecting spandrel panels marked the steel plates of all the tower's floors for
the first time, accentuating the skyscraperlike image of its shaft. In contrast, the top returned
to the classical references of the fagade unit. A temple with freestanding columns rose above
a two-level base to complete the composition and to recall the columns of the flanking pavilions.
Finally, large broken pediments embracing clock faces punctuated the bases of the crown
on each fagade.
Although the tower's stylistic syntax joined the modern grammar of its shaft and the classical
grammar of its crown, the fagade unit remained much more historicizing and classical. The
colored stucco panels in the attic story and the multicolored quartz aggregate panels, baroque
doorways, and carved stone in the interior of the loggia (cat. no. 78) were southern European
in derivation, associated in Battle's mind with "the Sgrafitto decorations of old Spain and
colonial Mexico." 19 More generally Beaux- Arts classical and less historically and regionally
specific were the more plastic, elegantly colonnaded pavilions (fig. 41), the flatter, pilastered
curtain wall of the center (fig. 42), and the smooth, finely scored rusticated base that
circumscribed the building (fig. 43). The pavilions emphatically punctuated the ends of the
19. Battle, "The Main Building," p. 18.

41. Paul P. Cret, Library, now Main Building, detail of east pavilion of front facade
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42. Paul P. Cret, Library, now Main Building, detail of front facade (H2L2)
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fagade as the tempietto crowned the tower, while the flattened wall of the second story echoed
the smooth shank of the tower. On the other hand, the gigantic keystones and deeply drafted
masonry of the base were motifs established with the construction of the nucleus unit and
were continued into the facade to create a unified podium that linked both parts. Cret's library
then embodied an architectural conversation across time, communicating its classical roots,
its historical associations, and its modern allusions. Yet, it also represented a conversation
between Cret and his clients. The scale of its masonry, pilasters, and columns was noble
as Battle required, while its smooth surfaces adhered to Cret's aesthetic of "New Classicism."
The arches of its loggia invited all to enter, creating the public building that Cret felt was
appropriate for the center of the campus, while its dominant tower gave the campus as a
whole a sense of place especially desired by the regents.
Inside the library, dramatic changes in its program accompanied and influenced
transformations in the fagade unit. While the Board of Regents were making arrangements
to finance the construction of the fagade in 1933, they made plans to move their own offices
and those of the university administration to the new building. 20 Floor plans of May 1931
(cat. nos. 45, 46) had designated the first and second floors of the nucleus and the second
floor of the fagade unit to serve the library functions, but plans of August 1933 gave the first
floor of the fagade unit to the regents and administrators. Although Cret urged that
administrative offices be omitted from the new unit as far as possible, his clients prevailed,
and the record drawings of 1937 (figs. 44, 45), made soon after the completion of the fagade
unit, show that not only the first floor but also major rooms on the second floor of the fagade
were removed from the library's jurisdiction. 21 The first floor housed business offices and
administrators — the auditor, comptroller, postmaster, dean of arts and sciences, dean of the
graduate school, vice-president, and president, while the second, or principal, floor housed
the secretary to the Board of Regents and the Academic Room, or regents' meeting room.
The Academic Room was the transformed main reading room from Cret's library plans of
1931. Beneath the library's dominant tower and facing the campus's central plaza, it gave the
regents a commanding view of the South Mall, the Littlefield Fountain entrance, and the
State Capitol.
In order to accommodate the changes in the library's program demanded by the regents,
Cret made compositional changes in the fagade unit's interior. Those changes weakened the
clarity and simplicity of the original marche through the building. Cret wrested more square
footage for the multiple administrative offices that his clients demanded, but the result was
the transformation on the first floor of the coherent series of grand processional spaces into
a relatively undignified zone of passage, and the compromise in the main floor ofCret's clearly
expressed double point, which focused on the main reading room and the delivery room. In
the drawings ofMay 1931 (cat. no. 45), the narrow loggia ofthe south fagade opened to another
three-bay loggia and a rectangular lobby, which was to be the axial center of the fagade unit.
A half-flight ofstairs on axis with the entrance led up to twin elevators flanking the entrance
to an imperial staircase. In the final plans, however, Cret was forced to deepen the loggia,
de-emphasize the central lobby, choose a simpler configuration for the staircase, remove
20. Jester to Cret, December 21, 1933, file 2K245, Battle
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the cross-axial double-loaded halls, and close the lateral entrances from the east and west
terraces (fig. 44). Although he preserved vestiges of the old marche from the south terrace,
through the lobby, and up the staircase (fig. 46) to the second floor, the visitor who arrived
there was unsure whether to enter the delivery room or the Academic Room (fig. 45). Nevertheless, because the latter was somewhat isolated by the expansion of the elevator core and
the addition of an intervening portrait corridor, the former took precedence and proclaimed
that the library's functions still dominated in the first unit. The ambiguous and crowded
interiors of the facade unit's first and second floors, however, were surely the result of the
late change in its program and were uncharacteristic not only ofthe interiors that Cret originally
planned but also of those of his better known public buildings.
Although the specific functions of the rooms on the third and fourth floors of the facade
were still undetermined in the plans of1931 and 1933, the record drawings of1937 show them
as the "treasuries" for the University's special collections, so they were certainly not inimical
to Cret's original conception for the library. The third floor of the facade unit was reserved
for the classical sculpture gallery, which lay at the head of the stairs between the light wells
and which provided exhibition space for Battle's collection ofplaster casts. 22 Finally, the fourth
floor provided rooms for special and rare book collections, an exhibition area, and roof gardens.
Inside, the special libraries were richly decorated and domestic in scale, like "ivory towers,"
reliquaries for the study of precious things.
Having demanded changes in the facade unit, the regents asked Cret to expand the uses
ofthe tower, originally planned for book stacks. He unsuccessfully argued against their request,
writing to Battle that "its temporary use as an office building will never be but . . . makeshift.
The latest suggestion of putting seminars in this tower is further complicating the situation,
as it involves reliance on elevator service which has been found mediocre for educational
buildings." 23 Interestingly, the top office floor of the tower, at its completion, contained a
paneled suite of rooms called the Classical Library. It was the library of the senior professor
of classical languages — Battle's office. Although Battle was never Cret's adversary in the struggle
for definition of the function of his library, it was appropriate that the man who directed
the University's building program should look out over his accomplishments from a higher
vantage point than anyone else on campus, save the tourists on the observation level above.
After the redefinition of the library's program in late 1933, its most magnificent rooms
were confined to the first unit and were not extended into the facade unit as planned. In
the 1937 drawings (fig. 45), the delivery room was the library's grandest room. It was called
the Hall of the Six Coats of Arms and was a large unified space, instead of the three separate
spaces shown in the 1931 drawings. It was flanked to the west by the periodical reading room
now called the Hall of Texas, and to the east by the general reading room, the Hall of Noble
Words. The delivery room was paneled in rich materials, including walnut and four different
colored marbles, each from a different state. The decorative program celebrated the fact that
six nations had governed Texas. Each was represented by a gilded, plaster cartouche
22. Faculty Building Committee Minutes, January 20, 1934,
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surmounting a quotation that expressed "the spirit of the nation which it represents." 24 The
predominant decorative motifs of the Hall of Texas were on tectonic components, namely
the painted concrete ceiling beams, each side of which illustrated a period of Texas history
(fig. 48). Similarly, painted beams in the Hall of Noble Words contained thirty-one inspirational
quotations (fig. 49). As Battle said, "Perhaps the thoughts . . . may occasionally find logement
in the minds of users." 25 The painted beams were the suggestion of Dallas painter Eugene
Gilboe, who had been hired in 1933 to complete the interior decoration of the rooms, but
the choice of themes for these main reading rooms, together with that of the Latin American
Collection reading room on the third floor, was Battle's. 26 These themes reminded the visitor
ofthe proud heritage ofmankind and of Texas's own unique history. They echoed the universal,
Spanish, and Texan themes of the building's exterior.
Today, the conflation of the building's roles has resulted in its abuse and disuse. At the
time of this writing, the Hall of Texas and the Academic Room are empty, as are many
floors of the tower and Battle's paneled suite on its twenty-seventh floor. The adaptive reuse
of this grand, monumental library should receive careful study. Not only has it become, as
Cret predicted, "the image carried in our memory when we think of the place" but it also
contributes to an understanding of the work of one of America's foremost early-twentiethcentury architects. Ironically, what Cret said of Gilbert's library when he argued for the
construction of the new library can now be applied with a twist to his own. He wrote that
the "old" library was a "good building on too small a scale." 27 Cret's library now seems a
good building on too grand a scale.
24. Battle, "The Main Building," p. 36; for quotations, see
pp. 37-39.
25. See Battle's questionnaire soliciting suggestions for quotations for the east reading room, "The Hall of Noble Words,"
sent out June 9, 1933, file 2K246, Battle Papers, BTHC. For
themes and quotations of both main reading rooms, see
Battle, "The Main Building," pp. 40-50.

26. See Battle to Cret, June 10, 1933, file 2K246, Battle
Papers, BTHC, in which he wrote that Gilboe's idea of
painted beams seemed at first a bit garish." Cret's reply, June
13, 1933, file 2K246, Battle Papers, BTHC, contained this
advice: "Do not be afraid of having the color scheme too high
in key at first. It will become subdued with age — like all ofus."
27. Cret, "Report," Appendix No. 1, p. 10.
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THE INFORMAL PERIPHERAL BUILDINGS:
REGIONAL IDENTITY AND
THE SPANISH HERITAGE OF TEXAS

Cret's attitudes toward Spanish and historicist form revealed him as an opponent of
archaeological reproduction. As he explained in his "Report": "The origin of the State of Texas
and the proximity of Mexico were an inducement to get some inspiration from the Spanish
architecture, although a faithful archaeological reproduction was neither advisable nor possible.
An academic building of the XXth Century ought not to attempt to pass for a Spanish palace
or a Medieval town hall. The continuation of a tradition is quite different from plagiarism;
the one recognizes changes brought by time, while the other would like to ignore them but
fails in the attempt." 2 He insisted instead on an adaptive approach to ornamentation, a concept
that appeared throughout his writings. In 1933, for example, he wrote: "We must no more
1. Cret, "Report," p. 37.

2. Ibid., p. 36.

be hypnotized by the desire to be original than by the complex to be archaeologically correct.
We must be ourselves." 3 Cret echoed the inventive but evolutionary concept of style taught
by his master at the Ecole, Julien Guadet, professor of theory from 1894 to 1908, who wrote
in his Elements et theorie de I'architecture (1894): "Our art has a right to liberty .... If I insist
on these considerations, it is not, indeed, to wipe the slate clean of all that went before; on
the contrary, our art ... is — and must be — the rich inheritor of an estate that has accumulated
over the centuries." 4 These were basic tenets that Cret never abandoned.
Cret's ideas about domestic architecture might not appear, at first glance, as significant
for a discussion of academic buildings, but they hold the key for understanding the design
aesthetic that underlay some of his finest buildings on the University of Texas campus. In
1920, Cret wrote an article entitled "Hillside House," which defined the synthesis of traditional
and modern qualities that he appreciated in contemporary designs for American homes. In
it, he warmly praised George Howe's High Hollow (1914-1916), the house that the architect
built for himself outside Philadelphia. Cret was one ofthe first to acknowledge High Hollow—
one of the best large suburban homes of its period and genre. This work and others like it
combined a variety of European and American prototypes and continued on a smaller scale
the tradition of the English country house as embodied in the turn-of-the-century works of
Sir Edwin Lutyens (1869-1944). Cret praised High Hollow for its modernity as well as its
timelessness. For Cret, it was modern both in the disposition of its grounds, which brought
to his mind the assembly line of a factory, and in its simplicity, which he felt was achieved
by Howe's elimination of the "draughtsman picturesque." Cret continued: "Were not the phrase
'modern art' somewhat discredited for having been a cloak to a multitude of sins, I would
see here a very typical example of what modern art ought to be: a logical continuation of
the best traditions. It is as free from archaeological imitation as it is devoid of a pretentious
striving for originality .... [It owes] so little to precedents [and] is true to the best traditions
of art; in finding the soul of our art instead of the cast-off clothing of former time." 5 Modernity
and tradition became one not only in Howe's works but also in Cret's.
Cret is seldom remembered today for his domestic architecture, but it is significant to note
that he designed all his major private houses between 1925 and 1931 immediately preceding
the Texas commission.6 Problems about the nature and character of domestic architecture
must have been cast sharply into focus at this crucial point in his career. Cret's houses followed
no single, or "correct," historicist idiom; instead, each sought a tradition appropriate to its
owner and site. Of three houses in the Philadelphia environs, the Geist House in Villa Nova
(1926) was English Tudor, the Shaeffer House in Haverford (1926) was Country French, and
the McCormick House in Harrisburg (1926) was Mediterranean. The exteriors ofthese houses
achieved the simplicity and charm that he admired in Howe's homes but were relieved by
a more playful or picturesque quality in the massing and surfaces. In these houses, the active
surfaces were repeatedly broken by strewn windows, gables, doors, and dormers, all arranged
to give the impression of random placement. In them, there was a clear delight in warm
and varied surface textures inspired by European masonry traditions and in rich plays of
separate, juxtaposed, and sometimes interpenetrating masses that were disposed to create
the illusion of a group of casual and informal additions made over a period of years. But
3. Cret, "Ten Years of Modernism," p. 94.
4. Quoted and translated in Banham, Theory and Design in
the First Machine Age, p. 17.

5. Cret, "A Hillside House," pp. 97, 106.
6. See the list of Cret's principal works in White, Paul
Philippe Cret.

these masses enclosed interiors that were much less specific in historicist references than the
exteriors. Indeed, their paneled rooms sometimes contain hints of French Rococo or English
Adamesque decoration, but they are almost interchangeable from one house to another.
Cret's houses represented a bridge between generations. It is therefore useful to compare
them with those of two of his most gifted contemporaries, George Howe and Bertram Goodhue.
Cret's houses were neither as modern as Howe's nor as archaeological as Goodhue's; they
stand as visual testimony to the evolutionary concept of style that he frequently discussed
in his writings. Howe's residences were geometrically conceived and expressed an early
preoccupation with abstract schematization. Goodhue's houses, on the other hand, reflected
his extreme romanticism and concern for archaeological veracity, whether in a Spanish colonial
house, like that for Henry Dater in Montecito, California, or a Tudor house, like that for
J.E. Aldred in Locust Valley, New York.
In this essay, we shall consider only two of Cret's "domestic" buildings, namely Home
Economics (1933) and the Union (1933). They are selected not only because they are two
of his finest buildings but also because they are buildings that vary in function and in form.
The opposition is both that between an academic and a student service building and that
between a symmetrical keystone monument in the women's sector and an asymmetrical
—
incomplete gateway building one that could not exist without the complement of the
Architecture Building — in the public West Mall. The analysis of these two buildings provides
key insights into Cret's other domestic buildings and into the specific architectural problems
that he confronted.
The Home Economics Building (fig. 15), which Battle called the best of Cret's first ten
buildings, was the most elegant and urbane of Cret's "Spanish" and "domestic" buildings at
Texas. In addition, it had a prominent position in the development plan (cat. no. 28), resolving
the primary axis expressed by the South Mall and linking the original forty-acre tract and
the secluded Women's Group to its north. Home Economics functioned not only as a belvedere,
providing a view of Cret's library, but also as an exedra that received the visitor as he or
she approached it from the parterrelike space to its south.
As Home Economics served several different functions within the development plan, so
each of its facades played a different role. The most formal fagade was the palatial one to
the north that contained a central portico facing Cret's college green in the Women's Group
(cat. no. 93). It provided an elegant point of entry to the forty-acre tract for the women who
resided in the dormitories around the green. By contrast, the southern fagade that faced the
tower was more informal, taking the form of a small patio and atrium that mediated between
the public and private spaces to either side (fig. 50).
The gateway function of Home Economics was also embodied in its first-floor plan (cat.
no. 92). The center section housed a wide foyer, which passed directly through the building
from north to south, and a cross-axial corridor, which led to stairwells on the east and west.
The central foyer was a continuation of the north-south mall, while the lateral doors and
the east-west corridor served the building. These cross-axial corridors gave access to secondary
north-south hallways, which led to major "public" rooms in the extremities of the wings. The
same plan governed the second, third, and fourth floors. In contrast to the public functions
served by the first floor — where a lecture hall and rooms for reading, teacher-training, and
exhibition were located — the upper floors served academic functions and were dedicated
respectively to textiles, nutrition, and institutional food preparation.

Cret's plan for Home Economics was standard. Indeed, it was practically identical in plan
to William Haugaard's Home Economics Building at the New York State College of Home
Economics at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York (1933). But Cret, too, had contributed
to the functional evolution of this academic type when he designed the Home Economics
Building at the University of Wisconsin at Madison (1914), praised in Klauder's College
Architecture (1929) as "especially well-planned." Certainly, the ordered rationality of the plan
lucidly expressed on the exterior is a quality essential to all of Cret's buildings.
The massing of Home Economics was intended not only to reflect its interior but also to
form links across space with other buildings that Cret designed. From the northern green,
the building consisted of four juxtaposed and staggered masses: (a) a four-storied central
block with a hipped roof; (b) two three- storied flanking wings with flat roofs, which
simultaneously projected forward and interlocked with the central mass so that they seemed
like avant-corps pavilions rather than wings; (c) two covered porches on the roof terraces of
the wings, which were recessed behind the central mass; and (d) two narrow towers that rose
above the porches and broke the roofline of the central mass. In elevation the resulting
configuration of roofs and towers was that of a U-shaped cradle, which framed the tower that
rose in the background. The triangular lines of the covered porches of the roof terrace pointed
toward the tower, which anchored and culminated the composition, recalling similar solutions
in the facade of the library.
This northern elevation perhaps demonstrates most clearly the method that Cret followed
when asked by his Texas patrons to design historicizing buildings. He attempted to wed the
tradition or spirit of sixteenth-century Spanish and Mexican buildings with a modern,
functional Beaux-Arts plan. Although Cret vacationed in Mexico and thus had firsthand
knowledge of monuments there, Spanish and Mexican prototypes alike were amply
documented in a number of important books that appeared in the first three decades of the
twentieth century. Books like Arthur Byne and Mildred Stapley's Spanish Architecture of the
Sixteenth Century (1917) were published, for example, specifically for the "architect who undertakes
to design modern buildings based on Spanish prototypes." 7 That Cret might use such works
of reference is beyond question: it was essential to his design method and a standard BeauxArts practice. Cret even collected a large library for his firm and encouraged his employees
as well as his students to study architectural monuments of the past when approaching a
design program.
Cret's use of these sources, however, was never archaeological; it was to learn compositional
formulas that allowed him to communicate historicist references through masses and fenestration patterns. They, not archaeological fidelity to concrete prototypes, are the key to
understanding the historicist references that Cret incorporated into his buildings, but the
encoded messages— the very embodiments of the chosen tradition — are generally abstract
and extremely subtle. They are sensed rather than understood and seem to disappear when
one attempts to define them in too concrete a manner. It is possible, then, to describe some
references that are very obvious and others that are much more abstract. The Moorish attic
7. Gerstle Mack and Thomas Gibson, Architectural Details
and Central Spain, introduction. See also Arthur
Byne and Mildred Stapley, Provincial Houses in Spain (1925);
Atlee Ayres, Mexican Architecture (1926); Samuel Chamberlain,
Sketches of Northern Spanish Architecture (1926); Andrew Pren-

of Northern

tice, Renaissance Architecture and Ornament in Spain (1908). The
illustrations in these publications ranged from Ayres's
photographs to Chamberlain's romantic sketches to Prentice's
carefully measured and rendered drawings.

50. Paul P. Cret, Home Economics, now Mary Gearing Hall, from the south (BTHC)

story, or adarve, one of Cret's favorite motifs in his Texas buildings, is a good example of
the first type. It was a common feature in Spanish buildings, where it had gained popularity

during the years of Islamic domination as an external reflection of the walls closing in roof
gardens or as a closed gallery of a belvedere for cloistered Moorish women. The attic windows
would have been open in Spanish buildings, but here Cret was forced to close them. Still,
he designed a cornice beneath them and created a textured wall below them to give the illusion
that they were once open.
Other historicist references are much more subtle, perhaps even obscure. The fenestration
patterns of the central block on the north facade are a good example (cat. nos. 93, 96). The
vertical emphasis of the central portal and the gallerylike aedicule that surmounts it, both
intended to reinforce the vertical line of the tower, was frequent in Plateresque and Spanish
baroque portals. And the placement of the third-story windows so that they diverged from
the axes established by the other windows of the facade is a clear reference to eccentric
Plateresque fagades like those of the Hospital de Santa Cruz in Toledo (1504-1514) or the
Augustinian monastery of Acolman in Mexico (1560), where the fenestration build upward
from the portal to the adarve to form an inverted triangle rich in dramatic effects. The principal
facade of the Alcazar ofToledo (1537) represents the culmination of those almost "mannerist"
proclivities in Spanish Renaissance architecture. Cret imitated the rhythms of the style, but
he rejected the use of archaeological ornament that would have made his borrowings all too
obvious for his purposes.
If the north facade of Home Economics was treated as its principal front, the south facade
(cat. no. 95) was also important, functioning as an exit for those entering the forty-acre tract
and as an entrance for those returning to the women's quadrangle. The south facade mirrored
and yet diverged from its counterpart to the north. Its central wall and adarve gallery were
similar, but the massing and fenestration patterns were radically different. Instead ofarranging
the windows in a V pattern above a central door, Cret distributed the windows to relax the
stress on the center and to create a less formal look for this entrance. The lean-to shedlike
roof, supported by piers, formed a one-story U-shaped portico that contributed to the effect
of a Spanish or Mexican hacienda and imbued this entrance with the informal air of a
semiprivate patio.
The massing to the south revealed the parti of the building and thus reflected many of the
features of the north elevation, but it reversed their meanings. For example, instead of being
recessed as they were in the north elevation, the towers were placed in the same plane as
the central panel, breaking that plane only at the point where they met the eaves of the roof.
The center of the composition evoked the image of a two-towered palace facade like that
of the Audiencia of Zaragoza; but because Cret added the two lower lateral wings on the
south facade and allowed them to project forward, they appeared to wrap around the palace
and embed the towered center within their masses. Hence, the dominance of the palace facade
in the north elevation was reversed here, where the wings were stressed. The treatment of
the upper stories of these wings introduced a further note of drama in the massing. At the
top level, Cret recessed the walls on three sides, creating a deep surrounding ledge punctuated
on each side by balconies supported by overscaled modillions. Like the cubes of penthouses
on rooftops, the effect of these third-floor blocks was to mitigate the potentially overwhelming
scale of the emphasized wings. The elevation revealed Cret as an ingenious manipulator of
the effect of scale: the grand scale of the wings where they met the street, the miniature scale

of the palace that looked monumental when viewed from a distance, the mediating scale of
the third-floor block pavilions of the wings, and the homey, pedestrian scale of the portico.
The lateral elevations (cat. no. 94), which were much more important in the thirties and
forties than today, were also treated as distinctive and unique compositions. In them, variety
was introduced not so much in the massing as in the use of changes in textural and fenestration
patterns. Those features did not disrupt the broad central rectangular masses — unified by
tectonic screens of pilasters — that dominated these elevations. Indeed, they were disposed
to emphasize the center, not only to create a counterpoint to the lateral stress patterns in
the north and south facades but also to have them speak across space to adjacent buildings
on either side. These lateral fagades contained no historicist imagery beyond that ofthe general
classical vocabulary that spanned the generations from Palladio to Gabriel to Cret.
Cret's Spanish imagery in this and his other "domestic" buildings for the University of Texas
was broad and historical in scope, but he also noted that the local "old stone houses in Austin
were another source of inspiration." 8 Cret had specified rubble stone (cat. no. 96) for the
exterior of Home Economics, but varied blocks of shell limestone were ultimately chosen
because of the higher cost of rubble stone. 9 As his drawings show, rubble stone would have
been warmer and more picturesque, and contrasts in surface texture would have played a
more important role in the building had it been used. The building would have had a romantic
character closer in feeling to the houses he designed before his arrival in Texas.
The Home Economics Building offers important lessons about Cret's external expression
of interior volumes, his arrangement of masses, his practices in joining and contrasting those
masses, and his communication of historicist imagery through their effects. The north facade
is like that of a Spanish palace, the south facade is like that of the informal veranda of a
hacienda, and the pilastered elevations of the lateral facades are more academic and classical.
In Home Economics, Cret created a rational and symmetrical plan with a true expression
of the masses on traditional Beaux-Arts principles; at the same time he produced the effect
of an almost provincial and vernacular air of relaxed and varied massing that had grown
through the process of accretion. Those masses not only embodied historicist imagery but
also served to link the building formally to its larger environmental matrix. If the surfaces
were more hard-edged or modern in execution than Cret desired originally, they did conform
to the keynote provided by Cass Gilbert's buildings on the campus, which Cret so admired.
The massing, surfaces, ornament, and relative informality of Cret's Student Union Building
for Texas link it to his Home Economics Building, but the Union's asymmetrical design and
flowing spaces contrast strongly with the symmetrical, formal, and particulate qualities of
Home Economics. Cret revealed his own feelings about the character of the building in a
letter to Robert Leon White in which he noted: "Your last set of drawings contains interesting
suggestions that I will incorporate. On the other hand, they lack a little of the picturesque,
and almost naive character we have been trying to give some ofthe buildings. They are almost
too much 'arranged.'" 10 White had prepared a drawing for the Union in 1929 (cat. no. 103),
and, whether or not it was the one to which Cret referred, it provides a good opportunity
to contrast Cret's attitudes toward the Spanish colonial with those of White. White's effects
were achieved almost exclusively through the addition of Mexican baroque surface decoration
8. Cret, "Report," p. 36.
9. BR, Vol. H: October 29, 1931.

10. Cret to White, October 10, 1931, file 2K245, Battle
Papers, BTHC.

inspired in part by the style of the missions of San Antonio. By contrast, Cret's effects were
achieved through a calculatedly informal arrangement of the component parts. He chose as
prototypes not the exuberant late forms of the Mexican baroque but the stark early forms
of sixteenth-century Spanish and Mexican architecture, and he communicated the effects
more through compositional borrowings than surface decoration.
Cret's letters to Battle reveal his sensitivity to previously unpraised attributes of sixteenthcentury Mexican architecture and explain his admiration for its qualities: "I might be following
too much in some details the picturesque and, I might say, illiterate character of the early
Spanish Renaissance, or the Colonial Spanish. This leads me to forget, on purpose, the Classic
or Italian arrangements." 11 These words might seem unusual ones for a Beaux-Arts architect
to utter, but they again reveal the broad range of styles he could embrace to achieve variety
in the groups he designed for Texas.
Cret's Union was formed of two wings anchored by a corner tower that complemented
Architecture's tower across the West Mall and defined the western entrance to the campus
(figs. 51, 52; cat. no 79). The Union's program was a diverse and complex one that required
intensive studies of access and circulation systems among the component parts. Because long
open wings provided a more flexible parti than a dense, symmetrical consolidated mass, Cret
disposed a long wing along Guadalupe Street, which was used for more public functions,
and a short wing along the West Mall, which was used for private and less formal functions.
The corner tower not only provided a ceremonial entrance to the formal spaces in the second
floor of the Guadalupe wing but also anchored the wings and the patio protected by them.
The Guadalupe wing rose two stories, the mall wing three, and the tower four.
The plan and the interior spaces of the Union represent a very different approach to planning
than that which we have observed in Cret's library and Home Economics Building, and,
since a Beaux- Arts architect always began with the parti and the plan, it is appropriate that
we begin there also (cat. no. 101). Two entrances gave access to the ground floor of the mall
wing from the south. The central one established the axis of the patio on the opposite side
of the wing and the other led to the grill. Inside, the mall wing had two differentiated groups
of spaces that were connected but could be closed off from one another. A group of spaces
to the east consisted of adjacent interconnected spaces united by shared decorative patterns
in the ceiling beams and identical floor tiles, while a group of spaces to the west consisted
of similarly interconnected circulation spaces united by decorative ceiling and floor patterns
that contrasted with those of the eastern group. These spaces in turn gave access to the more
enclosed and particulate spaces of the tea room and grill at either end of the mall wing — the
latter decorated with such Texas motifs as boots, spurs, cacti, revolvers, and rattlesnakes.
The circulation of Cret's Union was almost Wrightian in its open, flowing qualities and it
contrasted markedly with the symmetrical, strictly axial, unequivocally defined marches of
the Beaux-Arts interiors of the library and Home Economics Building.
The second floor ofthe Union contained several lounges, dining areas, and a large ballroom.
The ceremonial entrance to this floor was the tower's elevated monumental arched portal
(cat. no. 102). Inside one climbed to a magnificent lobby and axial ballroom. The lobby was
treated as the courtyard or patio of a Spanish palace (fig. 53; cat. no. 104). Rising through
11. Cret to Battle, October 14, 1931, file 2K245, Battle
Papers, BTHC.

51. Paul P. Cret, Architecture, now Goldsmith Hall, West Mall facade, from the northeast

(BTHC)

52. Paul P. Cret, Union, West Mall fagade, from the southeast (BTHC)

two stories and surrounded by sheltered galleries on both levels, it was closed by an opaque

skylight that bathed in filtered light the amber-tiled floor and the varnished surfaces of the
wooden piers, the bracket capitals of Spanish derivation, and the cornices that defined
the cortile. Androcephalic medallions placed over the piers and the wooden reja of the ballroom
entrance echoed the Spanish motif of the bracket capitals {zapatas) in the patio piers to reinforce
the historicist Spanish references that Cret intended. But if the cortile evoked domestic
prototypes, the grand scale of the round arched windows and the majestic effects ofthe beamed
hipped roof ofthe ballroom evoked the rustic solemnity of a medieval chapter room or refectory
(fig. no. 54; cat. nos. 105, 106). While the cortile led to the axial ballroom, the surrounding
protected spaces not only provided an intimately scaled area in which one could relax but
also served as linking spaces through which the visitor could pass to offices located in the
adjacent wings.
Cret's plan for the Texas Union was in many ways similar to that of Pond and Pond's
and Martin and Lloyd's Purdue Union in East Lafayette, Indiana (1930). By the mid 1920s
there were only about twelve student unions in the United States, and Pond and Pond,
architects of two of the most important ones, were considered leaders in the design of this
relatively new collegiate building type. 12 The Purdue Union was U-shaped, but one arm of
the U was reserved for guest rooms. Discounting that arm, its L-shaped plan and its program
were very similar to Cret's Union. A tower housing a Memorial Hall marked the entrance.
A tower staircase then led directly to the principal floor, where the ballroom was located in
the long wing and subsidiary lounges and offices in the short wing. The dining areas and
the kitchens were on the ground floor. In general, Cret's plan was more artful than that of
Pond and Pond, which lacked flowing circulation spaces and utilized throughout a more
traditional and institutional system of double-loaded corridors. Cret, on the other hand,
achieved a domestic quality on the interior of his Union by contrasting large, community
areas with smaller, more private ones. The big centers — the foyer, the patio, the cortile —
seem to welcome but at the same time to impel one to seek out the protected and cozy spaces
that open beyond them.
The exterior masses of the Union were as varied and complex as its interior spaces. As
in Home Economics, they served to indicate the functional divisions of the internal volumes.
Cret's Union, however, has been twice remodeled and enlarged so that its original configuration
has been obscured. As it was completed in 1933, six distinctly expressed masses marked the
public character of the wing along Guadalupe Street (figs. 17, 55, 56). The dominant mass
of the ballroom with its six large round-arched windows was at the center. To its right the
building stepped back to express the space of the cortile within, and then stepped forward
again and upward into the tower that marked the entrance to the campus, and finally down
and out toward the street at the southwest corner, where a low two-story block abutted the
mass of the tower to express the form of the grill and the offices within and to create a thirdfloor terrace. To the left of the mass of the ballroom at the second-story level, the masses
stepped back to express a connective service area and to create another terrace and then out
to express the private dining area located at the northern end of the Guadalupe wing. Thus,

12. On the history of student unions, see Porter Butts, "The
College Union Story ," Journal of the American Institute of Architects 41

(March 1964): 59-66.

53. Paul P. Cret, Union, interior of cortile, looking northeast (BTHC)

54. Paul P. Cret, Union, interior of ballroom, looking south (BTHC)

Cret enriched the Guadalupe elevation by cutting into the corners to form terraces staggered
in height, and by juxtaposing masses staggered in height and plan to the central ballroom mass.
Cret's West Mall masses were simpler, bolder, and more monumental and evoked Spanish
and colonial prototypes much more directly. The west elevation was composed of two towers
to either side, one dominant and the other subordinate, and a wall connecting them. The
rhythms of the facade recalled those of the Sarracin Palace in Saldármela, where a tower
and a smaller pavilion flanked a connective wall. The asymmetry of the prototype surely
reflected the "illiterate" qualities of the Spanish works that Cret wanted to embody in these
buildings. Tower palaces like that of Juan Bravo in Segovia, which, like the Union, were
crowned by adarve galleries and punctuated below by large, ground-floor, arched entrances
surmounted by balconied galleries above, were surely the prototypes for Cret's corner tower.
Similarly, the tower portal repeated a standard Plateresque formula of which the Casa de
los Águila in Avila might stand as a clear example. Still other references were more specifically
Mexican. The arch of the elevated tower doorway, for example, was reminiscent of similarly
elevated capillas de indios like that at Tlahuelipa, which facilitated the conversion of the Indians.
And, more abstractly, the naive, or illiterate, cornice that extended unsupported beyond the
second-story tower windows reminded one of the provincial relaxation of tectonic canons
that one encountered in the facade of the monastery at Cuitzeo.
Still other Spanish references appeared in the curtain wall, where Cret framed the principal
door with an alfiz, a decorative door surround characteristic of Moorish architecture, and
in the terminal tower, where Cret placed a baroque window surround possibly Spanish in
inspiration. As with Home Economics, Cret attempted to convey the Spanish and colonial
imagery indirectly and simply and not through archaeological replication or profuse applied
surface decoration.
The masses and the decorative motifs of the Union demonstrate once again his ability to
transform historic precedents into an idiom that was uniquely his own. Although he made
more references to Spanish and colonial prototypes in the Union than in Home Economics,
he was able to capture their spirit and rhythms rather than their surfaces. Indeed, the ornate
forms of the Spanish Plateresque and baroque that he adopted were innately rich and plastic
in their textures, but Cret stripped them bare and used them to create a chaste and modern
surface, which bounded the picturesquely contrasted masses that expressed in Beaux- Arts
fashion the spaces within. That those interiors should flow in a Wrightian manner is the real
surprise of the building. It shows the enormous diversity and ability of Cret, an architect
who would bridge the concerns of the architect and his patrons and the styles of many architects
whose works might be deemed irreconcilable.

55. Paul P. Cret, Union, West Mall and Guadalupe facade, from the southwest (BTHC)

56. Paul P. Cret, Union, detail of west facade (BTHC)

CHAPTER

FIVE

THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

ON
APRIL 27, 1933, CRET PRESENTED THREE DOCUMENTS TO THE REGENTS: THE PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT, THE PERSPECTIVE OF FUTURE DEVELOPMENT, AND THE "REPORT
Accompanying the General Plan of Development." These documents not only illustrate his
vision for the future of the University of Texas campus but also reveal his aesthetic sensibilities.
The plan (cat. no. 28) and perspective (cat. no. 32) are enormous watercolor renderings,
and they are the centerpieces of this exhibition. The "Report," which is also included, is a
manuscript prepared as a gloss to the accompanying visual documents. It discusses the site,
the contributions of previous consulting architects, the present and future needs of his clients,
the rationale for the architectural solutions incorporated in Cret's first ten buildings, and
proposals for the future development of the campus. Together, the plan, perspective, and
"Report" represent a major contribution in the history of American collegiate and group
planning; they are the most important legacy ofCret's association with the University ofTexas.
Cret described his development plan in the "Report," noting a "spirit" that he hoped would
be preserved in spite of the fact that "a general plan prepared today will have to be modified
from time to time to take account ofchanging conditions." 1 That "spirit" was a flexible formality
that sought to wed in a group plan Beaux-Arts concepts of character and parti with modern
functional requirements — a synthesis that Cret also sought in his single buildings. Cret cited
as the source of his inspiration a passage in Werner Hegemann and Elbert Peet's Civic Art
(1922), which stated, at the end of a section on American university groups, that "an elastic
formal plan is by no means an easy matter. The stupendous development of modern colleges
is apt to break down the frame of a formal scheme however ambitiously it may have been
conceived. It is not in the spirit of a great composition to have annexes attached to it which
do not stand in close axial relation to the scheme. It would therefore be desirable if in a group
the plan of each one of the individual buildings were designed in such a way as to allow for
an organic extension as soon as the need arises. These individual extensions should not disturb
1. Cret, "Report."

the general plan but should contribute to its completion and enhance the appearance of the
whole. If planned for in advance, a campus composed of a small number of individual buildings
tied together only by foliage or light colonnades can gradually be transformed into a scheme
of physically connected buildings grouped around courts which stand in axial relation to each
other with all the perspective refinements connected therewith. One scheme of courts can
be surrounded by a second chain of courts without losing interrelation, balance, and
symmetry." 2 The passage was meant to inspire solutions that the authors had not found in
previous campus designs.

Cret's "elastic formal plan" met this challenge. Formality was achieved by grouping buildings
around courts and arranging those groups about axes. Elasticity was achieved by "organic
extensions" of existing and projected buildings and by the creation of secondary courts around
the primary one at the center of the campus. The whole composition was guided by goals
of "interrelation, balance, and symmetry." Interrelation was directed toward realizing elasticity;
balance and symmetry, toward formality.
Cret based the formal character of his plan upon what he called the "important axis and
general lines" and "principal aspects." The most important axes in the development plan were
the north-south and east-west axes, which bisected the forty-acre tract and continued outside
that tract to the north and east. Other secondary and tertiary axes were formed by roads,
courts, and walkways, but all were parallel to one of the two major axes. Therefore, these
axes not only defined groups of buildings but also linked the groups together. In this way,
every building was related to others within a group, but the groups themselves were also
carefully interrelated and integrated. The "principal aspects" of this system of axes and groups
were monuments, buildings, and portions of buildings, which were located along the major
and minor axes. Thus, the "principal aspects" of the primary north-south axis were Littlefield
Fountain, the library tower, and Home Economics and those of the primary east-west axis
were the towers ofthe Union and Architecture, the pavilions of the library, and the open-air
theater.
"Elasticity" was achieved in the "secondary groups," labeled as such by Cret to distinguish
them from the primary South Mall group anchored by the tower — the only rigorously,
bilaterally symmetrical group in the development plan. A comparison of the plan of the South
Mall group with the secondary groups reveals the distinct concepts that Cret established for
planning and for building styles on campus: one public and the other private. Hence, the
six buildings of the South Mall are rectangular and symmetrical in plan like those portions
ofGilbert's library and Greene's Garrison Hall that fronted on the central court. They formed
the permanent, formal core of the campus — its public space. They were not to be altered.
In contrast, the buildings of the secondary groups, though also rectilinear, assumed a greater
variety of configurations composed of I-, U-, H-,T-, and L-shaped elements and combinations
thereof. In plan these buildings were complex segmental compositions enlivened and given
variety by wings, pavilions, and avant corps that Cret created to facilitate "organic extensions"
over time. He hoped that his buildings would serve as an inspiration to others to complete
the campus on similar principles of balance and interrelatedness. His buildings, then, were
not meant to exist alone but in combination with other buildings in the groups to which they
2. Werner Hegemann and Elbert Peets, The American
Vitruvius: An Architect's Handbook of Civic Art, p. 115.

belonged. Distinguished by variety and informality and disposed in syncopated compositions
that approach the picturesque, these groups communicated their private and "domestic"
character, while the formal South Mall communicated its public character.
Cret's development plan for the University of Texas was unique among contemporary
American college plans. Charles Klauder's College Architecture in America (1929) had described
formal and informal development plans, both of which were conjoined in Cret's plan for Texas.
Most American plans designed before 1930 were formal, obeying quadrangular and axial
or cross-axial schemes or some combination of the two.
The two formal traditions have long histories in American college campus designs. Among
American quadrangular schemes perhaps the earliest was Andrew Jackson Davis's for Davidson
College in Davidson, North Carolina (ca. 1838, cat. no. 7). Its single spacious quadrangle
was created by four narrow, two-story wings, while two pavilionlike blocks — one rectangular
and the other circular — created a dominant axis. Closed, quadrangular schemes like that
for Davidson predominated in American collegiate planning throughout the late nineteenth
century. They embodied the value of academic seclusion and perpetuated historical associations
with English collegiate groups at Oxford and Cambridge and, ultimately, with medieval
cloisters. Davis's plan for Davidson was the first in a long sequence of American quadrangular
schemes, which included the Englishman William Burges's plan for Trinity College in Hartford
(1874, cat. no. 8), Frederick Law Olmsted's and Shepley, Rutan, and Coolidge's for Stanford
(1886), and Henry Ives Cobb's for the University ofChicago (1894). 3 All these quadrangular
plans generated campuses that differed fundamentally in their formal and axial arrangements
from their English forebears, whose informal configurations were a product of an incremental
and additive process of growth, not instant planning. Cret's plan for Texas perpetuated the
tradition of collegiate quadrangles in the secondary groups that surrounded the South Mall
although his quadrants were open both to the city and to one another, rather than closed.
Belonging to the second formal tradition, the archetypal axial American plan, was Thomas
which was based on a single,
Jefferson's University of Virginia in Charlottesville (1817-1826),
—
major axis that culminated in the monumental library the Rotunda. Such schemes, however,
were rare until, at the turn ofthe century, Beaux-Arts planning principles ushered in a revival
of an interest in perspective-directed collegiate plans. Based upon Roman and baroque
antecedents, monumental Beaux-Arts collegiate ensembles aptly expressed the expanding
cultural role of American universities in public life. Jefferson's scheme for Virginia was the
first in a sequence of American axial plans, which included the Frenchman Emile Bénard's
design for the University of California in Berkeley (1899), Cass Gilbert's for the University
of Minnesota in Minneapolis (1908, figs. 22, 23; cat. nos. 11, 12), and John Galen Howard's
for Berkeley (1917, cat. no. 25), the last inspired by his predecessor's. 4 In its "important axis"
and "principal aspects" Cret's plan for Texas followed the general axial-plan tradition, while

3. On Stanford, see Paul V. Turner, Marcia E. Vetrocq,
and Karen Weitze, The Founders and the Architects: The Design
ofStanford University; Orrin Leslie Elliott, Stanford University,
the First Twenty-five Years. On Chicago, see Thomas Wakefield
Goodspeed, A History of the University of Chicago, the First Quarter
Century.

4. On Berkeley, see Loren W. Partridge, John Galen Howard
and the Berkeley Campus: Beaux-Arts Architecture in the 'Athens of
the West"; William Warren Ferrier, Origin and Development of
the University of California; The International Competition for the
Phoebe Hearst Architectural Plan for the University of California. On
Minnesota, see Patricia Murphy, Cass Gilbert, Minnesota Master
Architect; James Gray, The University of Minnesota, 1851-1951.

in its South Mall group it reproduced the particular proportions of the center of Jefferson's
plan for Virginia. 5
At the University of Texas Cret brought together both the axial and the quadrangular
traditions of campus design, but his solution was not totally without precedent. McKim,
Mead, and White's plan for Columbia in New York City (1894, cat. nos. 20, 21) prefigured
it. There a single, major axis focused upon the rotunda of the library and the apsidal University
Hall behind it while buildings to either side of the central axis formed quadrangular groups
with longitudinal courts that paralleled the principal court. The rigidly symmetrical groups
at Columbia, however, were very different from Cret's informal secondary groups at Texas.
Ralph Adams Cram's plan for Rice University in Houston (1910, cat. no. 29) might well
have been the crucial intermediary, although Cram's enormous courts were more like malls
than courtyards. 6 And Cass Gilbert's unrealized plans for the University of Texas, in which
Gilbert had struggled to harmonize a formal central mall and informal peripheral courtyards
(cat. no. 19), must not be forgotten in any discussion of sources.
Cret's development plan for Texas, which combined the quadrangular and axial traditions
of American collegiate planning, also embraced a third — the informal tradition. The first
in this tradition, which flourished on undeveloped suburban sites, was Frederick Law Olmsted's
plan for the University of California at Berkeley (1865), where the buildings were arranged
with "just a touch offormality" along an allée that looked down to San Francisco Bay.7 American
informal plans were rarer than formal ones, but Ralph Adams Cram's general plan for the
United States Military Academy in West Point (1906) was another prominent example. 8 The
Academy's buildings ambled along irregular curving roadways that spread out over a peninsula
formed by the Hudson River, but even where there was a concentration ofbuildings, as near
the parade ground and the athletic field, they did not assume a formal configuration. The
core of Cret's Texas plan differed dramatically from that of West Point, for it echoed the
grid of Austin's streets in its major axes. But at its "rural" edge Cret's plan resembled Cram's,
for the dormitories of the men's residential area — to the southeast and outside the forty acres —
ranged informally into the terrain.
Cret's development plan for Texas was conceived as early as 1930, but it was finalized only
after 1931 when Cret designed the first ten buildings commissioned by the regents. It included
those buildings (fig. 57), older ones that he chose to retain (fig. 58), and others projected
for the future (fig. 59). Cret symmetrically divided the original forty-acre tract into four
quadrants, with his library slightly to the north of the geographical center. In front of the
library Cret created a southern court, defined on the west by Cass Gilbert's library (1911)
and on the east by Greene's Garrison Hall (1926), and a carefully modulated South Mall
that provided an entrance and processional path to the central court (fig. 61). The South
Mall was defined by six rectangular buildings perpendicular to the mall and symmetrically
disposed to either side. The entrances of those buildings were screened by a double avenue
of trees that lined the walkways approaching the open, terraced plaza. When one reached
5. Cret, "Report," p. 9.
6. On Columbia, see Francesco Passanti, "The Design of
Columbia in the 1890's: McKim and His Clients, "Journal of
the Society ofArchitectural Historians 36 (1977): 69-84; A History
of Columbia University, 1754-1904. On Rice, see Stephen Fox,
The General Plan of William M. Rice Institute and Its Architectural
Development.

7. Hegemann and Peets, Civic Art, p. 111.
8. On West Point, see Klauder and Wise, CollegeArchitecture
in America, pp. 29-30; John Crane and James F. Kieley, West
Point, the Key to America. On Cret's buildings at West Point,
see White, Paul Philippe Cret, Appendix A, no. 2.

57. Aerial view, the forty-acre tract of the University of Texas at Austin, ca. 1933, looking
northeast, showing Cret's first buildings (ATCC, neg. no. PICA 07755)

58. Aerial view, the forty-acre tract of the University of Texas at Austin, ca. 1931, looking
north, showing pre-Cret buildings (ATCC, neg. no. PICA 07875)

the library, one looked back down the South Mall to the sculptural composition of Pompeo
Coppini's Littlefield Fountain with its oval pool and to the dome of the State Capitol.
In the southern quadrants ofthe plan Cret forged a balance of extant and projected buildings
but avoided absolute symmetry to either side of the South Mall. In the southwest quadrant
he formed a square court, which utilized Cass Gilbert's Education Building (1918) as the
keystone that generated the proportions and pattern for the entire quadrant (fig. 62). It was
completed by six new buildings: to the east by the rear facades of the three buildings of the
South Mall, to the south by a building fronting on Twenty-first Street, and to the west by
two buildings along Guadalupe Street. Of these buildings, the southern one was to be the
most classical and formal, its character responsive to the view of the Capitol that it faced.
Its projecting central section, articulated by a columnar screen in the piano nobile, provided
an entrance to this group and established a subsidiary north-south axis through the campus.
The two buildings along Guadalupe were joined by a portico flanked by two projecting
"Spanish" towers, which created a picturesque entrance to the group and established a subsidiary
east- west axis. This more informal gateway faced a commercial strip and an off-campus
residential neighborhood. To create an insulated interior court protected from the city, Cret
planned a wall of trees around the courtyard "as a cloister walk." 9 All of Cret's planning
sensibilities were combined here. He depended on balance, rather than symmetry, in massing
and on subtle variety, rather than homogeneity, in style.
In the complementary southeast quadrant Cret faced important decisions concerning two
extant buildings: Ayres's Law Building (1908), which lay squarely within the area, and Greene's
new Men's (now Gregory) Gymnasium (1930), which lay outside the area to the east (fig.
63). The latter was monumental and new and could not be destroyed, but the former was
practically impossible to save. Constrained on the west by the mandatory South Mall, the
Law Building would have been crowded by any new buildings, so Cret replaced it in his
plans with a large and formally complex building designed to answer all adjacent buildings.
The two towers of its external eastern facade defined a U-shaped forecourt, which framed
the Men's Gymnasium across Lampasas Street (now Speedway). The southern range, accented
by a shorter tower, provided closure along Twenty-first Street and complemented and visually
balanced the new buildings of the adjacent southwest quadrant across the mall. A chamfered
corner at the intersection of Lampasas and Twenty-first established an entrance to the campus
from the men's dormitory complex opening off that diagonal axis. A monumental columnar
portico faced the buildings fronting the South Mall and created an east- west axis, which
corresponded to that established in the opposite quadrant by the towered entrance on
Guadalupe. Instead of the formal parterre in the southwest courtyard, and in response to
the slope ofthe terrain, Cret introduced an oval drive shaded by mature trees in the southeast
courtyard.
The exact functions of the buildings in the southwest and southeast quadrants were
unspecified, but they were all academic, a general term Cret applied to the entire forty-acre
plot. Cret's renderings addressed formal qualities of the site and concerns about order,
movement, and harmonic interplays between exquisitely grouped architectural masses. They
did not focus on detailed functional questions about use. Yet functionally specialized areas
of the campus did exist and were identified in White's campus plans of 1923 and 1926.
9. Cret, "Report," p. 24.
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61. Paul P. Cret, South Mall, from the southwest (Cret, "Report," fig. 7)

62. Paul P. Cret, southwest quadrant, from the southwest (Cret, "Report," fig. 8)

63. Paul P. Cret, southeast quadrant, from the southwest (Cret, "Report," fig. 9)

64. Paul P. Cret, northwest quadrant, Union Group, from the southwest (Cret, "Report," fig. 10)

Outside the forty acres the area immediately to the south and east of the southeast quadrant
was designated for men's dormitories and practice fields, while an area to the north was reserved
for women's residences and an area to the east for engineering sciences. Cret accepted these
functional divisions of the campus, determined long before he took charge of the campus's
development, but he intensified their symbolic identity and their meaning in the formal
elements of his scheme.
Cret's "Report" noted that the siting of the buildings within the men's group was determined by two factors: the flattest terrain would serve as practice fields, while the tree-studded
knoll was best suited for the dormitories. As two playing fields along Lampasas Street to
the east were already under construction when Cret began the development study, in 1932
he replaced O'Conner's Brackenridge Hall just east of Ruffini's Main Building with a "new"
Brackenridge Hall facing Twenty-first Street on the rise east of the playing fields. Then he
planned a gently curving drive bordering and east of Lampasas. The other, projected new
dormitories (cat. no. 84) ranged along the summit of the hill, facing the new drive that
descended to a picturesque bend in Waller Creek. The men's group was the freest of Cret's
compositions. In it he emphasized the natural landscape in one of the most beautiful spots
on the campus, dramatizing it with "features like porticoes, terrace walls, benches, [and]
steps." 10 Thus, Cret allowed what had been set aside as the male domain in the 1920s to remain
relatively relaxed, if not rugged, open both to the natural environment on the east and to
the city on the south. Cret's freely treated men's area contrasted strongly with his formal,
closed Women's Group to the northwest, which complemented it across a diagonal axis through
the public center of the campus.
If the southern sectors of the forty acres emphasized quadrangles that defined the campus
and formed a wall to the city, the northern portion emphasized malls that served as pathways
through the campus. Nevertheless the West, East, and North malls were distinct in character.
The West Mall, which was defined by more densely spaced buildings that provided student
services, was close to the off-campus housing and commercial services of the city. The East
Mall, on the other hand, led down the hill to the shaded areas around Waller Creek, where
there was abundant space and buildings did not have to be crowded together. The North
Mall, which was more like an avenue than a mall, mirrored and continued the South Mall.
It led through Cret's Home Economics Building (1933), continuing beyond it into the Women's
Group, whose mall was like a private "college green."
To create his West Mall, Cret had to deal with two earlier buildings: Coughlin and Ayres's
Woman's Building (1903) to the west of Cret's library, and Gilbert's library (1911) to the
southwest. The style and placement of the former required its demolition, while that of the
latter was to provide a key for the scale, proportions, imagery, and placement of the new
buildings on the West Mall. The three new buildings that Cret planned here were symmetrically
disposed to create both the West Mall and a perpendicular, axial space across it. The buildings
on the West Mall were not identical, but they were made to respond to their counterparts
on the other side.
The key buildings of the West Mall were the Union and Architecture (both completed
in 1933). Their entrance towers formed a gateway to the mall, while their major wings along
Guadalupe defined that western edge of the campus and their minor wings defined the
10. Ibid., p. 29.

north and south sides of the West Mall (figs. 51, 52; cat. no. 79). Although the towers mirrored
one another to achieve "a balance of masses," the Union was the larger and more important
building. Its facade on the mall was to be balanced by another, never-realized L-shaped
building. In this building, as in others on the campus, the facades had to perform varied
functions: the eastern facade answered the lateral facade of the library and its western facade,
with its nonsymmetrical wings that opened toward the Union, served to define a courtyard,
an in-between space linking both buildings (fig. 64). Cret used porticos attached to the northern wings to extend the buildings toward one another, but allowed the Auditorium (1933,
now Hogg, fig. 18; cat. no. 109) to provide a definitive northern closure at the head of the
cross-axis through the group. Across the West Mall he created a surprisingly different shape
for the Architecture Building (now Goldsmith Hall) although its mall wing was very similar
to that of the Union (fig. 16; cat no. 82). Architecture's U-shape answered Gilbert's library
to the east, for which Cret planned a rear addition. The resulting H-shaped building then
balanced the projected building across the mall.
The image of the West Mall contrasted with that of the South Mall because the West Mall
functioned simultaneously as a public and private space; it was both a path and enclosure.
At the intersection of the West Mall and Guadalupe Street the towers of the Union and
Architecture formed an entrance "second only in importance to the south approach." 11 But
on the West Mall the activity of the campus took precedence over that of the city, since the
Union and Architecture screened the campus from the city. Beyond the West Mall, buildings
to the north and south formed even more cloistered spaces, within which student social and
academic life was sheltered. In contrast to the sense of closure Cret created in the West Mall
group, he left the northwest corner of the forty acres curiously open, referring to it as "a
garden, the origin of which is the group of live oaks now on the site." 12 Perhaps he intended
a parklike setting for his Auditorium and a projected Theater, which would adjoin it to the
west, but he also must have wanted an open corner on a diagonal axis with the library's tower
to invite visually the public into the campus. Another consideration that influenced his decision
to leave this space empty ofbuildings was his respect for the relatively small Littlefield House
(1893) and the University Methodist Church (1907), two fine Victorian stone buildings on
the north side of Twenty-fourth Street which might easily have been overwhelmed by a dense
configuration across the street. His garden, however, formed a perfect transition to them.
While the open northwest corner created a transition from the campus to the developed
residential sectors of the city, the East Mall functioned as a passage through the campus to
the open natural landscape. In the East Mall, Cret's primary concern was the view of Waller
Creek valley and the hills beyond. Its marche extended from the eastern pavilion of Cret's
library to the point of an outdoor theater on the banks of Waller Creek. As in the southern
quadrants and the West Mall group, Cret had to deal with existing buidlings: Ayres's old
Engineering Building (1904), Green's Garrison Hall (1926), O'Conner's old Brackenridge Hall
(1900),.Greene's Waggener Hall (1931), and Mann's old Power House (1910). Cret's first building
on the East Mall was the Geology Building (1933, now Will C. Hogg), which he placed directly
east of the first unit of his library. Since the Geology Building crowded the old Engineering
Building (now Student Services) behind it to the north, Cret planned to demolish the latter.
Similarly, since old Brackenridge Hall, which lay to the east between Garrison and Geology,
11. Ibid., p. 22.

12. Ibid., p. 26.

blocked the desired East Mall, Cret planned to demolish it as well. On the other hand,
Waggener Hall — which lay directly east of Garrison Hall, parallel to Lampasas and
perpendicular to the East Mall — was not badly sited and Cret planned to complement it with
a new building on the north side of the mall that would replace Mann's old Power House.
Thus, Cret's proposed East Mall scheme as viewed from the pavilion of his library would
have buildings arranged like stage flats to create a perspective view. The conception was
especially suited to Cret's goals because it also allowed him to define subsidiary, strong crossaxial spaces along the entire length of the East Mall.
The most important cross-axial space lay east of and parallel to the South Mall and inside
the forty acres. It was an enclosure rather than a passage, defined by a massive building
planned at the southeast corner of the forty acres and by Greene's Chemistry Building (1931,
now Welch Hall) to the north. Because the terrain dropped away from the library so rapidly
to the east, any buildings there would have required extensive terracing. Cret chose not to
work against the natural terrain but to enhance its slope with a curvilinear innercampus drive
that introduced variety and unified the whole.
The second cross-axial space through which the East Mall passed lay outside the fortyacre tract across Lampasas Street in what was called the engineering tract. Cret defined this
space on the north with a strong corner building, the Engineering Building (1934, now Taylor
Hall). To create it Cret used Greene's Engineering Laboratories (1930) on the north as a
base and designed classroom additions to the east, south, and west, which joined the laboratories
around a rectangular court. Cret then placed the major entrance to the building on the south
side facing the East Mall and three projected buildings, two of which lay to the north of the
East Mall and one of which lay to the south. The latter's tripartite division reflected the
disposition of the three buildings on the north side of the mall toward which it opened. It
was longer than any other building Cret proposed in the development plan, but its attenuated frontage on the East Mall effectively terminated the cross-axial space and blocked the
view of the Men's Gymnasium, which lay off-axis to the south.
A hillside Greek theater completed Cret's East Mall composition, but it did not stand alone
in the far eastern sector. Greene's Power Plant (1928) lay at the northeast edge of the densely
developed campus core. Beyond, in the relatively open landscape that awaited future
development, were tennis courts, a baseball diamond, and a football stadium — all in place
before Cret began work on the plan — and Cret's Practice School (1933, renamed University
Junior High, now Education Annex), sited to the south—of the stadium. Cret later placed
his Texas Memorial Museum (1937, fig. 20; cat. no. 91) a museum of natural science and
history —in the area on a hill at the eastern termination of Twenty-fourth Street. In choosing
this site for a major building he established Twenty-fourth Street as a subsidiary east-west
axis, formally balancing the axis that passed through the southeast and southwest quadrants,
and thus extended his integrated, axial grid system beyond Waller Creek. His placement
of the museum, however, reflected functional considerations as well. Sited near the Greek
theater and sports arenas, the museum reinforced the image of this area of the campus, which
had been proposed in Cret's development plan, as that devoted to public entertainments (an
image maintained today). The museum also developed a new functional relationship between
the eastern sector and the forty acres, for it served the sciences group that Cret had completed
in 1933 on Twenty-fourth Street.
The sciences group consisted of two extant buildings and two new ones. Between Greene's

Biology (1925, now Biological Laboratory, cat. no. 23) and Chemistry (1931, now Welch Hall)
buildings on the south side of Twenty-fourth Street he placed the Physics Building (1933,
now Painter Hall, fig. 14). Across from them, between Biology and Physics, he placed the
Home Economics Building (1933, now Mary Gearing) on axis with the library's tower. Not
only did this group of four buildings create an emphatic northern boundary for the forty
acres, but it served as a bridge between the academic departments at the core of the campus
and the women's buildings in the northern tract. Cret accomplished this transition formally
in four ways: with the important corner tower of Physics, which marked the passage of the
North Mall from the forty acres to the women's quadrant; with two symmetrical patios to
either side of Home Economics, which mediated between Biology and Physics on the south
and Home Economics and two projected classroom buildings which bracketed it on the north;
with the U-shape of Home Economics, which formed an exedra along the North Mall; and
with the north and south portals of Home Economics, which allowed the continuation of
the primary north-south axis of the campus. Like the later museum, Home Economics served
both formal and functional purposes. It belonged to the sciences group because it brought
Biologyand Physics into a related composition and because is contained research laboratories.
At the same time, it belonged to the Women's Group since it terminated that quadrant on
the south and served as a classroom building for women's studies.
Inside the Women's Group Cret's parti was engendered by the disposition of two extant
buildings and was influenced by the pronounced west-east slope of the terrain. He planned
extensive grading to create three terraces; the outer two were to receive buildings and the
central one was to become a "college green preserving existing trees, as far as practicable,
within the lines of two shaded walks running north-south." The two extant structures, which
Cret retained and formally incorporated, were Greene's Littlefield Dormitory (1927) in the
northwest corner and Greene's Women's Gymnasium (1931, now Anna Hiss) to the east. To
complete the group Cret planned three dormitories, each taking its key from the proportions
and style of Littlefield Dormitory's central block. He placed one of them, which was a simple
rectangular mass, directly east of Littlefield to close the north-south axis of the campus along
Twenty-sixth Street. He placed a second (cat. no. 98), U-shaped with an interior courtyard,
on Whitis Street to balance the Women's Gymnasium and extend the forecourt implied by
its U-shaped massing. Like Home Economics, these two dormitories, whose portals opened
to the perpendicular axes of the women's tract, served as a gateway structures. Finally, Cret
placed the third dormitory, which roughly mirrored Littlefield in the disposition of its wings,
on Twenty-sixth Street where it balanced Littlefield and, together with the similarly massed
classroom building to its south, helped to shape a semicircular entrance court for the
gymnasium. Cret's order for the Women's Group was complex and varied, but without
confusion. Although the informally massed and towered buildings echoed those Cret proposed
for the men's quadrant, they were sited more compactly to provide closure and were balanced
more carefully to achieve symmetry. Formally planted courtyards mediated between them
inside the quadrant and loggias linked them on the west and north edges. The sequestered
and elegantly refined spaces created in the Women's Group were felt to be appropriate to
the sex of the residents, and they constrasted markedly with the open, natural environment
developed in the men's quadrant.
Cret, then, created for Texas the "elastic formal plan" called for by Werner Hegemann
and Elbert Peets in Civic Art (1922). He followed their suggestions and arrived at a solution

still unrealized in the plans they published. The University of Texas campus has grown to
the north, east, and south far beyond the confines of the area shown on Cret's development
plan. No consulting architect with primary responsibility for the long-term development of
the campus replaced Cret, and the architects commissioned to design subsequent buildings
have ignored the values he incorporated within his plan. These values could well serve the
University today. They are, as expressed in the "Report," a sensitivity to "open spaces and
the volume of the buildings facing these spaces," the avoidance of "the monotony and the
'institutional' character inherent to the repetition of similar units," the limitation of a vista
"by what can be seen by the passerby," and the advantage of a composition of"balanced masses
instead of strictly symmetrical [ones]." 13 The pleasures that Cret left behind are to be found
—
in his formal, central group the library and the South Mall buildings — and in the subtleties
of his best buildings, the Home Economics Building and the Union.
13. Ibid., p. 5.
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RUFFINI'S MAIN BUILDING
Old Main Building, the first significant structure on the University of Texas campus, was begun
in 1882 — one year before classes were first held at the University. Like Cret's later building on the
site, it was designed to be built in three stages of construction. The west wing was begun in 1882
(cat. no. 1), the center and northern auditorium (cat. no. 2) in 1889, and the east wing in 1898. Its
auditorium was demolished in 1932 when the nucleus unit of Cret's library was begun, and the
remainder of the building was destroyed in 1934 when the facade unit of Cret's library was started.
Old Main's designer, Frederick Ernest Ruffini, built only the west wing before his death, but Austin
architects Burt McDonald and James L. O'Conner completed the building according to Ruifini's

conception.
Old Main Building was a long horizontal mass vertically accented with a central tower on the south
facade and additional towers punctuating the avant corps, or projecting terminal masses, of the west
and east facades. The towers and terminal masses were capped by steeply pitched roofs and turrets,
giving the building a decidedly picturesque High Victorian Gothic profile. The centrally accented,
symmetrical massing of Old Main recalled the slightly earlier public and institutional architecture
of English architect Alfred Waterhouse, especially his Natural History Museum in London (final design
1872) and St. Paul's School in Hammersmith (1881-1884). In addition, the gothicizingpointed arches,
corbelled cornices, pinnacled turrets and buttresses, and polychromed surfaces of brick and smooth
and rusticated limestone recalled mid-nineteenth-century ecclesiastical buildings by English architect
William Butterfield, especially All Saints Cathedral in London (1849-1859), but Old Main was chaste
by comparison with All Saints. While Old Main embraced some of the aesthetic stances of prominent
English critic John Ruskin, who delighted in medievalizingornament, color, and texture, it ignored
Ruskin's insistence on a straightforward relationship between structure and ornament and his emphasis
on handcrafting. The gothic ornamentation of Old Main's upper stories was executed in galvanized
iron, following the letter but not the spirit of Ruskin's dictums.
The placement of Old Main on the top of the hill just north of the axial center of the original fortyacre site and facing south prefigured Cret's monumental library that answered the State Capitol in
the city to the south, while Old Main's lateral towers looking to the east and west were the ancestors
not only of Cret's East and West malls but also of his development of perpendicular axes as the guiding
substructures of his campus design.
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All drawings are for the University oí Texas unless otherwise specified
*Indicates illustrated catalogue entries.
1. Frederick E. Ruffini (1851-1885)
Old Main Building
Front (south) elevation, west wing (1/8" = 1')
undated (west wing begun 1882)
ink on linen
44 x 56 cm
Barker Texas History Center
The University of Texas at Austin

*2. Frederick E. Ruffini
Old Main Building
Side (east) elevation, center and auditorium wing (1/8" = 1'), drawn by Burt McDonald
undated (center section of building completed 1889)
ink on linen
56 x 93 cm
The Architectural Drawings Collection, Architecture and Planning Library,
General Libraries
The University of Texas at Austin

Catalogue Numbers 3 and 4

COUGHLIN AND AYRES'S DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Between 1903 and 1907, San Antonio architects Charles A. Coughlin and Atlee B. Ayres prepared
the first development plan for the Texas campus and built three buildings. Their plan (cat. no. 3),
however, governed the siting of only one of the three: the Woman's Building of 1903, which was located

to the northwest of Ruffini's Main Building. Coughlin and Ayres's plan was almost naive in comparison
to well-known and well-published American campus development plans like Shepley, Rutan, and

Coolidge's and Frederick Law Olmsted's for Stanford in 1886, Henry Ives Cobb's for Chicago in 1894,
McKim, Mead, and White's for Columbia in 1894, Emile Bénard's for the University of California
at Berkeley in 1899, and Cope and Stewardson's for Washington University in St. Louis in 1899.
Coughlin and Ayres's plan concentrated new buildings either on the perimeter of the forty-acre
site or behind Ruffini's Main Building (begun 1882, cat. nos. 1, 2), leaving the grassy, tree-studded
hill below Old Main free of large structures and achieving an open, "college-yard" character. Two
round domed gazebos placed to either side of the walk that led up to Old Main further emphasized
the informal parklike image of the campus's center, as did the conception of the southern entrances
to the campus along Twenty-first Street, where the city met the University. Along that edge a central
axis focused on Old Main, but it was not the most prominent entrance. Indeed, others at the corners
ofthe campus encouraged diagonal access either along curving paths or through two similar, ornately
decorated single-story buildings. These Beaux-Arts pavilions, whose elliptical colonnaded terraces
provided hubs of activity, were like fanciful expositipn buildings, and their exuberant style contrasted
dramatically with that of the other buildings that Coughlin and Ayres proposed for the other edges
of the forty acres. Those eight identical buildings were staid three-story brick blocks with hipped,
red-tile roofs, vaguely resembling Italian Renaissance palazzi and prefiguring Cass Gilbert's later
buildings.

Coughlin and Ayres's development plan was abandoned when it was decided to site their neoclassical
Engineering Building (1904) to the northeast of Old Main on the very place where an addition to
James O'Connor's Brackenridge Hall (begun 1890, see p. 14) had been projected in their initial plan.
Their development plan was again set aside when Ayres's Law Building (1908, cat. no. 4) was placed
to the east of the central walk, slightly north of a site where twin blocks had been indicated in the
initial plan. The Law Building, which was vaguely Neo-Palladian in style, followed neither the example
of the neoclassical Engineering Building nor the Renaissance Revival style of other buildings outlined
in their plan.
If Coughlin and Ayres failed to attract support for their scheme it was perhaps for two reasons.
First, they hoped to reconcile buildings that were disparate in style, notably the picturesque Victorian
buildings already in place and their new buildings, which were projected not in a single homogeneous
style but in a variety of classicizing idioms. Second, they distributed the buildings according to two
contrasting concepts. The periphery was characterized by regularity and a sense of urban density,
while the center attempted to maintain a look of relaxed variety and suburban openness. Theirs was
a plan that gave the University no strong, consistent image and no clear plan for future growth.
*3. Charles A. Coughlin (?-?) and Atlee B. Ayres (1874-1969)
Development plan
Birds-eye view
undated (ca. 1903)
ink and watercolor on board
56 x 72 cm

Barker Texas History Center (2.228/OP 10)
The University of Texas at Austin
4. Atlee B. Ayres
Law Building
Front (north) and rear (south) elevations (1/8" = 1')

Undated (completed 1908)
ink on linen
69 x 94 cm
The Architectural Drawings Collection (folder 162), Architecture and Planning Library,
General Libraries
The University of Texas at Austin
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MANN'S DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The second preserved development plan for the University of Texas was prepared in 1909 by Frederick
M. Mann, who was head of the School of Architecture at Washington University in St. Louis
(cat. no. 5, see p. 30). Mann's scheme continued the "enclosed quadrangle" tradition of collegiate
planning, although it also embraced the opposite "open college-green" concept, at least for the southern
portion of the campus. A new T-shaped library replaced Ruffini's Main Building at the center of the
campus, and an allée defined by double rows of trees preceded it to the south. On the western, northern,
and eastern edges of the forty acres, however, the campus was walled off from the city by three-story
buildings accented by projecting pavilions and connected by portals and loggias. This palisade created
a protected private campus within which Mann designed a complex, asymmetrical system of
quadrangles of various sizes and shapes, distributed around the semiopen center.
Mann's annotated ground plan demonstrates his strong concern for the functional distribution and
grouping of related academic departments, which accounts in part for the somewhat confusing
asymmetry of his plan. Buildings for life and natural sciences were placed to form a long, narrow
quadrangle on the east, buildings for engineering and for mechanical shops formed small perpendicular
quadrangles and a grid of laboratories to the northeast, buildings for education defined three sides
of a large courtyard to the southwest, buildings for language arts created a U-shaped court to the
west, and buildings for visual arts and for the chemical and physical sciences shaped two parallel
quadrangles to the northwest. Mann's system of interlocking rectilinear spaces was particulate and
placed little emphasis on the paths of movement from one enclosed or semienclosed group to another.

Even though Mann's plan retained only two extant buildings, Coughlin and Ayres's neoclassical
Engineering Building (1904 , see p. 30) and Ayres's Neo-Palladian Law Building (1908, cat. no. 4),
it lacked a guiding stylistic theme. The portal of his library was Spanish baroque, inspired by the
eighteenth-century Catholic mission churches of Arizona and California, but only his tower gateways
and loggias continued these Spanish motifs, which were surely added to conform to the desires expressed
in letters by University Presidents David Houston and Sidney Mezes that the buildings be stylistically
responsive to the Spanish heritage of Texas. The remaining buildings designed by Mann were curiously
unornamented, perhaps taking their stylistic cues from Ayres's Law Building. Finally, Mann's Power
House (1910, fig. 6, cat. no. 6) was Neo-Romanesque in style. Variety, not unity, was the rule.
Mann's plan of enclosed quadrangles entered through tower gates and loggias recalled Shepley,
Rutan, and Coolidge's plan for Stanford (1886), but it lacked the ordered axial arrangement of the
latter. Furthermore, its U-shaped arrangement around a great court open to one side and its Spanish
Colonial Revival motifs were also indebted to Myron Hunt and Elmer Gray's plan for Throop
Polytechnic Institute in Pasadena (1908, now California Institute of Technology, fig. 29), but it did
not demonstrate the stylistic consistency that characterized the latter. Nevertheless, some of its hallmarks
survived in Cret's later successful plans, notably the emphasis on an axial southern marche to the central
monumental building and the development of a western entrance secondary in importance only to
the principal southern one.
In its orientation toward the city, Mann's quadrangular plan contrasted with earlier nineteenthcentury American plans that created much more protected environments based on the ensembles of
Oxford and Cambridge and, ultimately, on medieval monastic establishments. Alexander Jackson
Davis's plan for Davidson College in North Carolina (ca. 1838, cat. no. 7) is one of the earliest of
these American plans. Davis's scheme totally cloistered student and academic life within a square
complex bounded by four thin, two-story wings containing student quarters. Two classical pavilions,
one square and devoted to academics and the other round and devoted to student services, marked
the centers of two parallel sides. Like Ledoux's Saltworks at Chaux, villas, here for faculty, dotted
the surrounding countryside in which the campus was idyllically isolated as a pure, formal composition.
Later in the century, the Englishman William Burges's plan for Trinity College in Hartford,
Connecticut (1874, cat. no. 8), developed that campus in four connecting quadrangles forming one
enormous, closed rectangle. Here the building style was Gothic: pinnacled towers and steep gables
punctuated corners and ranges of wings, and an immense tower dominated the center. Although the
picturesque drama of Burges's plan contrasted with the calm composure of Davis's, the two shared
an aesthetic of academic isolation. In the early twentieth century, however, Mann and, later, Cret
at the University of Texas sought to invite the city and even to compete with it on its own terms.
*5. Frederick M. Mann (1868-?)
Development plan

Birds-eye view
undated (ca. 1909)
ink and watercolor on paper
43 x 61 cm
Barker Texas History Center
The University of Texas at Austin
6. Frederick M. Mann
Power House
West (side) elevation
undated (ca. 1909)
ink on linen
61 x 74 cm
Barker Texas History Center
The University of Texas at Austin
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•7. Alexander Jackson Davis (1803-1892)
Development plan for Davidson College, Davidson, North Carolina
Bird's-eye view and campus plan (3/4" = 100')
undated (ca. 1838)
ink and watercolor on paper
37 x 27 cm
Avery Architectural and Fine Arts Library, Columbia University
New York, New York
8. William Burges (English, 1827-1881)
Development plan for Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut
Bird's-eye view and campus plan
1874
lithograph by Maurice B. Adams after Burges's drawing
33 x 43 cm (stone)
Trinity College Library
Hartford, Connecticut

Catalogue Numbers 9 through 12

GILBERT'S STUDIES FOR A CENTRAL MALL
Dissatisfied with Mann's development plan (cat. no. 5), University of Texas regents and administrators
sought advice in 1909 from Cass Gilbert, the New York architect who had won in 1908 the competition
for the design of the University of Minnesota campus in Minneapolis (figs. 22, 23; cat. nos. 11, 12).
They named Gilbert as university architect in 1910, and he served in that capacity until 1922. During
his tenure, he designed several development plans and two buildings for the campus: the library (1911,
now Battle Hall, cat. nos. 13, 14) and the Education Building (1918, now Sutton Hall, fig. 11). Thus,
between 1909 and 1922, Gilbert's ofice produced hundreds of studies for the Texas campus, the majority
of which are preserved in the New-York Historical Society archives. All these drawings deserve further
attention, but fourteen of them were selected for this exhibition to demonstrate the importance of
the commission to Gilbert's career, the development of his concept and the variety of his solutions,
and his influence on Cret's later work.
One of the earliest of these drawings is a small, pencil esquisse with a bird's-eye view and a ground
plan of the central mall (cat. no. 9). In contrast to the unprepossessing and informal concepts of
Coughlin and Ayres (cat. no. 3) and Mann, Gilbert projected a campus with a real sense ofgrandeur.
In this esquisse, he would have replaced Rufini's Main Building (cat. nos. 1, 2) with a huge domed
University Hall that recalled Bramante's unrealized scheme for the sixteenth-century rebuilding of
St. Peter's. The domed center was flanked by two projecting towers connected by concave wings in
a formulaic baroque composition whose origin can be traced to Borromini's S. Agnese, although
Gilbert's solution was given a decidedly late-eighteenth- or nineteenth-century sense of scale and
monumentality.
Gilbert then sketched a processional path to this central monument, lining both sides of a terraced
green with low, squat, U-shaped buildings that created a mall and cross-axial courtyards. This scheme
and others reveal Gilbert's dual concept for the campus — one that later would have impact on Paul
Cret. A dominant Beaux-Arts monument at the head of the mall provided a universal symbol for
the campus — a Pantheon here, although it varied enormously in form in different drawings (cat. nos.
36-40) — while the modest U-shaped Spanish Colonial Revival buildings of the mall, with their arched
windows, tiled roofs, and domed towers, created a regionally appropriate atmosphere of time and
place that met the requests of his clients.
Another drawing done a year later (cat. no. 10) reveals Gilbert's continuing study of these low mall
buildings and their courtyards. In this sketch, he illustrated one of these "Spanish" or, more

appropriately, "Latin American" courtyards with one-story loggias formed by sloping, tiled shed roofs,
which provided a place of cool respite. The arcades, the ample scale, and the central fountain
surrounded by native trees and cacti strongly evoked the air of the great colonial cloisters of monastic
convents in South American cities like Quito. But ifGilbert later retained the loggias and the courtyards
as signifiers of place, they would become more universal and Italianate and less regional and Spanish
(cat. no. 16).
Many of Gilbert's ideas for the Texas campus were first essayed in his drawings for the University
of Minnesota. For example, his preliminary bird's-eye view for the latter (cat. no. 12) contained a
domed structure similar to the first one he planned for Texas, but the Minnesota conception was much
more grandiose. In the latter, the domed building lay at the riverside end of a long mall that connected
it to another porticoed, basilicalike structure, itself similar to one of Gilbert's alternate designs for
University Hall on the Texas campus (cat. no. 37). The grandeur of Gilbert's Minnesota schemes,
absent in his plans for the Texas campus, linked collegiate planning for the first time to the American
City Beautiful movement. In both the preliminary and final bird's-eye renderings, Gilbert skillfully
combined rural and urban imagery through quotations from archetypal compositions. In the
preliminary perspective, the terraces to the right that led to the river's edge derived from Renaissance
garden designs like those of the Villa d'Este at Tivoli, while the central mall and the cross-axial
hippodrome depended on neoclassical town planning schemes like that at Nancy. Similarly, the final
scheme (fig. 23) combined Versailles-like baroque gardens at the river's edge; Hellenic amphitheaters,
perhaps derived from Palladio's drawings of Palestrina, on the bluff above the river; a grouping of
masses related to the Place de la Concorde in the central square; and a plaza with Berninesque
colonnades preceding the neoclassical temple that provided the point to the marche, which began at
the river landing.
Gilbert responded to Minnesota's dramatic and expansive site and to the challenge of a national
competition with a visionary scheme marked by urban density and a clear desire to relate the campus
symbolically and physically to the city. His guiding principle was a grid of avenues that brought
pedestrian and vehicular traffic into the campus, and Gilbert disposed his buildings in such a way
that they would define streets around a core of formally modulated public spaces (fig. 22, cat. no.
11). Nothing was further from the effect of the more modest and intimate courtyards of Gilbert's mall
at Texas, but they were in part determined by the scale of the first building that Gilbert would erect
at Texas: the library. It was to have a powerful impact not only on Gilbert's later schemes for Texas
but on Cret's as well.
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*9. Cass Gilbert (1859-1934)

Central mall
Preliminary bird's-eye view and plan
February 15, 1909
pencil on paper
17 x 14 cm
Library of Congress (DLC/ADE-1962:1.1.23)
Washington, D.C.

10. Cass Gilbert
Courtyard
Preliminary perspective
March 1910
red chalk on paper
46 x 36 cm
Library of Congress (DLC/ADE-1962:1.1.30)
Washington, D.C.
11. Cass Gilbert
Development plan for the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis
Preliminary campus plan
June 1908
ink and wash on paper
51 x 69 cm
The New-York Historical Society
New York, New York

*12. Cass Gilbert
Development plan for the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis
Preliminary bird's-eye view
undated (ca. 1908)
pencil on paper
47 x 71 cm
The New-York Historical Society
New York, New York

Catalogue Numbers 13 through 16

GILBERT'S LIBRARY
Even as the Minnesota regents decided not to implement Gilbert's grand scheme for the Minneapolis
campus, the Texas regents invited Gilbert, in late 1909, to design a library, a commission that must
have reawakened in him the goal of creating a major university campus. An undated sketch in soft
pencil (cat. no. 13) records the major features of the classicizing, Renaissance Revival building. A
tall piano nobile, or main floor, defined by large arched openings rose above a shorter ground story
with rectangular windows and a strongly accented central entrance. This block was then crowned
by a broad, tiled hipped roof that departed from Italianate prototypes to endow the rather small building
with a strong profile and unified mass. The drawing captured with impressive economy the massing,
proportions, and sculptural articulation of the building, emphasizing through quick outlines and
shadows the plasticity of the block.
After Gilbert established the composition of the library, he proceeded to refine its proportions and
to provide ornamental details. A series of five watercolor renderings were prepared for presentation
to the clients in January 1910. One of these (cat. no. 14) illustrates the finely executed surfaces and
ornament of the building for which it is admired today: the smooth and delicately joined stone blocks
of the fagade, the brightly colored terra cotta reliefs around the windows and in the frieze, the richly
carved soffits and brackets under the eaves, and the intricately detailed wrought iron of the balconies
and lanterns. This preliminary elevation owed much to Sanmicheli's Palazzo Pompei in Verona (begun
ca. 1530), but the definitive design for the facade (figs. 9, 24) was more Albertian in character, recalling
his San Francesco in Rimini (rebuilt from 1446). The nine windows of catalogue no. 14 were reduced
to seven, and their proportions were consequently broader and stockier.
Gilbert presented designs for the library before its site had been determined, but once its location
was fixed to the west of Ruffini's Main Building, where it defined one side of a new central plaza,
it became crucial as a keystone building at the core of the campus. Gilbert himselfhad to adjust his
thinking about the center of the campus to the scale and style of his own building. Most significantly,
he had to diminish the overwhelming scale inherent in his earlier designs of 1909 for University Hall
(cat. nos. 9, 36). A sketch of the central plaza (cat. no. 15), prepared after the library was under
design, shows Gilbert thinking in a less monumental way. He now proposed arcaded loggias that
physically linked the buildings around the central plaza and gave the space the image of an Italian
piazza. The contrast between pre- and postlibrary schemes for the central composition, then, is telling.
In the former, he created a coherent core by designing a monumental central building, which held
the composition together by its sheer plastic force. In the latter, he used gentler Palladian linking
devices like loggias to mediate physically between the masses.
Another undated sketch (cat. no. 16) can probably also be ascribed to the period when the library
was already under study. The building in the background, which is reminiscent of Sansovino's Villa

Garzone in Pontecasale (ca. 1540), appears to be a preliminary version of Gilbert's library. The sketch
clearly reveals Gilbert's investigations of the relationships among the various buildings that defined
the central plaza. His model was probably the Piazzetta di San Marco in Venice, as the similarity
of the foreground building in the drawing and Sansovino's library there confirms. In catalogue no. 16,
Gilbert created a series of masses that echoed one another across space and that were connected by
a series of arcaded loggias, surely in emulation of the same effects so admirably achieved over time
in the great Venetian piazza.
13. Cass Gilbert

Library
Preliminary front (east) elevation
undated (ca. 1909)
pencil on paper
10 x 13 cm
Library of Congress (DLC/ADE-1962:1.2.22)
Washington, D.C.
*14. Cass Gilbert
Library
Preliminary front (east) elevation
March 19, 1910
watercolor on paper
41 x 69 cm
The New-York Historical Society
New York, New York
15. Cass Gilbert
Central plaza
Preliminary perspective
undated (ca. 1910)
pencil on paper
22 x 43 cm
The New-York Historical Society
New York, New York
*16. Cass Gilbert

Courtyard
Preliminary perspective
undated (ca. 1910)
pencil on blue paper
16 x 30 cm
Library of Congress (DLC/ADE-1962:1.2.23)
Washington, D.C.
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Catalogue Numbers 17 through 21

GILBERT'S DEVELOPMENT PLANS
Gilbert, after his library was begun in 1910, turned in earnest to the planning of the forty-acre site
and completed a development plan before the end of the year, which included a bird's-eye view (fig.
25) and a ground plan. Unfortunately, only badly damaged copies of these survive. Consequently,
two plan studies, one an esquisse (cat. no. 17) and the other a more definitive scheme (cat. no. 18),
were selected for this exhibition to demonstrate the process by which Gilbert arrived at the plan he
presented to the regents. The esquisse made clear two important aspects of Gilbert's parti: he divided
the site into four quadrants by means of perpendicular axes that crossed just north of the geographical
center, and he used his library to generate the proportions for the other buildings in the plan. While
it is impossible to decipher all the lines on the page with certainty, they suggest that Gilbert interpreted
the quadrants as self-contained courtyards, formed by buildings with wings or loggias that
simultaneously cloistered the interior spaces of the campus and formed a wall to the city. Between
the quadrants, cross-axial open spaces or malls provided formal access to the campus and ensured
the visibility of Gilbert's central, monumental University Hall, upon which they focused the eye. In
the quadrants, the principle of balanced masses, which echoed the library at the left of the central
hippodrome, determined the placement of buildings.
In catalogue no. 17, Gilbert made certain refinements of the parti, which are also visible. Initially,
it appears that Gilbert intended to line up buildings with his library to create a simple rectangular
mall, as at the University of Minnesota (fig. 22). This is visible on the left side of the drawing of
the central mall. Then later he drew over this scheme on the right side of the drawing, turning the
T-shaped buildings 180° to create a narrower mall that would open into an enormous cross-axial plaza
before the University Hall. These forms all had an important influence on Cret, who would repeat
Gilbert's system of quadrants, malls, central plaza, and balanced modular masses.
The preliminary plan (cat. no. 19), which Gilbert reproduced in a report to the regents in 1914
(now lost), differed only slightly from the plan of 1910, but its departures indicated an important change
in Gilbert's attitudes toward the closure of the campus. In the bird's-eye view of 1910 (fig. 25), Gilbert
had linked all the buildings by continuous arcaded, one-story loggias, which cloistered and protected
the courtyards they defined. In the plan of 1914, however, Gilbert rejected many of these loggias,
opening the courtyards and leaving more of the masses that surrounded them free in space. The loggias
he retained performed two functions: they screened views of extant buildings that Gilbert was forced
to incorporate — for example, Ayres's Law Building (cat. no. 4) in the southeast quadrant and the
Woman's Building in the northwest quadrant — and they helped create framed and directed perspective
views of his proposed University Hall from the South and West malls.
Gilbert's axial South Mall, retained in all his plan schemes for Texas, was based on Jefferson's plan
for the University of Virginia (1817-1826), but his system of quadrangular courts that surrounded
and spatially fixed the malls and central monument recalled McKim, Mead, and White's plan for
Columbia of 1894 (cat. no. 20). Thus Gilbert, like Cret after him, wed at Texas two formal traditions
of campus design, the axial and the quadrangular. On Columbia's previously undeveloped site,
however, McKim could create groups of rigidly, bilaterally symmetrical buildings, but at Texas Gilbert
had to work around the extant buildings to create a similar sense oforder. In the northwest and northeast
quadrants, for example, he repeated the L-shape of Mann's Power House (cat. no. 6), which lay at
the southeast corner of the latter, to define symmetrically the corners and edges of those quadrants.
And along the South Mall, he planned a winglike addition to the Law Building that would parallel
the mall and echo a new building for classical studies across the mall. Gilbert's decision in 1914
(cat. no. 19), to delete the loggias connecting his buildings around courtyards brought his groups even
closer in plan to those at Columbia. But while McKim had separated the Columbia campus from
the city by raising it on a podium that emphatically removed the buildings from the street (cat. no.
21), Gilbert opened the Texas campus to the surrounding city.
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*17. Cass Gilbert
Development plan
Esquisse, campus plan
undated (ca. 1910)
pencil on paper
48 x 48 cm
The New-York Historical Society
New York, New York
18. Cass Gilbert

Development plan
Preliminary campus plan
March 19, 1910
colored pencil and colored chalk on paper
58 x 56 cm
The New-York Historical Society
New York, New York

*19. Cass Gilbert
Development plan
Preliminary campus plan (1" = 80'), drawn by Phillips
August 15, 1914
pencil and ink on paper
62 x 65 cm
The New-York Historical Society
New York, New York
20. Charles Follen McKim (1847-1909), Henry Rutherford Mead (1846-1928), and
Stanford White (1853-1906)
Development plan for Columbia University, New York, New York
Campus plan (1" = 64')
undated (ca. 1894)
photostat rendered with ink
69 x 39 cm
Avery Architectural and Fine Arts Library, Columbia University
New York, New York
21. McKim, Mead, and White
Development plan for Columbia University, New York, New York
Elevations of buildings west of main north-south axis, looking west, drawn by
J. C. McGowan
January 2, 1908
ink on linen
49 x 149 cm
Avery Architectural and Fine Arts Library, Columbia University
New York, New York

Catalogue Numbers 22 through 25

WHITE'S DEVELOPMENT PLANS AND GREENE'S BUILDINGS
In 1922, the regents, bowing to pressure from the legislature that they hire a Texas architect, let lapse
Gilbert's contract as university architect and named Herbert M. Greene of Dallas to replace him.
However, by 1923, the regents had to acknowledge, whether directly or not, that Greene lacked the
expertise to prepare a comprehensive scheme, and they named James M. White of the University
of Illinois as consulting architect and commissioned from him a development plan (see p. 35). Only
a photograph of White's bird's-eye rendering of his first scheme, 1923 (fig. 26), survives, but a ground
plan of his second scheme, 1926, is preserved. Together they reveal his changing ideas about the campus.
White's bird's-eye view of 1923, which emphasized vernacular informality and evoked images of
rural Italian hill towns, took shape around three formally conceived geometric spaces: an oval forecourt
on the south with a reflecting pool at its center, a square principal plaza to the north with its campanile,
and a rectangular cross-axial mall to the east that descended to a Greek theater on the banks of Waller
Creek. These spaces gave order to the whole, but the informal distribution of buildings around them
created an illusion of a relaxed and unceremonious campus that had evolved slowly and casually over
time. That illusion of rural ease was further emphasized by the rendering, which represented the campus
as an isolated settlement embedded in a wooded and sparsely developed landscape — a fictional setting
that dismissed the reality of the campus's location in the very center of Austin.
White's plan of1923 would have required the demolition of all extant buildings save Gilbert's library
and Education Building. In general, his new classroom buildings followed the idiom of Gilbert's
Renaissance Revival palazzi, although he composed them of a varied series of more informally massed
L, H, T, and U shapes. Still other buildings by White, like the stadium and gymnasia, were Italian
Romanesque in style. These two idioms defined by White in 1923 had an influence on campus
architecture, even if his development plan was not implemented, because University Architect Herbert
Greene followedthe styles recommended by White when he designed works like the Biology Building
in 1925 (now Biological Laboratory, cat. no. 23) and the Men's Gymnasium in 1930 (now Gregory,
cat. no. 24). The colorful terra cotta detail of the first developed Gilbert's Renaissance idiom, while
the elaborate decorative brickwork of the second was more somberly Lombard.
William Battle, the head of the Faculty Building Committee, severely criticized White's plan of
1923 because it had ignored his opinion that the library should be the dominant building at the top
of the hill. White responded with a second development plan for the campus in 1926 (cat. no. 22).
In it, he planned a new library (14 on the plan) on the southern edge of the plaza, but he refused
to part with his belief that the void of the square plaza, marked by a slender campanile, should form
the heart ofthe campus. In many other ways, however, he did respond to the reality of the commission
and the need for a stronger sense of order. Realizing that he would not only have to preserve extant
buildings but also incorporate Greene's recently constructed works and provide space for Battle's library,
he turned to a scheme of more assiduously balanced masses. Thus, a large new building (13) to the
southwest of his library balanced Ayres's Law Building (G) to the southeast. Similarly, another new
building (1) balanced the BiologyBuilding (D) on the northern edge of the forty acres. Nevertheless,
he did not relinquish the informality of his plan of 1923. He systematically avoided bilateral symmetry,
although not balanced masses, and he retained the meandering, picturesque pathways that led into
and through the site and again merged the campus with the natural terrain.
White's plans clearly recalled John Galen Howard's plan of 1917 for the University of California
at Berkeley (cat. no. 25). Although the latter was a formal Beaux-Arts scheme, organized around
a consistently ordered grid of major and minor axial and cross-axial spaces, Howard's plan, like White's,
was jointly articulated by open spaces and masses in the landscape. An auditorium in the form of
a rotunda, raised on a podium and sheltered by a hill, presided over a keyhole-shaped botanical garden
and an oval forecourt and provided a commanding view of the Golden Gate in San Francisco Bay.
Unlike Jefferson's library at Virginia or Cret's library at Texas, Howard's rotunda did not exist to
give order to an ensemble of surrounding buildings but to bring order into the landscape itself and

to celebrate the hallowed nature of the site. Howard's buildings helped define space, but they never
enclosed space; the openness of the site seemed to preclude it.
More specific details in White's plan for Texas also originated in Howard's plan for Berkeley. The
use oftall campaniles marking major cross-axes is a good example, although their functions differed.
Howard's campanile, which was significantly not a central monument, was conceived thematically
as a lighthouse visible from the bay. But White's tower, adrift in the void of his central plaza, was
not only merely decorative; it was also too weak a foil for the massive State Capitol building, whose
presence across space could not be ignored. It is important, however, that the idea of the tower was
expressed in White's plans, for Cret would later use a tower to anchor his massive and horizontal
library, which provided the urban monumentality that the site demanded.
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*22. James M. White (1867-1933)
Development plan
Campus plan (I = 50')
December 10, 1926
1

pencil, ink, and watercolor on paper
46 x 37 cm (sight)
Department of Technical Services, Physical Plant
The University of Texas at Austin

23. Herbert M. Greene (?-?)
Biology Building
Front (north) elevation (1/8" = 1'), drawn by the Office of the Resident Architect
(Robert Leon White)
undated (ca. 1925)
ink on linen
56 x 89 cm
Dahl, Braden, Chapman, Inc.
Dallas, Texas

*24. Greene, La Roche, and Dahl
Men's Gymnasium, 641:5
Front (west) and rear (east) elevations, drawn by George L. Dahl
March 25, 1929
ink on linen
125 x 84 cm
Dahl, Braden, Chapman, Inc.
Dallas, Texas

*25.

Galen Howard (1864-1931)
Development plan for the University of California, Berkeley

John

Bird's-eye view
1917

watercolor and pencil on paper
65 x 97 cm
Documents Collection, College of Environmental Design
University of California, Berkeley

Catalogue Numbers 26 through 29

CRET'S DEVELOPMENT PLAN
With the prospect of funds to implement a development plan, the Texas regents commissioned Paul
Philippe Cret to prepare a scheme in March 1930 (see p. 24). Like Gilbert before him, Cret studied
the Texas campus thoroughly during the preparation of his development plan, producing scores of
sketches. Unfortunately, however, while Gilbert's personal role in the design of the Texas campus
is explicit because of the many autographic esquisses that survive, Cret's is more enigmatic because
none of the preliminary studies for the Texas plan from Cret's office can be unequivocally ascribed
to Cret himself. Nevertheless, we do know the working methods of his office and that he intently
criticized and directed all of the work done by his designers, even if his own esquisses were not labeled
as such in the extensive files on the commission.
Many of the Cret firm's development plan studies were drawn on the most fragile tracing paper
and were too damaged to include in this exhibition. But two drawings (cat. nos. 26, 27) were selected
to illustrate the variety of solutions that were essayed before Cret decided on a final plan (cat. no.
28). Catalogue no. 26 was undoubtedly a very early scheme because the configuration around the main
plaza did not allow enough space for Cret's monumental library that guided the plan after April 1931.
In the colored-pencil drawing, red denoted buildings projected by Cret and blue indicated existing
buildings to be retained. The new buildings were generally drawn as simple rectangles, except where
they answered extant adjacent buildings. Clearly, the varied and particulate massing that gave life
to Cret's final plan was still not developed at this stage.
In this drawing, buildings were disposed according to two principles, first, they were arranged in
regular patterns along the edges of the campus where the university confronted the city. There was
a A-B-A-A-B-Arhythm along Guadalupe Street to the west and a C-D-D-C-A rhythm along Twentyfirst Street to the south. Second, buildings were grouped around six independent, rectilinear courts
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of varied sizes that were placed to the west and the east of the South Mall and central plaza, which
was the core of the design. In later plans, Cret retained the quadrangles suggested here in the four
corners of the forty acres, but he added a major east-west axis through the center of the campus that
gave birth to the East and West malls. Furthermore, he shaped this quadrangular scheme into one
that gave equal weight to both quadrangles and malls, and he decided against the symmetrical stress
on the edge of the campus, concentrating his attention instead on the balancing of masses within groups.
A later drawing (cat. no. 27) refined the cross-axial East and West malls and developed a loose
grid formed by a series of secondary axes and cross-axes that mediated among the groups ofbuildings.
As Cret refined and interrelated these groups, he adjusted the composition of individual buildings,
but this scheme did not yet illustrate the definitive plans for his first ten buildings, which were designed
in late 1931. This drawing, however, does allow us to see the evolution of Cret's thought. In this scheme
(cat. no. 27), for example, he indicated winglike additions to several extant buildings in an attempt
to incorporate them more fully into his plan. He added a single wing to Greene's Garrison Hall on
the eastern edge of the central plaza to balance Gilbert's library across the space, and he added
symmetrical wings to Greene's Men's Gymnasium (cat. no. 24) to balance the mass of a new building
he planned across Lampasas Street (now Speedway). Cret's concept of particulate and balanced masses
had clearly emerged in this early study.
Cret's final development plan (cat. no. 28), which is fully discussed in the text, included ten new
buildings, eleven extant buildings, and wing additions to many of the latter (fig. no. 59). It was truly
an organic scheme in which Cret planned for incremental growth so that each new building or addition
would consolidate or continue the sense of order suggested by his genetic center. But is should not
be forgotten that Cret's plans were as much diagrams for landscaping as for buildings. Cret was assisted
in the landscaping by the Kansas City firm of Hare and Hare, which the regents appointed to work
with him. Cret used in this final plan low, formal hedges to define the perimeter and trees and shrubs
to mediate informally among the buildings in the interior of the campus. Like his buildings and open
spaces, Cret's landscaping plan for Texas offered a variety of spatial experiences, ranging from the
formally terraced and planted South Mall, central plaza, and perimeter to the informally planted
garden at the northwest corner to the natural terrain of Waller Creek. The synthesis of formal and
informal landscape elements recalled Howard's plan for Berkeley (cat. no. 25) and contrasted strongly
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with the severe formality of the terraces and lawns of Gilbert's plan for Minnesota (fig. 23) and the
formal allies and parterres of Cram's plan for Rice (cat. no. 29).
Cram's plan for Rice and Cret's plan for Texas both represented designs that attempted to mediate
between the axial and the quadrangular traditions of collegiate planning, even if their landscaping
and their sense of scale differed dramatically. Cram's larger courtyards were so enormous that they
functioned simultaneously as quadrangles and as malls, obviating the conventional spirit of intimate
academic seclusion that more traditional quadrangular schemes achieved. Indeed, the Rice ensemble
had a regal scale reminiscent of the sprawling royal suburban architecture of seventeenth-and
eighteenth-century France and Italy. Cret sought instead a more compact and picturesque arrangement
of his masses that embraced the scale of the pedestrian. While Cram used the flat terrain of Houston
to create long, uninterrupted, and directed perspective views, Cret noted instead that he wished to
limit vistas to "what can be seen by the passerby." Varied massing, landscaping, and carefully conceived
interlocking malls and quadrangles all helped him to achieve a look of informality and picturesque
variety within a tightly structured formal composition.
*26. Paul Philippe Cret (Lyon 1876-Philadelphia 1945)
Development plan
Preliminary campus plan (1/4" = 50')
undated (ca. 1931)
colored pencil on paper
47 x 48.3 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
27. Paul P. Cret
Development plan
Preliminary campus plan
undated (ca. 1931)
colored pencil on paper
51 x 54.9 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

*28. Paul P. Gret
Development plan
Campus plan (1" = 100')
1933
watercolor on paper
145.4 x 107.2 cm
The Architectural Drawings Collection, Architecture and Planning Library, General
Libraries
The University of Texas at Austin
*29. Ralph Adams Cram (1863-1942), Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue (1869-1924), and Frank
William Ferguson (1861-1926)
Development plan for William M. Rice Institute, Houston, Texas
Campus plan" (1"= 50'), drawn by William Ward Watkins
July 1910
watercolor
107 x 168 cm
Rice University Archives, Woodson Research Center, Rice University Library
Houston, Texas

Catalogue Numbers 30 through 32

CRET'S DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVE
Cret's magnificent watercolor bird's-eye perspective (cat. no. 32), which was presented to the regents
in 1933, not only documented extant buildings that he chose to retain and the first ten of his buildings
that were then under construction but also illustrated the ideal campus that he envisioned for the
future. Cret presented the campus as seen from a high, diagonal vantage point to the southwest. Because
the perspective rendering was clearly a device to persuade the regents to implement his scheme, it
illusionisticallyrepresented his vision as though it were already a reality. But it was also to provide
an image for future expansion that was so logical and so seductive that no one would want to deviate
from it.
Cret's use of the perspective was not novel. He followed a long tradition of oblique, bird's-eye
presentation views used for group plans, whose origins lay in nineteenth-century American cartographic
renderings. But that tradition had been revived and used with a new visionary force by City Beautiful
architects (e.g., McKim's designs for Washington, D.C., 1901, and Burnham's schemes for Cleveland,
1903, San Francisco, 1905, and Chicago, 1909) and campus planners (e.g., Gilbert's plan for Minnesota,
1908, fig. 23) to convince clients of the reality of their ideas. Whereas straight-on perspective drawings
emphasized the convergence of site lines on the horizon, the oblique view brought the viewer into
the center and allowed the design to move out in all directions from that point. At the edge, the designer
could emphasize the boundaries between the old and the new or show his scheme in complete isolation.
The result was generally an image commensurate with the visionary zeal of many early-twentiethcentury collegiate development and urban beautification schemes.
The exact angle of representation for such a scheme, however, was crucial, and Cret's office did
numerous studies before selecting the definitive one. One drawing (cat. no. 30) demonstrates a point
of view that was tested and rejected. The southerly oblique view emphasized the axial marche of the
South Mall by bringing the observer into the campus through that mall, which began in the lower
right corner of the sheet and moved toward the tower at the extreme left of the drawing. From the
tower, the axial grid of city streets and campus malls then led the eye back into the undeveloped
terrain east of the forty acres in the upper right corner. The angle of vision, however, had two
disadvantages. It placed visual stress on the edges of the sheet rather than on the center, and it was
so low that the Tenderers had to squeeze their representations of courtyard interiors into barely legible
spaces.
Cret's definitive point of view (cat. no. 32) chose a higher and more westerly diagonal vantage point
that not only opened up the courtyards and allowed deeper views of them but also downplayed the
dramatic axial pull or sweep of the malls in the very spirit of Cret's conception that gave equal
importance to quadrangular and axial spaces. Furthermore, the southwesterly vantage point placed
the forty acres in the center of the visual field. The southwest corner of the campus, where the campus
met the city, converged toward the viewer. The new composition brought the tower closer to the center
of the sheet and underscored Cret's conception of it as the keystone of the scheme.
Once the best point of view for the perspective was determined, Roy Larson, one of Cret's pupils
at Pennsylvania who later became a principal in the firm, was placed in charge of the preparation
of a drawing (cat. no. 31) from which the final watercolor rendering of the perspective would be
developed (cat. no. 32). Meticulously and exquisitely rendered in pencil, Larson's drawing faithfully
recorded every detail not only of extant buildings and Cret's buildings already under construction,
but also of those planned for the future. Although the final watercolor rendering was executed by
a team of artists, they followed Larson's drawing as exactly as was possible in translating the pencil
marks to watercolor. But because Larson's sheet was partially unfinished, perhaps under the pressure
of deadlines, additional drawings probably furnished the missing details.
The watercolor itself (cat. no. 32), now sadly faded by exposure to light, is one of the great documents
of Beaux-Arts collegiate planning. Cool shaded hues of lilac, green, and turquoise recorded the
landscape surrounding the campus, in which local landmarks like the University Methodist Church
and the University Baptist Church on Guadalupe Street were accurately rendered. These cool hues

contrasted dramatically with the brightly lighted warm hues used to render the red-roofed orange
brick and white limestone buildings of the forty acres. It was a strong vision of the campus, and,
although it has suffered many incursions, on clear days, distant views of the campus, especially from
the east, still capture the essence of Cret's image of the sun-drenched surfaces with the tower presiding
over all.
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30. Paul P. Cret
Development plan
Preliminary bird's-eye view B
undated (ca. 1933)
charcoal and pastel on paper
45.3 x 89.4 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

*31. Paul P. Cret
Development plan 241. 35
Preliminary bird's-eye view, drawn by Roy Larson
February 4, 1933
pencil on paper
71.1 x 143.6 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

*32. Paul P. Cret
Development plan
Bird's-eye view, drawn by Alan G. Davoll and J. Floyd Yewell
1933
pencil and watercolor on paper
110 x 215.6 cm
The Architectural Drawings Collection, Architecture and Planning Library, General
Libraries
The University of Texas at Austin
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PART

II

PAUL CRET AT TEXAS,
DRAWINGS FOR SELECTED BUILDINGS

Catalogue Numbers 33 through 35

THE BEAUX-ARTS ESQUISSE AND RENDERED PLAN AND ELEVATION
William J. H. Hough, one of Cret's students at the University of Pennsylvania, spent three years
in Rome after winning in 1914 the Rome Prize founded by Charles McKim in 1894. Hough later
worked in Cret's office and became the architect in charge of the University of Texas commission.
In that capacity, he frequently corresponded with the clients and visited Austin, especially when Cret
was in Europe and unable to supervise the work himself.
This winning design by Hough was entered in the 1914 competition for the three-year fellowship
awarded annually by the American Academy in Rome. Hough's competition drawings were then
exhibited in the annual exposition of the Architectural League of New York in 1915 , one year before
the Beaux-Arts Institute of Design was founded in New York (see p. 42). They reveal Hough's
considerable ability as a draughtsman and clarify important notions about Beaux-Arts theory and
design method. In this exhibition, there are the rendered esquisse, or initial conception of the plan
and elevation, and the final rendering of the plan and elevation, but not the final rendering of the
section.
These drawings by Hough are included in the exhibition to illustrate the process of Beaux-Arts
design, from esquisse to rendered presentation drawings. Because few esquisses of the Texas buildings
survive, the series suggests the manner in which Cret's office would have conceived and developed
the Texas schemes.
The esquisse reveals Hough's parti or concept. He placed his monument on a terrace at the point
of convergence of three thoroughfares. The monument and two flanking temples, symmetrically
disposed behind it, were on another podium raised above the level of the terrace. Curved steps at
the edge of the terrace echoed the traffic circle created at the intersection of the radial streets. The
placement of the monument at the far end of the site increased the drama of the vista, demonstrating
Beaux-Arts concerns and sensitivities that would later be embodied in Cret's library on the Texas
campus.
As was permissible in competitions, the final rendering differed slightly from the initial esquisse.
In elevation, Hough rejected the concept of a Greek-cross building surmounted by a great lantern,
which supported the crowning statue, and substituted a solid base surmounted by a thick shaft, so
that the height of the monument was considerably lower. In plan, he maintained the parti of three
distinct masses set close to one edge of the site, but he changed the shapes of the terrace and podiums,

which were given more regular geometric outlines, and the directions of the axes of the flanking
pavilions, which were shifted 90° to bring them into closer compositional alignment with the monument
itself. In the final version, the pavilions framed and balanced the central monument in much the same
way the pavilions ofCret's library constrained the horizontal movement of the building and balanced
the vertical thrust of the tower.
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33. William Jarrell Hallowell Hough (1888-1969)
Monument to a Deceased Ruler, winning entry Rome Prize fellowship competition
Esquisse, plan and elevation
1914
pencil, ink, and watercolor on paper
101.6 x 76.2 cm
William J. H. Hough, Jr., and Charles S. Hough
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
34. William J. H. Hough
Monument to a Deceased Ruler
Plan
1914
pencil, ink, and watercolor on paper
142.2 x 101.6 cm
William J. H. Hough, Jr., and Charles S. Hough
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

35. William J. H. Hough

Monument to a Deceased Ruler
Elevation
1914
pencil, ink, and watercolor on paper
88.9 x 162.6 cm
William J. H. Hough, Jr., and Charles S. Hough
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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GILBERT'S STUDIES FOR A MAIN BUILDING
Gilbert first began to think about the form of a central monumental building for the University of
Texas in early 1909, when Col. Edward M. House sought his advice about a development plan for
the campus (see p. 30). These five drawings, which range in date from 1909 to 1920 and represent
diverse drawing techniques and artistic conceptions, exemplify Gilbert's designs for the central building,
which was simply labeled "University Hall" without further explanation. Three sketches (nos. 36, 37,
40) are by Gilbert, and two (nos. 38, 39) are by draughtsmen in his office. Three features suggest
strongly that catalogue no. 36 was one of Gilbert's earliest schemes for the building: (a) the similarity
of its neoclassical temple with Gilbert's central building for the University of Minnesota, designed
in 1908 (fig. 23); (b) its exaggeration ofthe actual topography ofthe campus's central hill, which indicates
that Gilbert had not yet visited the site; and (c) the absence of Mediterranean motifs that became
prominent features in Gilbert's plans after his first encounters with his clients in January 1910 on a
visit to Austin. Gilbert's bold temple set on a high podium was based not only on archetypal Greek
and Roman antecedents but also on late-eighteenth- and nineteenth-century designs by architects
like Schinkel and von Klenze. Yet, it was perhaps too grand and imperial an image for Gilbert's Texas
clients, who wanted something more regionally appropriate.
Gilbert traveled to Austin in January of 1910 to present schemes for his library (cat. no. 14) and
made several on-site sketches for the University Hall, among which was catalogue no. 37. The buildings
in that drawing were Beaux-Arts and, specifically, Second Empire in character. The peripteral
University Hall in the upper half of the sheet was reminiscent of Garnier' s Paris Opera (1862-1874),
although its ultimate prototype was probably Thomon's bourse in St. Petersburg (1801-1804). Gilbert,
like Thomon, fused two fundamental building types, the Greek peripteral temple and the Roman
bath or basilica, so that the latter broke through the roof of the former to create a spacious vaulted
interior, lighted by enormous thermal windows, which might well have been conceived as a Memorial
Hall. This building, however, did not stand alone. Gilbert closed the space around the central plaza
and physically linked the hall to his library on the left with an arcaded loggia, a linking feature that
persisted in many of Gilbert's subsequent designs for the center of the campus.
The University Hall in the lower half of the sheet was also characterized by a vaulted or domed
center, but its massing was more horizontal and balanced in a Palladian or English Neo-Palladian
manner. A third sketch to the right of this drawing was perhaps a side elevation or section of the
same building. These small sketches done on pocketsize notepaper in soft pencil are direct records
of Gilbert's initial thought about the commission during his first visit to the site. Compared with other
drawings done by his office, they also offer valuable evidence about the working methods of his firm.
Catalogue no. 39, for example, was executed by Gilbert's assistant Charles G. Loring, and it represented
a developed perspective of the University Hall that Gilbert had sketched in the top center of catalogue
no. 37, indicating how Gilbert gave his esquisses to employees for graphic elaboration. (Interestingly,
Cret seems to have worked in a very different manner, preferring to provide verbal — not visual —
clues to his draughtsmen, a working method he also utilized in his classes.)
The University Hall in catalogue no. 38, which probably belonged to the same client-presentation
series as catalogue no. 39, presented another stylistic alternative in elevation: a long horizontally massed
building with colonnaded central portico and end pavilions. Above its pedimented portico rose the
gabled end of a perpendicular wing, which perhaps contained a domed or otherwise vaulted space.
The lateral wings and broad, red-tiled hipped roof linked it to Gilbert's library, while its Plateresque
decorative details no doubt met his clients' desires for a regionally appropriate idiom. Although he
later modified its details, Gilbert retained the harmonic massing of this T-shaped design in similarly
massed University Hall that appeared in a bird's-eye view of 1910 (fig. 25).
In 1920, Gilbert returned to the problem of University Hall in a series of studies represented here
by catalogue no. 40. This sketch, another of Gilbert's esquisses, maintained the lateral massing and
returned to the Mediterranean details of catalogue no. 38 but added a tall central tower, which broke
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through the roof of the building. It is unlikely that either Gilbert's clients or, later, Cret were aware
of his tower solution for University Hall, but catalogue no. 40 demonstrates that the idea was advanced
more than a decade before it became a reality.
*36. Cass Gilbert
University Hall
Preliminary perspective
undated (ca. 1909)
pencil on paper
20 x 13 cm
Library of Congress (DLC/ADE-1962:1.2.21)

Washington, D.C.
*37. Cass Gilbert
University Hall
Preliminary elevations
January 2, 1910
pencil on paper
10 x 17 cm
Library of Congress (DLC/ADE-1962:1.2.28)

Washington, D.C.
*38. Cass Gilbert

University Hall
Preliminary front (south) elevation
November 22, [1910?]
colored pencil on paper
32 x 55 cm
The New-York Historical Society
New York, New York
39. Cass Gilbert
University Hall
Preliminary perspective, drawn by Charles G. Loring
November 22, [1910?]
pencil on paper
34 x 53 cm

The New-York Historical Society
New York, New York
*40. Cass Gilbert
University Hall
Preliminary front (south) elevation
October 1920
pencil on paper
17 x 10 cm
The New-York Historical Society
New York, New York
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Catalogue Numbers 42 through 44

CRET'S LIBRARY:
CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS, FACADE UNIT AND TOWER
Cret planned his central building for the University of Texas in 1931 to be a library that would serve
as the point in his development plan (cat. no. 28). But in spite of his objections, his clients changed
the program of the library in 1934 and forced him to include administrative offices in it. These drawings
compare Cret's library (cat. nos. 41, 42) to two of the most famous American university administration
and library buildings of the early twentieth century: Cram, Goodhue, and Ferguson's Administration
Building for Rice Institute (now Lovett Hall, cat. no. 44) and McKim, Mead, and White's Low Library
for Columbia University (cat. no. 43). Although neither served as a model for Cret at Texas, they
document alternative attitudes toward the two fundamental building types that came to symbolize
the American university.
Cram's Administration Building at Rice was a gateway building that marked the entrance to the
protected precinct of the campus (cat. no. 29). A pasageway through its facade framed and announced
at the far end of the great central court the domed auditorium that provided the focal point of the
scheme — a building ofclosure that differed from Cret's more aggressive freestanding tower. The gateway
concept of the Administration Building at Rice followed not only the precedent of Cope and
Stewardson's Administration Building (1899, now Brookings Hall) at Washington University in St.
Louis but also that of late medieval English collegiate gate towers like the one at St. John's College
at Cambridge (1511), where the portal building served as a city gate guarding both ingress to and
egress from the campus.

Cram's romantically washed perspective of the Administration Building at Rice differed radically
from Cret's drawings of the library at Texas and from Cret's conception of the function of both the
building and the drawings. Cram's building was composed of an amalgam of Romanesque and
Mediterranean details chosen on the basis of their appropriateness to the region, and his drawing
style showed the ornate detail of its surface shimmering in the water of a reflection pool and dissolving
in the heavy and humid tropical air of Houston. Cret, on the other hand, suppressed in his library
all specific historicizing details and presented his clients with hard-line pencil drawings (cat. nos. 50,
52, 57, 65, 72) that emphasized bright masonry surfaces and deep shadows illuminated sharply by
the strong central Texas light. Only a few touches of orange, which defined the "Spanish" red-tiled
roofs, gave hints of local effects. As a result, Cram's drawings were seductive evocations of mood
and atmospheric light, while Cret's were precise and rational diagrams of his concept of order for
the campus and were comparable in their clarity to these ink-on-linen construction documents (cat.
nos. 41, 42).
McKim's Low Library (cat. no. 43) represented another symbol of the American campus, the library,
and another manner of holding the campus together through the use of a dominant cairn. The most
prominent American prototype for McKim's design was Jefferson's Pantheon-like library for the
University of Virginia (1823-1827), which provided a culminating focal point and established a strong
axial order for the campus's principal mall. Both were concepts that were reflected in Gilbert's and
Cret's designs for Texas, even if they treated their central buildings in very different ways. Some of
Gilbert's studies for his University Hall (cat. nos. 9, 37, 39) are reminiscent of McKim's Low Library,
as many of his conceptions of the center of the campus depended upon the plastic force of the central
monument to bring order to the surrounding groups of masses. Cret, however, eschewed the concept
of a pure symbolic monument based upon archetypal classical buildings in favor of a modern functional
building that expressed its character and the activities within. He was surely aware of the functional
failings of Low Library, caused by the lack of ample and contiguous stack space, but even when Cret's
clients decided upon a tall tower as the symbol of the university he struggled to make it workable
as a book-storage unit, to make practical its symbolism and symbolic its practicality.
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41. Paul P. Cret
Main Building and Library Extension, 282.10
Front (south) and side (east) elevations (1/8" = 1')
October 8, 1934
ink on linen
93 x 121 cm
Department of Technical Services, Physical Plant
The University of Texas at Austin

42. Paul P. Cret
Main Building and Library Extension, 282.11
Rear (north) elevation of tower and section through
October 8, 1934
ink on linen
121 x 93 cm
Department of Technical Services, Physical Plant
The University of Texas at Austin
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43. McKim, Mead, and White
Low Library, Columbia University, New York, New York
Front (south) elevation, No. 29
March 6, 1895
ink on linen
108 x 154 cm
Avery Architectural and Fine Arts Library, Columbia University
New York, New York

*44. Cram, Goodhue, and Ferguson
Administration Building, William M. Rice Institute, Houston, Texas
Preliminary perspective of west facade
undated [January 18, 1910?]
ink and watercolor on paper
39 x 67 cm
Rice University Archives, Woodson Research Center, Rice University Library
Houston, Texas

Catalogue Numbers 45 through 49

CRET'S LIBRARY: PROPOSED FLOOR PLANS
The comparison between the plan of Cret's competition entry for the Labarre Prize, which he submitted
at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in 1901 (cat. no. 49), and his earliest surviving floor plans for the Texas
library (cat. nos. 45-48; see also pp. 58-59) not only reveals the importance ofBeaux-Arts design concepts
throughout Cret's oeuvre but also shows how the visionary extravagance of his school pieces was tempered
by functional demands and by his "New Classicism." The comparison also elucidates the importance
of the esquisse and the parti in Beaux-Arts designs, because the initial esquisse for the competition problem
guided the subsequent development of the plans, elevations, and sections, just as the single parti for
the library governed the two floor-plan schemes.
The monumental structure for the Labarre competition, which occupied an entire city block, was
raised above the street on a great terrace. Its first-floor plan was articulated by structural piers in
a complex but compact series of spaces. The marche revealed without ambiguity the dominant elements
of the parti. The auditorium — which was placed on a central axis together with the entrance, a vestibule,
and a stair hall — was flanked by two large halls separated from the auditorium by skylighted courtyards.
These secondary spaces, however, were reached by traversing the cross-axial vaulted lobby until one
reached circular antechambers, where one changed directions and entered the lateral halls. In addition,
secondary lateral axes in the form of corridors parallel to the auditorium led to working spaces at
the rear of the building. The varied shapes and sizes of the numerous antechambers in the building,
which heightened the drama of passage from one grand space to another, were a major theme in
the Labarre entry, but they were perhaps too intricate in their movement systems for a functional
building like Cret's library, where only a few of these antechambers were preserved. In the library,
the elimination of these autonomous transitional spaces and the use of rooms designed as rectilinear
units made much more effective use of available floor space. Therefore, there was less complex and
less purely ceremonial processional space at Texas even though the frontal loggia, the lateral entrances,
the cross-axial halls, and the central lobby clearly expressed the marche of the parti.
These floor plans for Cret's library are neither free esquisses nor final working drawings. They are
studies, or developed studies, prepared for presentation at the mid-point in the design process and
still conceptual in nature and subject to revision and refinement. A simple three-unit parti, geared
to three stages of construction (see pp. 54-55), was established for the library with a clearly expressed
marche from the entrance, through the stair hall, to the double point of the reading and delivery rooms
on the second floor. Finally, a U-shaped configuration of reading rooms was disposed around the central
delivery room. No clear division was expressed between the nucleus unit and the facade unit, which
were joined by the wall to the north of the main stair hall (placed in the facade unit at this stage
but built with the nucleus unit). The proposed third unit, however, was differentiated by hatched
lines and varied significantly from one elevational scheme to another. Nevertheless, there were
important minor variations among the schemes that affected the relationships between the nucleus
and facade units. For example, the facade unit in schemes A and D (cat. nos. 45, 46) rose higher
above the terrace than in B and C (cat. nos. 47, 48) and necessitated longer flights of stairs rising
to the first floor, but schemes A and D had the advantage of achieving a common floor level for both
units. Other differences lay in the dispositon of the spaces and volumes. In schemes A and D the
facade pavilions were on axis with the lateral reading rooms in the nucleus, emphasizing unified interior
volumes and the unified sweep of the reading rooms. In schemes B and C the lateral pavilions projected
farther to the east and west, which together with the internal changes in levels resulted in a more
particulate interior. The regents opted for the unified solution.
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*45. Paul P. Cret
Library Building, 261A:3
First-floor plan, stack schemes A and D (1/32" = 1')
May 21, 1931
colored pencil on paper
47 x 33.5 cm

H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
*46. Paul P. Cret

Library Building, 261A:4
Second-floor plan, stack schemes A and D (1/32" = 1')
May 21, 1931
pencil on paper
47 x 33.5 cm

H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
47. Paul P. Cret
Library Building, 261A:7
First-floor plan, stack schemes B and C (1/32" = 1')
May 21, 1931
colored pencil on paper
47 x 33.5 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
48. Paul P. Cret
Library Building, 261A:8
Second-floor plan, stack schemes B and C (1/32" = 1')
May 21, 1931
pencil on paper
47 x 33.5 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
*49. Paul P. Cret
Unidentified public building
Esquisse, plan and elevation, for the Labarre Prize Competition
1901
pencil on paper
64.8 x 52.1 cm
The Architectural Archives (3.1), Fine Arts Library, University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Catalogue Numbers 50 through 54

CRET'S LIBRARY: PROPOSED ELEVATIONS, SCHEMES A AND D
On April 24, 1931, the regents met to consider three things: the number and types of buildings that
would be built, how much they would borrow against the new Permanent University Fund to build
them, and who should design the buildings. At that meeting Cret presented to them a series ofdrawings
for the Texas library, which included two floor-plan studies and four elevation schemes. Cret's
presentation was especially crucial, for Greene, La Roche, and Dahl of Dallas, who were under contract
as university architects until 1932, technically should have received the commission. Nevertheless,
Battle had notified Cret before the meeting that the Dallas firm would present drawings for a library
(which unfortunately do not survive) but added that Cret should not worry because their drawings
would make it clear to the regents that the Dallas firm "needed outside help." Cret's successful
presentation then won him not only the commission to design the library and nine other buildings
but also the chance to implement the development plan on which he had worked since March 1930.
Elevations A (cat. nos. 50, 51) and D (cat. nos. 52, 53, 54) were two of the four schemes Gilbert
presented on April 24, 1931, and they correspond to floor plans discussed in the preceding section
(cat. nos. 45, 46). The southern elevations for the library showed the library at the head of a terraced
plaza between Gilbert's library on the left and Greene's Garrison Hall on the right. The library was
set on a podium behind a great plaza with an equestrian statue in the center and lateral flagpoles
that unified the three buildings across the space. The scale, massing, proportions, fenestration patterns,
and rooflines of scheme A accommodated the styles and compositions of Gilbert's and Greene's buildings
most fully. The seven arched openings of the central loggia section of Cret's library fagade reflected
the seven arched windows of the eastern facade of Gilbert's library while the pedimented tabernacle
forms in Cret's lateral pavilions echoed the form of the arched great window on the south end ofGilbert's
building, seen at the left edge of catalogue no. 50. Similarly, the pitch of the hipped roofs in Cret's
library, tinged with orange pencil to give a touch of warmth, repeated the profiles of the two earlier
buildings. Perhaps because of the greater scale of his building, and its need to speak across space,
Cret chose to embellish its surfaces with more plastic ornamentation, namely a rusticated base,
sculptural keystones, balconies, balustrades, pediments, attic panels, and, finally, the more rounded
forms of lonic columns. These were most eloquently expressed in the beautifully shaded and modeled
surfaces of the southern elevation (cat. no. 50). They would have contrasted strongly with the smooth
limestone surfaces and the colorful but delicate ornamental ironwork and terra cotta ofGilbert's library,
but they would also have offered a more grave and sober note among the assembly of masses. Indeed,
not even the tower with its recessed attic and roundels and its tiled roof disturbed the harmonic interplay
that Cret's regular and rectilinear elevation achieved with its neighbors. The eastern elevation (cat.
no. 51) achieved a similar harmony even while expressing the more contrasted masses of the individual
units of the library.
A careful comparison of the rendering of shadows and textures on this eastern elevation with that
of the southern elevation raises important questions about working methods in Cret's office, for the
hand of more than one renderer can be seen. Although the job lists do not note the Tenderers responsible
for each drawing, it would not be inconsistent with Beaux-Arts practice for Cret to have prepared
an esquisse, which set the parti, and then to have asked his draughtsmen to prepare variations upon
it, all subject to the watchful and critical eye of the patron. In any case, the four library schemes,
A, B, C, and D, differ significantly not only in conception among schemes but also in drawing style
among elevations.
Elevation D (cat. nos. 52, 53, 54) probably presented the most radical alternative in terms of its
distance from Gilbert's and Greene's buildings and from the other three schemes presented by Cret's
office. In the southern elevation (cat. no. 52), the rusticated base disappeared and a colossal pilastrade
rested directly on the podium. This pilastrade, which was echoed in the pilasters and lintels above
the windows of the pavilions, unified the surfaces vertically, while the flat, broad entablature of the
central mass, which replaced the hipped roofs so prominent in the other schemes, unified the mass
horizontally. Elevation D stands apart from the others not only in style but also in the fact that it

was the only scheme for which Cret presented both lateral elevations (western and eastern, cat. nos.
53, 54). Because of the prominence of "modern" details in this elevation — notably the stylized classical
motifs, the glass-block windows, and the cast-iron balconies — that linked it to Cret's aesthetic of New
Classicism and his Folger Library, it might be suggested that this was the scheme Cret preferred.
In any case, as noted in the text, its terminal position in the presentation sequence was most dramatic.
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*50. Paul P. Cret
Library Building, 261A:11
Front (south) elevation, scheme A (1/16" = 1')
May 21, 1931
colored pencil on paper
35.3 x 91.2 cm

H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
51. Paul P. Cret
Library Building, 261A:12
Side (east) elevation, scheme A (1/16" = 1')
May 21, 1931
colored pencil on paper
36 x 108.5 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

*52. Paul P. Cret
Library Building, 261A.17
Front (south) elevation, scheme D (1/16" = 1')
May 21, 1931
colored pencil on paper
35.3 x 98.5 cm

H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
*53. Paul P. Cret
Library Building, 261A.J8
Side (west) elevation, scheme D1 (1/16" = 1')
May 21, 1931
colored pencil on paper
36.1 x 114.1 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
54. Paul P. Cret

Library Building, 261A:19
Side (east) elevation, scheme D2D 2 (1/16" = 1')
May 21, 1931
colored pencil on paper
36.1 x 114.1 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Catalogue Numbers 55 through 58

CRET'S LIBRARY: PROPOSED ELEVATIONS, SCHEMES B AND C
Elevations B and C represented variations on a common floor plan (cat. nos. 47, 48) that provided
an alternative to that in schemes A and D. Whereas elevation D had emphasized vertical elements
in the south facade, elevation B was more horizontally unified, even ifits floor plan was more particulate
(cat. nos. 55, 56). Indeed, except for an overscaled cartouche in the attic, elevation B, which also
had the shortest tower among the various schemes, had no central stress. Clearly, the integration
of the horizontal units was its goal. This is evident in the fenestration patterns and the surface
articulations of the central portion and the projecting lateral pavilions, which emphasize the unity
of the three masses. These pavilions were not closed, as in elevations A and D, but were open "reading
porches" — a concept that Cret's clients must have approved because the porches reappeared in all
the drawings to the point when the final working drawings for the building were prepared in Dallas.
But ifthe masses were integrated in elevation B, its surfaces were not only plastically rich in rustication
and window surrounds but also intricate and varied in rhythm. In them, Cret allowed the placidity
and regularity of elevation A to disappear. Of course, the horizontality of this elevation became
inappropriate when Cret's clients decided on a tall central tower, but the fact that its richly varied
surfaces were maintained in drawings made later in the year for the first unit of the library indicates
his clients' appreciation for its surface articulation.
Elevation C (cat. nos. 57, 58) was perhaps the least influential of Cret's designs for the library,
but it too contained seeds that later took root. While elevation B was intricate in the rhythm of its
fenestration, elevation C was intricate in the rhythms of its masses, which in the south facade (cat.
no. 57) abutted one another and in the east facade (cat. no. 58) interpenetrated one another. The
variety of the staggered heights of the component masses shown in the east elevation was adopted
for this facade when the second unit was added in 1934. Although the lateral elevation was characterized
by the lively variety of its masses, the frontal elevation was staidly academic. Only the awnings of
the interstices of the colonnaded pavilions reappeared in later schemes, even after the porches were
closed in 1934 to provide more interior space. The south facade of elevation C, however, did hold
another important attraction for Cret's clients. Its tower, taller than B's and shorter than A's, was
crowned by an arcuated block with a tall hipped roof, which echoed the central pediment of the wing
below and emphasized the potential verticality of the tower itself. The vertical tower was to become
a dominant element in all future schemes. The survival of other elements from schemes B and C
in later designs demonstrates that Cret allowed his clients not only to elaborate upon the alternatives
he offered but also to pick and choose from among them.
55. Paul P. Cret
Library Building, 261A:13
Front (south) elevation, scheme B (1/16" = 1')
May 21, 1931
colored pencil on paper
35.8 x 91.1 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

*56. Paul P. Cret
Library Building, 261A:14
Side (east) elevation, scheme B (1/16" = 1')
May 21, 1931
colored pencil on paper
35.8 x 109 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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*57. Paul P. Cret
Library Building, 261A:15
Front (south) elevation, scheme C (1/16" = 1')
May 21, 1931
colored pencil on paper
35.7 x 91.4 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
58. Paul P. Cret

Library Building, 261A:16
Side (east) elevation, scheme C (1/16" = 1')
May 21, 1931
colored pencil on paper
35.4 x 116.5 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Catalogue Numbers 59 through 61

CRET'S LIBRARY:
SECTIONS AND INTERIOR ELEVATIONS, NUCLEUS UNIT
Cret expended more time and effort studying the exterior massing and detailing of the Texas library
than the decoration of its interior. But in spite of cost limitations on the building, he brought to the
design of its interiors the same skill that he employed in his more expensive and lavish public buildings.
His Ecole training had provided essential practice both in the arrangement of interior volumes and
in the articulation of interior surfaces. A Meeting Room for the Institute of France (cat. no. 60) is
a superb watercolor rendering of an interior design problem that Cret prepared at the Ecole in 1901.
In the drawing Cret not only indicated the structural elements of the domed auditorium but also
provided detailed information about the interior decoration of this chamber destined for the most
prestigious group of learned men in France. These painted and sculpted decorations were intended
to underline the function of the room. The proscenium arch was decorated with painted images of
the great minds of antiquity assembled beneath the guiding spirit of a female allegorical figure, perhaps
representing wisdom. A domed apse, which opened beyond the proscenium arch, contained the
speaker's podium framed by a series of niches with statues of venerated intellectuals from the past,
forming an iconographic program that paralled in intent Raphael's School ofAthens. Cret also articulated

in the section the visitor's marche as he or she moved through the dramatic interior, passing from welllighted, barrel- vaulted antechambers up and through more soberly lighted halls and down into the
chamber itself. The drama of entrance was intensified by controlling the visitor's movement through
spaces of different scale — from intermediate to small to monumental — in a solution later paralleled
in his Texas library.
Cret's early study of a section through the Garden Court of the Detroit Institute of Arts (cat. no.
61) illustrated the same desire to differentiate and dramatize the kinds of spaces through which the
visitor moves, but it was again a richer and more complex interior than was possible in the Texas
library. The visitor entered a narrow, flat-roofed vestibule, proceeded through the wider barrel-vaulted
entrance hall, and arrived in the open skylighted Garden Court with classical sculptures that resembled
the atrium of a classical villa. Beyond the court, the space contracted again and the visitor passed

through a low and narrow hall before arriving at the vaulted and coffered apse. This miniature Pantheon
at the end of the marche served as a sculpture gallery.
Cret created a similarly varied marche in the Texas library, although the spaces lacked the
monumentality, the variety of shape and scale, and the decorative richness of the previous drawings.
This resulted in part from economic considerations and in part from the composition of the building,
which made it necessary to design a marche that ascended through two stories and two separately designed
units. At Texas the visitor entered the loggia of the main facade, climbed a short stair to a small axial
hall, passed through the cross-axial elevator corridor, and then entered the brightly lighted stair hall.
At the second-floor level, the visitor passed through a lower antechamber and entered the two-story
delivery room disposed on an east-west axis. The delivery room (cat. no. 59) received more decorative
embellishment than any other room of the first unit. The transverse sections show its richly decorated
north and south walls and its relationship to the reading rooms, which flanked it to the east and west.
On the north side of the delivery room, opposite the entrance, was the marble circulation desk set
before a wall articulated by marble wainscoting, rich door surrounds, and four stone aedicules. On
the opposite south side was an alcove designed to hold the card catalogues over which pedimented
clerestory windows rose to throw direct light on the principal wall that contained the circulation desk.
At either end of this space were cross-axially oriented reading rooms, but they were severe and plain.
Their only decor was bookshelves that were placed along the walls, under and between the rectilinear
windows. Later, their ceiling beams were embellished with extravagantly painted quotations and other
motifs (figs. 48, 49; pp. 66-68), which completed the decorative scheme ofthe three most important rooms
in the library's first unit, but these did not appear in Cret's drawings.
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*59. Paul P. Cret
Library Building, 261A:43
Sections, first unit (1/16" = 1')
August 21, 1931
colored pencil on paper
47 x 82.5 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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•60. Paul P. Cret
A Meeting Room /or the Institute of France
Section
1901
pencil, ink, and watercolor on paper
48.3 x 60.7 cm
Avery Architectural and Fine Arts Library, Columbia University
New York, New York

61. Paul P. Cret
Detroit Institute of Arts
Section through the Garden Court
1920
ink and wash over pencil on paperboard
46.1 x 69.9 cm
Museum Archives of The Detroit Institute of Arts
Detroit, Michigan

Catalogue Numbers 62 through 64

CRET'S LIBRARY: INTERIOR DETAILS, NUCLEUS UNIT
The most important detail sheet prepared for the decoration of the library's delivery room, or the
Hall of the Six Coats of Arms, was William J. H. Hough's drawing (cat. no. 62) lor the niches that
expressed its dominant theme. In his drawing, Hough illustrated one niche that was to serve as a
model for four of the six niches that identified the six governments established in Texas. Framed by
marble pilasters with suppressed Doric capitals, each contained a plaster cartouche bearing a coat
of arms placed atop a panel with rinceaux framing an expressive quotation. The impressively scaled
cartouches and panels, whose height was indicated by the viewer illustrated to the right, were to rest
on a cornice that projected over the marble wainscoting in the lower range of the wall. The cartouche
in catalogue no. 62, precisely rendered to emphasize its relief, utilized a five-point star encircled by
a wreath of intertwining olive and liveoak branches to symbolize the Republic of Texas (1836-1845).
Precise and skillful renderings of interior surfaces and details were a vital component of Beaux-Arts
design for they brought surfaces and materials to life. A series of ink drawings for sculptural installations
in the Pantheon, prepared by Cret in 1903 during his last year at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts (cat. no.
63), won him the second medal in the Concours Chenavard. Two drawings from this series, mounted
on a single sheet, showed niches defined by fluted Corinthian pilasters. The niche to the right, which
contained a framed oval painting above an inscription panel, is similar to Hough's later composition.
Together they reveal the fondness of the Beaux-Arts for neobaroque heraldic and symbolic sculptural
ornament and for neoclassical exemplary inscriptions. Hough's drawing ofThe Sanctuary of a Catholic
Church, executed in 1916 while he was a Fellow at the American Academy in Rome (cat. no. 64),
represents another type of Beaux-Arts interior study, namely the watercolor. That medium was
particularly suited to the rendering of opulently polychromed interiors, whose walls of richly veined
colored marbles the watercolor animated, although Hough could also achieve these effects in black
and white, as catalogue no. 63 demonstrates.
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Library Building, 261A:102
Interior elevation, side wall of the delivery room (3/4" = 1'), drawn by William J. H. Hough
December 10, 1932
chalk on paper
58 x 61.2 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

*63. Paul P. Cret
Etudes des Monuments Commemoratifs au Pantheon
Two interior niche elevations for the Chenavard Prize Competition
April 9, 1903
ink and watercolor on paper
63.6 x 38.1 cm each sheet
The Architectural Archives (3.14), Fine Arts Library, University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
64. William J. H. Hough
The Sanctuary of a Catholic Church
Interior elevation

1916
watercolor on paper, mounted on canvas
127 x 76.2 cm
William J. H. Hough, Jr., and Charles S. Hough
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Catalogue Numbers 65 through 67

CRET'S LIBRARY: ACCEPTED ELEVATIONS, NUCLEUS UNIT
By August 1931, Cret had made fundamental decisions about the form of the lateral and frontal
elevations of the lower parts of the nucleus and facade units of the library (cat. no. 65), although
he presented two alternative schemes to the regents for the tower (cat. nos. 66, 67). For the lateral
elevations, Cret favored the more placid, regular compositions that had first appeared in elevation
A of May 1931 (cat. no. 51). The first and second floors were unified by a surface of finely scored,
rusticated limestone blocks so that the two floors read together as a base for the reading rooms and
pavilions of the piano nobile. The reading room in the nucleus unit was signaled by pilasters and tall
rectangular windows, and, above it, an attic story rose over a salient cornice that continued around
the entire building to tie it together. Pedimented windows and carved niches — the latter punctuating
the corner bays — which had first appeared in elevation B of May 1931 (cat. no. 56), were revived
to enliven the surfaces of the piano nobile. Finally, gaily striped awnings, here rendered in yellow and
white, which had first appeared in elevation C of May 1931 (cat. no. 58), were revived for use in
the colonnaded pavilions of the piano nobile, providing a more festive air to the eastern and western
malls and to the main facade.
In the frontal elevation (cat. no 67), Cret again respected the proportions and style of Gilbert's
library and Education Building, which had been continued in the buildings of Greene, La Roche,
and Dahl, just as he had in his earlier drawings of May 1931. The harmony was proportional and
rhythmical rather than literal, for Cret copied neither their ornamental vocabulary nor their palazzo
composition. Instead, his library echoed the proportions of Gilbert's library and, in the seven arches

of the loggia of his own library, repeated the rhythmical cadence of the seven great, arched windows
that lighted the main reading room of Gilbert's library.
Cret also submitted two variants for the completion of the tower. One was "Spanish" in detail (cat.
no. 66); the other more "Italianate" (cat. no. 67). The former was the taller and more slender, and
it stepped up to a blocklike crown hung with bells, recalling the espadañas of Spain. Apparently it
was the version that the regents preferred, because it reappeared in the drawings Cret submitted to
the regents in August 1933. The second tower, which was shorter and also broader by two bays, was
articulated by paneled surfaces that created vertical divisions and by balconies that created horizontal
divisions and echoed the balconies beneath the windows of the reading rooms in the piano nobile. It
was crowned by a hipped-roofed loggia, set on a rusticated base and articulated by a tripartite Palladian
motif. These were not the only two tower schemes that Cret developed between May and August
1931, but they again reveal his working methods and his presentation strategies with his Texas clients.
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*65. Paul P. Cret

Library Building, 261A:46
Side (east) elevation (1/16" = 1')
August 21, 1931
pencil on paper
33.3 x 83.4 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

*66. Paul P. Cret
Library Building, 261AA6
Side (east) elevation of tower (1/16" = 1')
August 21, 1931
pencil on paper
57.8 x 69.7 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
67. Paul P. Cret
Library Building, 261A:49
Front (south) elevation (1/16" = 1')
August 21, 1931
colored pencil on paper
52.8 x 86.5 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Catalogue Numbers 68 through 70

CRET'S LIBRARY: EXTERIOR DETAILS, NUCLEUS UNIT
Once the general composition of the facades was established, Cret and his office had

to turn to more

specific questions of ornamental detail and the decorative programs for the building. These are clearly
portrayed in more detailed, larger scaled drawings, like this one (cat. no. 68) for the north end of
the east facade of the library, which belonged to the last series of drawings that Cret's office prepared
in the design process. Window and niche surrounds and the proportional and rhythmical distribution
of apertures were carefully indicated. A series of ascending voids in a 1-2-1-2 sequence of single-tall
and twin-short windows marked out a regular rhythm along the surfaces. The tall windows of the
piano nobile were bracketed by two shell-headed niches at either end, which provided a change in scale,
proportion, and decorative richness and allowed the corners to assert their mass.
On this drawing, however, some details were still omitted because they required intimate
collaboration between the architect and the Faculty Building Committee. Cret's drawings for the east,
west, and north facades, therefore, left spaces for a total of fourteen panels under the reading room
windows in the piano nobile and for a total of twelve plaques between the double windows of the attic.
Battle's committee, which was in charge of preparing the iconographical programs for all decorative
panels and emblems that appeared on the building, still had to finalize the selection of the names
of"fourteen men of high significance in the letters of Western civilization" to be inscribed in the panels,
and the names of twelve "historic seats of learning," whose coats of arms would decorate the plaques.

All were based on the results of a faculty questionnaire, which Battle circulated. Thus, the University
of Texas joined the ranks of world-famous universities — Bologna, Paris, Oxford, Salamanca,
Cambridge, Heidelberg, Mexico, Edinburgh, Harvard, Virginia, Michigan, and Vassar — and Texas
scholars could aspire to company among such men as Homer, Herodotus, Aristotle, Cicero, Virgil,
Dante, Shakespeare, Milton, Moliere, Goethe, Scott, Mark Twain, Cervantes, and Chaucer.
Cret's handling of these and other decorative motifs was exemplary, and he used them to the fullest
architectural advantage by allowing them to continue a local decorative tradition that still typifies
the campus. Pursuing these ends, Cret selected decorative motifs and materials that would harmonize
with those that gave character to Gilbert's library. Hence, his twelve painted terra cotta coats of arms
recalled similar medallions on the fagade ofGilbert's piano nobile, his iron balconies echoed the fanciful
ironwork on Gilbert's facade, and his painted brackets and soffits reflected the similar motifs that Gilbert
had used under the eaves of his building. It is appropriate that in these details the collaboration between
Cret's office and Battle's committee was most intense.
Drawings for the coats of arms exemplify the collaboration most clearly. Battle and his committee
wrote the iconographic program and furnished illustrations of the coats of arms ofthe twelve institutions
they had chosen. Cret's office then labored to create appropriate designs that fit the proportions of
the cartouches and that were workable within the limitations ofthe terra cotta medium. Artistic license
was required. The drawing for the shield of the University of Michigan (cat. no. 69), for example,
detailed the joints of masonry where it would be attached to the building, the form of the cartouche
with its scrolled frame, and the oval field that carried the emblem ofthe university: a lamp of knowledge
with the motto "Artes, Scientia, Veritas." The emblem of the University of Virginia (cat. no. 70) was
more complex: a helmeted and classically draped figure of Athena, spear and shield in hand, stood
beside a tree with the rotunda and pedimented buildings ofJefferson's campus visible in the background.
In these cartouches, Cret established a dialogue not only with his patrons (Battle's committee) and
his predecessor (Gilbert) but also with his precursors in the art of heraldic composition.
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68. Paul P. Cret

Library Building, 261A:59
Side (east) elevation, details (1/4" = 1')
September 17, 1931
colored pencil on paper
67 x 83.3 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
69. Paul P. Cret
Library Building, 261A:79
Exterior cartouche, the seal of the University of Michigan (3" = 1'), drawn by Kell
August 29, 1932
charcoal on paper
53.8 x 54.6 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
*70. Paul P. Cret
Library Building, 261A:82
Exterior cartouche, the seal of the University of Virginia (3" = 1'), drawn by Kell
August 29, 1932
charcoal and pencil on paper
35.5 x 23.4 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Catalogue Numbers 71 through 74

CRET'S LIBRARY:
PROPOSED AND ACCEPTED ELEVATIONS, FAQADE UNIT AND TOWER
Cret completed the final designs for the facade unit and the tower addition of the library before the
end of the summer of 1934. Two elevations, executed in January and April of 1934 by William Hough,
who served as principal designer (cat. nos. 71, 72), show the collaborative dialogue that took place
as changes were introduced in the tower, which required compensatory adjustments in the masses
and surfaces of the other facades. The January 1934 drawing of the south facade (cat. no. 71), which
studied the effects of the realignment of the masses of the fagade unit to compensate for the verticality
of the tower, reveals Hough's strategy. He established a pyramidal base for the tower by extending
the upper portions of the plane that limited the central mass of the facade unit into, or at least over,
the masses of the pavilions, creating a steplike movement inward and upward. This pyramiding
movement was repeated again in the recessed attic story, which led the eye to the tower that culminated
the composition. The massing clearly accommodated the tower, but it unfortunately weaked the
relational dialogue between Cret's library and Gilbert's and Greene's buildings to either side. But not
only the masses and the proportions changed in response to the tower. Hough also flattened the surfaces
of the upper floors so that they corresponded more directly with the massive, bare surfaces of the
shaft of the tower, which he here capped with a dome housing a large bell.
While the massing of the library was established in the previous drawing, details were studied and
restudied. Hough's southern elevation of April 1934 (cat. no. 72), for example, modified the Corinthian
capitals in the piano nobile and added cartouches to the three central windows to connect them to the

tower above. In the same drawing, he also proposed alternative solutions for the ornamentation of
the central loggia and flanking pavilions, one richer and more plastically articulated than the other.
Still other drawings returned to the problems of the tower and its articulation. The crown of the
tower received special attention, as in one drawing (cat. no. 73) that repeated the pyramidal composition
of the lower masses in the termination of the tower, creating beneath the crowning tempietto a stepped
platform with large clocks bridging the transition. In this drawing, erasure marks above the tempietto
perhaps indicate that still another stepped transition was considered and ultimately rejected.
A final drawing of the crown of the tower (cat. no. 74), the last produced by Cret's office and that
which served as a model for the technical, or working, drawings prepared by Robert Leon White,
shows not only the definitive composition of the crown but also the ornament and polychromed details
that were intended to transform it into an opulent and glittering object. Many of these were visible
only at a great distance, but Cret nevertheless did not sacrifice the quality and intricacy of the ornament.
The broken pediments, clock faces, columns, scrolls, estípites, shells, and other foliate ornament all
were very finely detailed. Plinths, column bases, echinus and abacus moldings, and key portions of
both the entablature and the clock faces were also gilded, so that in concert with the turquoise clock
faces and the tinted walls of the interior of the tempietto they provided a rich and colorful culmination
of the tower that was the symbol of the University.

71. Paul P. Cret
Main Building and Library Extension, 282:12
Front (south) elevation, scheme A (1/16" = 1'), drawn by William J. H. Hough
January 20, 1934
colored pencil on paper
73.5 x 75.8 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

*72. Paul P. Cret
Main Building and Library Extension, 282:36
Front (south) elevation (1/8" = 1'), drawn by William J. H. Hough
April 10, 1934
colored pencil on paper
53.5 x 106.4 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
73. Paul P. Cret
Main Building and Library Extension
Tower elevation
undated (ca. 1934)
pencil on paper
79 x 35.5 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
*74. Paul P. Cret
Main Building and Library Extension, 282:100
Tower elevation (1/2" = 1'), drawn by Urffer
July 1934
colored pencil on paper
153.7 x 106.6 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Catalogue Numbers 75 through 78

CRET'S LIBRARY:
SECTIONS AND EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DETAILS, FAQADE UNIT
Sections and details of the facade unit of the library defined both the form and the decoration of the
interior spaces. A composite drawing with several sections through the building (cat. no. 75) clearly
shows the barrel vaulted Academic Room in the center of the south facade, the most elaborate interior
space in the facade unit (see sections A-A and B). Its form and ornamentation differed significantly
from previous designs, largely because the regents' demands in late 1933 that Cret make room for
the administration in the facade unit (see p. 64). In drawings executed as late as August 1933, the
space occupied by the Academic Room was still a reading room linked not only to the delivery room
but also to the smaller reading rooms to the east and west. The functional transformation of the facade
unit affected the entire design, compromising the symmetrical and clearly balanced harmony of the
large interconnected spaces of previous designs and leaving a series of more complex and particulate
spaces broken by barrier walls and changes in level and joined by hallways, corridors, and flights
of stairs.
These functional changes created a dichotomy not only of spaces but also of character. The latter
is perhaps most clearly perceived in the nature of the ornamentation of the administrative rooms and
that of the library rooms. In the new Academic Room, rich marble walls and vaulted ceilings created
a High Renaissance ambient of pomp and ceremony, while in the reading rooms simple square volumes
and beamed ceilings, which were reminiscent of medieval manor halls or chapter rooms, created a
warm and spare atmosphere for sober pursuits conducted in a communal space.
A drawing of the Academic Room (cat. no. 76) clearly reveals its ornamental detail. The Academic
Room, which was flanked by two smaller ceremonial rooms to either side, was adorned by rich walls
and an elaborately carved and coffered gilded plaster ceiling, shown in another drawing (cat. no.
77). The walls were adorned by marble baseboards, wainscoting, carved window surrounds, pedimented
overdoors, and large, silk-covered wall panels framed by pilasters. Portrait busts, paintings, and gilded
candelabra sconces completed the decoration.
These interior rooms were not the only spaces, however, that were elaborately detailed, as drawings
for the loggia of the south facade indicate (cat. no. 78). The interior ofthat loggia was articulated
by seven shallow niches that mirrored the shape of the seven arches that opened to the terrace. Each
of the six niches flanking the central portal contained two windows whose frames were of Texas shell
stone. The lower one was rectangular; the upper one was closed by a segmental arch. The field to
the rear of the niche was enlivened by tinted aggregate carved in such decorative motifs as estípites,
swags, and scrolls that were disposed to either side of the upper windows. These are a sample of many
such drawings that were prepared during the course of the construction of the building.

*75. Paul P. Cret
Main Building and Library Extension, 282.17
Sections (1/16" = V), drawn by Roy Larson
January 20, 1934
pencil on paper
72.7 x 102.9 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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76. Paul P. Cret
Main Building and Library Extension
Interior elevations, Academic Room
undated (ca. 1934)
colored pencil on paper
29.5 x 90.6 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
77. Paul P. Cret
Main Building and Library Extension, 282:56
Ceiling plan, Academic Room, Scheme A (1/4"
June 4, 1934
colored pencil on paper
33.9 x 68.7 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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1'), drawn by Rhunka

*78. Paul P. Cret
Main Building and Library Extension, 282:125
Front (south) elevation, niche (1/2" = 1), drawn by Ward
August 8, 1934
colored pencil on paper
30 x 51 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Catalogue Numbers 79 through 83

CRET'S ARCHITECTURE BUILDING
The Architecture Building (1933) was the most thoroughly studied classroom building among the first
group often structures that Cret designed for the Texas campus in 1931. He developed at least three
schemes for Architecture, and in each he studied and refined the relationship of the building to the
site, to other buildings, and to its purpose. Two factors clearly influenced the attention that Cret
directed toward the development of the best alternative for its plan and external composition: the
architecture faculty's interest in its function and its prominent site at the end of the West Mall. The
tower of the Architecture Building, together with that of the Union, heralded the entrance to the mall,
while the wing to the east of the tower limited the mall laterally and a perpendicular wing to the
south of the tower helped to define the western perimeter of the campus.
In August 1931, Cret presented a series of livelyrenderings in colored pencil for the western perimeter
of the campus. One drawing (cat. no. 79), which contained three elevations for the Union in its upper
half, portrayed Cret's conception ofthat key edge of the campus along Guadalupe Street. The solid
masses of Cret's Auditorium and Gilbert's Education Building bracketed the richly massed and open
surfaces of Cret's Union and Architecture Building, whose towers marked the major entrance to the
West Mall and framed the open pavilion of the library in the distance. Cret's elevation reveals the
spirit of his design, one that sought not only to complement existing buildings (note the balance between
Cret's Auditorium and Gilbert's Education Building and the continuation of the fenestration patterns
of the latter in Cret's Architecture Building) but also to allow masses to echo one another in depth
(note that the profile ofCret's library in the distance echoesthe masses ofthe Union in the foreground).
Although Cret submitted three separate designs for the Architecture Building in August 1931, scheme
A (cat. no. 80) was perhaps his favorite since he included it in the composite viewofthe western entrance
to the campus (cat. no. 79). Scheme C, however, represented a very different alternative. Its U-shaped
ground plan, illustrated in plot and first-floor plans (cat. no. 81), was similar to that in scheme A, but
the principal entrance was located on Guadalupe Street rather than on the West Mall. Cret's clients
chose scheme A, perhaps because it provided the closure appropriate on a busy commercial street and
allowed the interior mall to become the dominant entrance not only to the campus but also to the principal
buildings along it. The Union and Architecture Building then turned toward one another and shaped
a space between them that could serve as a forum, or agora, for students.
The elevations of scheme A (cat. no. 79) offered more picturesque elements than the final drawings
that guided the construction of the building. The wooden balconies, rubble stone surfaces, irregular
fenestration of the tower and diminutively scaled chimney, which plays against the larger form to
which it is attached, were all suppressed in the final composition (cat. no. 82), in which the tower's
height was reduced to four stories, fenestration patterns were regularized, and iron balconies replaced
wooden ones. The resulting facades were more symmetrical and balanced. But at this stage rubble
stone was still specified for the surfaces of the wall extending between the limestone quoins. The
picturesque and variegated surfaces had been captured with splendid effect by Cret's richly colored
rendering of these textured areas in his elevation of the western edge of the campus (cat. no. 79).
In the end, ashlar facing was used after construction bids determined that the rubble surfaces would
prove prohibitively expensive. The process of design and construction, then, led to the suppression
of picturesque details whether for aesthetic or financial reasons.
The tower of the Architecture Building was more Italianate than that of the Union, which was
more clearly in the Spanish Plateresque style. Nevertheless, Cret chose a Moorish alfiz to frame the
wide, nearly square double portal. It served as a sill to three windows above. At the third-story level,
two windows flanked a balcony door articulated by a Doric surround, and a loggia created by simple
piers opened the fourth floor. A frieze containing sculpted roundels concluded the composition. The
clean, spare, and almost modern qualities of Cret's Architecture tower can be appreciated by comparing
it to a rendering of a Spanish Renaissance tower loggia by John F. Harbeson (cat. no. 83), whose
analytique is an example of Beaux-Arts archaeology studies that were intended to familiarize students
with the composition of historicizing detail and to allow them to perfect rendering skills. Beautifully
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composed and exquisitely crafted, Harbeson's drawing is exemplary of his gifted technique. (Harbeson
would later write The Study of Architectural Design, a fundamental textbook of Beaux-Arts drawing
methodology.) Such profusely decorated, incrusted surfaces were inappropriate to the Texas commission
whose budgetary considerations limited the adornment of buildings. But the drawing reflects the
compositional skills of Cret's students like Harbeson and William Hough, Roy Larson, and William
Livingston, all of whom worked on the Texas commission and became his senior partners. Harbeson's
analytique also shows how far removed were Cret's Texas buildings from the purely picturesque,
archaeological replication of Spanish motifs.
*79. Paul P. Cret
Union Group, 261C5
Elevations and sections of Union Building and west elevations of buildings along
Guadalupe Street (1/16" = 1'), drawn by Roberts
August 22, 1931
colored pencil on paper
47.2 x 135.4 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
80. Paul P. Cret
Architecture Building, 2618:2
Elevations, scheme A (1/16" = 1'), drawn by Rhunka
August 22, 1931
colored pencil on paper
56.7 x 105 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

81. Paul P. Cret
Architecture Building, 2618:5
Plot and first-floor plans, scheme C (1/32" = 1'), drawn by Wingold
August 22, 1931
colored pencil on paper
44.7 x 63.6 cm

H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

*82. Paul P. Cret
Architecture Building, 261B:13
Front (north) elevation, details (1/4" = 1'), drawn by Urffer
October 14, 1931
colored pencil on paper
71.6 x 106.4 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
*83.

F. Harbeson (1888-)
A Spanish Renaissance Loggia
Archaeology project, class 111
undated (ca. 1910)
ink and watercolor on paper
127 x 76.9 cm
National Academy of Design
New York, New York
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Catalogue Numbers 84 through 87

CRET'S MEN'S DORMITORY GROUP
Cret's general development plan and perspective (cat. nos. 28, 32) showed the men's dormitories rather
loosely grouped at the top of a rise to the southeast of the forty acres near the Men's Gymnasium,
football stadium, and baseball field. In this zone, first designated for men by James M. White in 1923,
Cret's dormitories ranged in two sets of parallel groups that mediated between the divergent grids
of the campus to the north and the city to the south. Gret's Brackenridge Hall (1932), his first dormitory
in this zone, which he had placed at the southeast corner of Twenty-first and Lampasas streets, followed
that development plan. But at a subsequent moment, Cret changed this scheme of parallel buildings,
paired and dispersed in the open fields to the south, and decided to consolidate his buildings along
Twenty-first Street on the path to the stadium. He placed Men's Dormitory Unit #2, Roberts Hall
(cat. no. 84), his second men's dormitory, to the east of Brackenridge Hall. The latter had been
composed of two staggered masses flanking a tower, and Cret repeated the configurations in the
dormitories of Unit #2. Roberts joined Brackenridge by a trellised portico. Another trellised portico
connected Roberts to Prather, the second section, which extended at a right angle toward the city
to the south. Prather again echoed the composition of its companion, even as they turned the corner.
The balanced harmony of the tripartite masses that Cret achieved in the men's area duplicated effects
used throughout the campus. But the tripartite, asymmetrical masses and brick surfaces enlivened
by limestone and plaster also had strong affinities with those of Cram's men's dormitories at Rice
(fig. no. 8; cat. no. 85), which perhaps served as their model. Cram's dormitories, however, formed
closed configurations, but Cret's might have eventually done so had he added more buildings in the
men's area.
Another change introduced in the development plan at the moment Cret was refining his concepts
about the grouping of the men's dormitories also took place in the far eastern zone of the campus,
where architecture remained subordinate to the natural terrain. It was perhaps more important from
a symbolicpoint of view than from a formal one, but the University made plans to preserve the central
tower of Ruffini's Main Building, which had been demolished to make way for the facade unit of
Cret's library. Robert Leon White, the University's supervising architect, prepared plans in 1934
(cat nos. 86, 87) for its reconstruction and installation on a site across Waller Creek at the end of
the East Mall. It would have stood alone on a small but formally landscaped plaza between the football
stadium and the baseball diamond. But it was not to be. Archaeological fragments and picturesque
ideas were not ultimately in the spirit of Cret's bold new sense ofclassical order for the campus. Gilbert
had been heroically re-established as the forceful precursor of the order; there was no room for a
monument to Ruffini, even in a garden at the periphery of the campus.
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*84. Paul P. Cret
Men's Dormitory, Unit 2, 309:5
Rear (east) elevation, scheme A (1/16" = 1)
September 11, 1935
colored pencil on paper
31 x 79.6 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
85. Cram, Goodhue, and Ferguson
Residential Hall for Men
Perspective of South Hall (left) and the Institute Commons (right)
December 1911
ink and watercolor on paper
65 x 117 cm
Rice University Archives, Woodson Research Center, Rice University Library
Houston, Texas

86. Robert Leon White (1898-1964)
Restoration of Old Main Building Tower
Plot plan (1/8" = V)
June 11, 1934
pencil on paper
76 x 46 cm
The Architectural Drawings Collection, Architecture and Planning Library, General
Libraries
The University of Texas at Austin
*87. Robert Leon White
Restoration of Old Main Building Tower
Front (west) elevation (1/8" =1')
June 11, 1934
pencil on paper
76 x 46 cm
The Architectural Drawings Collection, Architecture and Planning Library, General
Libraries
The University of Texas at Austin

Catalogue Numbers 88 through 91

CRET'S MUSEUM
A museum of natural history and natural sciences had long been envisioned for the Texas campus,
and Cret included an unlabeled tripartite building on the East Mall in his perspective of 1933 (cat.
no. 32) that other documents indicate was to have served that purpose. In 1933, Battle and the regents
entered into discussions with the American Legion about the architect, program, and means of financing
a new building that would be both a war memorial and a university museum. They determined to
become joint sponsors, deriving funds to support construction from the sale of commemorative medals
during the Texas Centennial, which would take place in 1936. Battle proposed at that time that Cret
be put in general charge of the commission, although apparently no plans were produced until July
3, 1935, when Cret signed two alternative designs for a grandiose museum and memorial, which he
submitted to Battle. Elevation A (cat. no. 89) was a bold design of absolutely bare surfaces, while
elevation B was relieved by colonnades and ornament that created a rich play of shadow across the
surfaces. A preliminary plot plan (cat. no. 88) shows the dramatic site chosen for the building, the
proposed landscaping and terracing of the site, the building's relationship to the adjacent football and
baseball fields, and his conception of the interior. In Cret's previous development plans, his campus
had gently dissolved into the landscape on the west of Waller Creek in a Greek outdoor theater cut
into the hillside, and he had left the terrain that rose to the east of Waller Creek completely natural.
He chose as the site of his new memorial museum the hill that rose at the foot of Twenty-fourth Street,
to the northeast of his Greek theater and across Waller Creek. It was an ideal site: a hill covered
by trees and foliage that culminated one of the important axes of his plan.
Cret's initial plan for the monument (cat. nos. 88, 89) was rendered with a typical Beaux-Arts sense
of grandeur. An enormous platform spanned the top of the hill with vehicular access along curving
lateral drives. Reflecting pools paralleled the platform at the base ofthe hill, while a dramatic tripartite
fountain with a large central arch provided the point of the marche along Twenty-fourth Street and
served as visual base for the large central portico of the rotunda of the memorial monument that rose
above it. The massive square portico, which consisted of bare pylons flanking a void with four columns
in antis, formed the center of a composition that had become popular for museums beginning in the
late eighteenth century (e.g., Villanueva's Museum of Natural History in Madrid of 1785; now the
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Prado) and continuing through the early decades of the twentieth century (e.g., Trumbauer's
Philadelphia Museum of Art of 1919). In these prototypes a large central mass, often with a ceremonial
rotunda, was joined to two distant masses at either end, often reflecting different purposes, by recessed
galleries, sometimes skylighted, as in Cret's scheme. The prototypes served Cret's program well because
the distanced masses produced movement and a perfect functional division for the memorial hall and
the two museums within. In his scheme the bare and immaculate surfaces contrasted strongly with
the natural foliage and spectacular clouds, included in the drawing to give the building relief, and
provided the proper sense of isolation that would be shared by both a memorial and a museum.
Cret's conception, however, was perhaps too grandiose for the site and the needs of his clients.
Its imperial scale was reminiscent of the many drawings prepared for design competitions in the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts in Paris, like the rendering for a Museum of Archaeology that Cret himselfsubmitted
there for a competition in 1901-1902 (cat. no. 90). It too was for a museum raised on an elaborate
platform in a lush natural setting filled with fountains, statuary, and staircases. But unlike the
elementary geometries and unadorned surfaces of the Texas Memorial Museum, its masses were broken
in lively and complex arrangements, while its surfaces were not only open but also covered by rich
and gay sculptural incrustations that gave it a highly festive air. Cret's conception for Texas was not
that of an open, lighthearted garden pavilion, but of a sober and beautiful monument isolated in
Arcadian splendor and protecting the wonders and memories entombed within.
Cret prepared a second set of drawings for the Memorial Museum on October 8, 1935. The western
elevation (cat. no. 91) represented a much more modestly scaled building — a single unified mass set
on a platform at the crest of the hill. (Cret telescoped the tripartite functional division of the first
design into a single mass in which the memorial hall would occupy the two stories behind the portico
windows, while the museum wings were installed to either side and in the upper and lower floors.)
Its proportions and platform recalled those of Jacques Anges Gabriel's Petit Trianon at Versailles
(1762-1764), but its surface and emphasis on mass were totally different. If the first elevation (cat.
no. 89) had resembled Cret's design for the Detroit Institute of Arts, the second elevation (cat. no.
91) embraced the New Classicism of Cret's Folger Library, which Battle and Cret's other Texas clients
had rejected for the buildings on the forty acres (p. 60). That idiom, however, was ideally suited
for a memorial and a museum to be erected as a pristine mass in the wooded periphery of the campus
like a monument in an English garden. Yet, additional drawings not presented in this exhibition reveal
that Cret expected to add two wings to be disposed symmetrically to either side of the block pictured
in catalogue no. 91. This, then, was the center mass that awaited eventual completion.
Cret's elevation ofOctober 8, 1935, was not definitive, but it set the general tone for the composition
(cf. fig. 20). John Staub of Houston was in charge of the commission and had control of the preparation
of the final drawings. Cret had an active correspondence with Staub beginning in November of 1935
in which he issued detailed criticisms and comments about Staub's drawings. The building that was
completed in 1937 moved decidedly toward a smoother, almost moderne surface, but the ultimate roles
of the two architects in the final stages of the commisssion are still unclear.

88. Paul P. Cret
Museum, 306
Preliminary plot plan, scheme A (1" = 50')
July 3, 1935
colored pencil on paper
34.8 x 55 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
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*89. Paul P. Cret
Museum, 306
Preliminary front (west) elevation, scheme A (1"
July 3, 1935
pencil on paper
26.6 x 55.8 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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*90. Paul P. Cret
A Museum of Archaeology
Front elevation
1901-1902
ink and watercolor on paper
50.7 x 101.6 cm
The Architectural Archives (3.10), Fine Arts Library, University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
*91. Paul P. Cret
Museum, 306:6
Front (west) elevation (1/8" = 1'), drawn by North
October 8, 1935
pencil on paper
51.7 x 82.6 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Catalogue Numbers 92 through 98

GRET'S HOME ECONOMICS BUILDING
Cret's softly rendered elevations for the facade of the Home Economics Building (1933, cat. nos. 93,
94, 95) only reveal in part the complexity and drama of the masses, which responded — as is amply
documented in the text — to different symbolic, relational, and spatial needs on each of its four sides.
Those qualities, which can be seen more clearly in Cret's perspective (cat. no. 32), cannot be totally
appreciated in these flat elevations of isolated surfaces even though they were rendered with traditional
shadows. Chandlee and Livingston were responsible for these drawings, which were developed from
a small esquisse by Cret that is preserved in the Architectural Archives at the University of Pennsylvania.
Interestingly, Home Economics did not pass through several stages of design like the library and the
Architecture Building, where regents and faculty had strong opinions about the design of the spaces.
Instead, in the case of Home Economics, Cret's clients appear to have issued the program and then
given the firm a free hand. As originally conceived, it seems to have satisfied everyone — architect
and clients alike — for in the progression from smaller-scale elevations to larger-scale details and sections
(cat. no. 96), only the details of the portal were altered (cf. cat. nos. 93, 96).
Nevertheless, these drawings for Home Economics do reveal elements not present today. The
suppression of the richly textured surfaces, so clearly labeled in the quarter-inch scale elevations (cat.
no. 96), was discussed in the text (p. 75), but numerous roof terraces that took advantage of Austin's
temperate climate and provided a functional rationale for the particulate and staggered masses are
no longer used. Similar terraces were planned in the Union and the library, but only those on the
fourth floor ofthe library remain in use today. Other changes, namely in the lobby of Home Economics,
were motivated by the later introduction of mechanical services. The lobby was one of the interior
spaces ofthe building singled out for elaborate decorative treatment, as required by the public nature
of the space. The building functioned as a gateway between the women's quadrant to the north and
the forty acres to the south, and its lobby, which continued the major north-south axis of the campus,
was the principal passage between the groups. The lobby was treated simply but nobly with stone
basemolding and arches, tile wainscoting and door surrounds, wooden cornices and ceiling beams,

and plaster walls, which created a warm and sober space.
Cret designed two dormitories in the women's quadrant to the north of Home Economics. The
simple volumes and stone and brick surfaces of Greene's Littlefield Dormitory (1927), which was already
in place, set the tone for Cret's buildings. Carothers Dormitory (1937, cat. no. 98), for example, was
a long rectangular block that functioned as an edge-definer along Whitis Avenue to the west. Its public
facade was articulated with a simple central loggia and two projecting stair towers. Together the
dormitories were grouped to form U-shaped courts opening to the North Mall and the Women's
Gymnasium to the east. These buildings and spaces differed enormously, however, from the informally
massed and towered men's dormitories in the southeast of the campus.

92. Paul P. Cret
Home Economics Building, 261E:2
First-floor plan (1/16" = 1'), drawn by Chandlee
August 14, 1931
colored pencil on paper
29.9 x 52.9 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
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*93. Paul P. Cret
Home Economics Building, 261E:7
Front (north) elevation (1/16" = 1'), drawn by Livingston
August 21, 1931
pencil on paper
29.9 x 52.8 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
94. Paul P. Cret
Home Economics Building, 261E:8
Side (east) elevation (1/16" = 1'), drawn by Livingston
August 21, 1931
pencil on paper
30 x 53 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

*95. Paul P. Cret
Home Economics Building, 261E:6
Rear (south) elevation (1/16" = 1'), drawn by Livingston
August 21, 1931
pencil on paper

29.9 x 53 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
*96. Paul P. Gret
Home Economics Building, 261E:19
Front (north) elevation, details and section through lobby (1/4" = 1'), drawn by Chandlee
October 19, 1931
pencil on paper
61.1 x 96.7 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
97.

F. Harbeson
Large house with arcaded loggia
Front elevation
ink and watercolor on paper
59 x 99 cm
Paul Cret Harbeson
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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*98. Paul P. Cret
Women's Dormitory, Unit 2, #5, 310:5
Front (west) elevation
October 2, 1935
colored pencil on paper
34 x 126 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Catalogue Numbers 99 through 106

CRET'S UNION BUILDING
The creation of a union for student social activities had been under consideration for several years
before Robert Leon White, the University's supervising architect, prepared in 1929 a series ofdrawings
for the building that included a fine pencil and charcoal perspective (cat. no. 103). White's building
was composed of two parallel, rectangular volumes joined by an arcaded loggia. The pitched roof
and entrance loggia of the taller volume to the left signaled large and public spaces within, while
the hipped roofs and fenestration patterns of the shorter volume to the right indicated divided private
spaces. A series of late-medieval porches buttressed the building at key locations, but the pilastered
elevations of the walls were clearly baroque, and the richly carved, incrusted ornament of the surfaces
was Spanish. Although White's florid drawing revealed the character of the building he proposed,
the trees and its isolation suggest that he had proposed it without a specific site in mind. It appears
that Cret experimentally sited White's building in the northwest quadrant in one of his early plot
plans (cat. no. 26), but he must have soon realized that the site chosen for the Union at the entrance
to the West Mall required a different kind of building.
Once Cret turned his attention to the new building, his designs unfolded quickly. In August 1931
he proposed a plot plan for the northwest quadrant (cat. no 99) that outlined his solution for that
zone (cat. no. 100 shows the definitive plan). The Union had an L-shaped plan with one wing on
Guadalupe Street and another on the West Mall. The Auditorium to the north and an unnamed
building to the east formed a patio shared by all three. The elevations that accompanied this plot
plan (cat. no 79) show how the entrance tower worked as pivot between the two perpendicular wings.
This tower had both a symbolic and a functional rationale, for it not only mirrored the tower of the
Architecture Building across the mall and signaled the entrance to the campus but also separated
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the large public spaces of the cafeteria and ballroom in the Guadalupe wing from the small private
spaces of lounges, offices, and meeting rooms in the West Mall wing.
A second set of elevations, dated October 1931 (cat no. 102), repeated the general features of the
masses in the previous drawing but made many changes in fenestration patterns, decorative details,
and even the height of the tower. Neither this elevation nor the slightly earlier floor plans of September
1931 (cat. no. 101) were definitive, but they set the general character of the final composition, whose
massing, plan, and ornamental detailing are described amply in the text.
Cret's drawings for the Union reveal, however, many features that have disappeared over the years
or that have been severely obscured by functional modifications to the building. The most extensive
changes occurred to the east in the patio, where an expansion of the interior resulted in the demolition
of the Spanish portico and gallery. There the portico of rectangular piers bypassed the cafeteria and
a second-floor wooden gallery bypassed the ballroom. The thin, small-scaled forms and wooden texture
of the latter broke the severity of the flat limestone walls of the Union in the informal patio. It reinforced
the Spanish air that Cret hoped to create for the building. The western facade has fared better, but
the festive open character that Cret wanted the building to have along Guadalupe Street has been
reversed not only by the plantings, walls, and service units that have been constructed between the
building and the street but also by the shuttering of the highly original pulpit windows (fig. 56) of
the ground floor that were intended to provide views of the street from the cafeteria. The west facade
has been converted into a service alley and the festive cafeteria into a dark Rathskeller.
Many of the interior spaces of the Union have undergone similar remodelings, but the skylighted,
second-floor lobby (fig. 54, cat. no. 104), perhaps the building's finest space, remains as it appeared
in these drawings, even if its Spanish Renaissance detailing and rich surfaces of wood, tile, and plaster
are scarcely visible at this scale.
Other, more detailed drawings provided information about the decoration of the building, for
example, Eugene Gilboe's renderings (cat. nos. 105, 106) of the iconographic and decorative program
for the ballroom ceiling. As planned, it was to include symbols of Texas, the names of prominent
Texans, and stylized motifs in hues that would have enhanced the late-medieval sense of scale,
simplicity, and warmth that characterized this grand space.
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99. Paul P. Cret
Union Group, 261C3
Plot plan, union group and architecture (1/32" = 1), drawn by Roberts
August 22, 1931
colored pencil on paper
61.9 x 43.4 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
100. Paul P. Cret
Union Group, 241:32
Plan, northwest quadrant (1" = 100), drawn byJ.L.E.
January 5, 1933
colored pencil on paper
25.5 x 29.5 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

*101. Paul P. Cret
Union Building, 261C:7
Ground and first-floor plans (1/16" = 1'), drawn by Lewis
September 24, 1931
pencil on paper
69 x 103 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

*102. Paul P. Cret
Union Building 261C:15
Elevations and transverse section through ballroom looking south (1/16" = 1'), drawn by

Roberts
October 14, 1931
pencil on paper
57 x 113 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
*103. Robert Leon White
Student Union Building
Preliminary perspective

1929
pencil and charcoal on board
61 x 99 cm
The Architectural Drawings Collection, Architecture and Planning Library, General
Libraries
The University of Texas at Austin
*104. Paul P. Cret
Union Building, 261C36
Sections, second-floor lobby (1/4" = 1'), drawn by Lewis
November 4, 1931
pencil on paper
80 x 118 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
*105. Eugene Gilboe (?-?)
Union Building
Ceiling plan, ballroom
undated (ca. 1932)
pencil and watercolor on board
41 x 57 cm
The Architectural Drawings Collection, Architecture and Planning Library, General
Libraries
The University of Texas at Austin
106. Eugene Gilboe
Union Building
Interior elevation, ballroom at stage
undated (ca. 1932)
pencil and watercolor on board
52 x 76 cm
The Architectural Drawings Collection, Architecture and Planning Library, General
Libraries
The University of Texas at Austin

Catalogue Numbers 107 through 110

CRET'S AUDITORIUM BUILDING
Cret's Auditorium (now Hogg) at the corner of Guadalupe and Twenty-fourth streets (fig. 18, cat.
no. 109), which belonged to the first group often buildings that he constructed on the Texas campus,
was a fundamental element in the northwest quadrant. Like the nearby Union, it served both the
University and the Austin community, and Cret ensured its accessibility to both vehicular and
pedestrian traffic — the former with a driveway from Twenty-fourth Street and the latter with a diagonal
path through the open court to the north (cat. no. 28). Cret experimented with several alternative
arrangements and sites for the Auditorium in early drawings (cat. no. 99) but decided ultimately
to place it so that its lateral facade terminated the secondary north-south axis generated to the south
by the passage through the center of Gilbert's Education Building. Hence, it not only answered Gilbert's
building to the south but also formed the northern boundary of the Union's patio (cat. no. 100).
The Auditorium housed the largest lecture and entertainment hall on the campus and was perhaps
second only to Cret's library in public importance. Among the earliest drawings for the Auditorium
was a sheet of colored-pencil elevations by Hough (cat. no. 107) for a building of simple volumes,
plain surfaces, and red-tiled roofs that conveyed an atmosphere of relaxed provincial grace. These
elevations surely pleased the University's supervising architect, Robert Leon White, who did drawings
similar in spirit while a student at the University of Texas (cat. no. 108). But Cret's beliefthat public
architecture should be universal and classicizing perhaps explains his decision to use another design
(cat. no. 109). This severe, stripped classicizing facade, which resembled the bare linear effects of
European architecture circa 1800, was practically identical to Cret's earlier auditorium for the Detroit
Institute of Arts, and, as a result, perhaps represents Cret's national idiom more clearly than any
other building on campus. Only inside the Auditorium, with the patterns of polychromed Moorish
interlace in the tall grills that screened the organ pipes to either side of the proscenium arch (cat.
no. 110), did Cret develop historicizing ornament specific to the Texas campus. But the generalized
exterior of the Building — contrasted with the more unique exteriors of Home Economics and the
Union — makes clear the importance of Cret's interactions with his clients in the creation of an original
idiom for the University of Texas campus.
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107. Paul P. Cret
Auditorium Building, 261C:17
Preliminary elevations (1/16" = 1'), drawn by William J. H. Hough
October 24, 1931
colored pencil on paper
44 x 91 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
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108. Robert Leon White
A Small Private Chapel on a Country Estate
Front elevation and section
ca. 1920
pen, ink, and watercolor on paper
84 x 64 cm
The Architectural Drawings Collection, Architecture and Planning Library, General
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*109. Paul P. Cret
Auditorium Building, 261C.37
Front (east) elevation (1/4" = 1'), drawn by Urffer
November 5, 1931
chalk and wash on paper
58 x 102 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
110. Paul P. Cret
Auditorium Building, 261C:40
Transverse section, elevation at stage organ, plan at proscenium (1/4" = 1'), drawn by
RLM
November 5, 1931
colored pencil on paper
76 x 99 cm
H2L2 Architects/Planners
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

